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Michael
McCLURE
This is a first muscular, gesture of what I am pleased
to say will be an ongoing presentation of Michael
McClure's work. Please check back from time to time
to see new, unpublished poetry from McClure in these
pages.
"The Dante Canto Illustration (4)" is a previously
unpublished poem from one of McClure's 1986
notebooks. The next poem to appear will be the
unpublished "A Vision Concerning Peyote," from a
1958 McClure notebook. While visiting McClure last
summer, I had the good fortune of hearing him read "A
Vision Concerning Peyote" aloud; it filled the room like
an incantation and I'm honored to be say that this
poem is forthcoming.
A bit of a word about where we stand in Dante's world
might be in order to preface this installment of
McClure's visionary work. Fitting, given the current
state of political affairs, that we should open with the
deceiver, Geryon.
Thus, "we know that the monster Geryon, guardian of
the Eighth Circle, is the symbol of fraud. In classical
mythology, he is represented as a giant having human
form with three heads or three bodies. Dante's Geryon
is also master of three natures: human, reptilian, and
bestial." Ride with us along our fiery futures as
McClure "past, present, and future sees."
We also know that McClure will not be changed into a
spider for his masterful spinning of this new cloak onto
Dante's classic form. Seen in silhouette here, the
reader will recognize that he has achieved the task of
modernization for this age and "makes it new." This
first poem will resonate until the next appears.
We are now descending.
                                                                                                  
—Larry Sawyer

THE DANTE CANTO ILLUSTRATION (4)

THUNDERING—THUNDERING—THUNDERING—SMASHING—
SMASHING—ROARING—CRASHING—HURLING DOWN IN
ONE
GIGANTIC POURING FROM A CLIFF ABOVE IN BLACKNESS
WE HEARD
THE SCARLET WATERFALL COME SUNDERING THICK AIR
LIKE A PUNK ROCK CONCERT IN A MADHOUSE OR ROCK
AND ROLL
TURNED INTO AUDIAL GRANITE ON A METAL EAR…!
IT

would

soon make
us deaf!
Then, gently, my leader Virgil
asked me for the knotted cord about my waist
it was the wire I'd thought to use to noose
the spotted leopard in the entryway. I took it off
as he told me and coiled it like a phone wire
in a pile of tiny loops. I gave it to him

and he took it and turned to his right
and tossed it outward over the abyss
where in my mind's eye, in the darkness, I imagined
that it hung momentarily and then shot straight down
to the depths. "Yeah! Yeah!" I thought,
"some bizarre and unimaginable, apparition will answer
that signal because Virgil's eyes are fixed downward
intently in that blackish-brown unending
molasses in that poisoned-sugar air."
But how careful one must be with those
who not only read reality in outward actions
but also look into the secrecy of thoughts.
"Soon you'll view," spoke Virgil, "why I wait
and what your sensorium is all trembling to paint
into an image."
Reader, what I say will
now amaze you like some
FOUL LIE
that I should shut in with
sealed lips. But I can't
keep quiet, and by the stanzas
of this comedy—may they be immortal—
I vow I saw something swimming
upward through that thick maze below,
A WEIRD SHAPE that would make

any knee tremble or breath catch
in scared amazement. It rose like
a beaver or a diver from a crusted wreck,
UPWARD SWIFTLY, ARCHED, BREAST FORWARD,
and arms drawn in.

Canto 17—
"SEE THE   MONSTER      MONSTER       MONSTER, WITH
THE POINTED TAIL,
WHO CRASHES THROUGH THE SCARPS OF MOUNTAINS,
AND DRAGONLIKE SPLITS LANCES, SEE THIS THING
WHOSE TOXIN FILLS THE WORLD KNEEDEEP
AND BURIES SINCERE DREAMS IN WALLS OF TEARS!"
Thus stately Virgil shouted to me
and motioned the BEAST to come up to the ledge
at the rock's edge where we had passed.
Then that repellent , shudder-causing eidolon of FRAUD
drew
near
and slipped like a baby over the hot rock lip
but left his tail swinging in the abyss.

WHAT A FACE HE HAD! THE HIGHEST, CLEAREST BROW!
THE SWEETEST, MOST RADIANT
VISAGE THAT A MAN MIGHT HAVE!

He beamed with honesty and gentleness,
and mild modesty was pouring from his eyes.
All the rest of him was repugnant—sea serpent
and chimera. His hands were taloned paws, all gleaming
black and shaggy with bear fur to his arm pits.
His back and chest, and his reptile right and left,
were set out in small round shields
with gleaming yellow glue between them
such as one can see at the corners of the lips
of madmen.
No Iranian or Pakistani ever made a rug
with so many traceries and shades as his scaled skin
—nor did Arachne, herself, while weaving
loom such vibrant—though still repulsive
stuff.
Like small slender boats along the river
beached upon the gravel but partly in the lapping
pale green water, or as the badger
found in the hungry German's lands
stands above his shadow waiting for his prey
within its hole, in that way, this horror
came to poise
upon the rocky circle's lip that kept
the smoking sand from falling to the pit below.

His tail writhed and twitched

IN

THE

VOID

and he skirled the scorpion tip

high in dark air above us!

My leader said, "Now we'll swerve here and march
to confront that dripping fetid dinosaur
who's hovering there with his bright face toward us!"
So we went the few steps to our right,
walking on the rim, avoiding simmering sand
and particles of fire that splashed
like milk.
When we were before the creature, with his odor
like a blast within a blast, I saw men nearby
sitting on the ledge above the void.
My master Virgil said, "So you may be able
to comprehend this circle, go and look and talk
to them—but briefly. Right now I'll
talk to this monster and make him give us
the use of his shoulders."
So I walked on by myself
around the teetering edge of the
Seventh Circle's lip. Men sat like sorrowing
beggars with melting snowfields gushing
from their eyes. They moved their hands
uselessly in semaphores of pain to keep
away the burning gases, as dogs in misery
push at their noses and claw at the bites

of fleas and horseflies.
The visages of these shades were new to me
though sometimes I saw them clearly
in the raining drifting fire
and blistering soot. Each of them had
a stomacher, or sack, or pectoral, around his neck.
One pouch was yellow with the blue emblem of a lion.
Another had a pouch scarlet as gore,
with a goose lined on it that shone
in the random flames like white butter.
One ghost
with a blue pregnant cow
on his bag, stopped me with his voice:
"WHAT

ARE YOU

DOING
IN THIS CAVE OF PAIN?

GET
OUT
WHILE YOU'RE ALIVE!
MY
PAL
VITALIO
will soon be here
at my left! I'm
from Padua but these Florentines deafen me
by crying out: 'Move over for the kingly knight who's coming

with three eagle beaks upon his bag!' "
Then he twisted up his face and stuck out his blue
and purple swollen tongue like a cow
that licks its nose.
Remembering Virgil had told me to hurry
I turned back to him
and found him seated on the rump
of that horrific Geryon.

"BE BRAVE," said Virgil, "we're going down.
This monster is our stairs to the next circle.
Sit in front of me and I'll be between
you and the lashing scorpion tail."
The thought gave me the shakes as if I had
malarial fever and was standing by
a block of ice with nails turned blue,
but Virgil shamed me and I sat on the filthy shoulders.
I lost my voice or I would have whispered,
"Master, clutch me tight!"
Virgil, just as he had saved me before,
reached out and clasped me
in his engendering arms, shouting, "GERYON,
BEAST OF FRAUD, GO ON! Descend in long circles !
Be careful with the special freight
You're carrying! Watch out!"

THEN LIKE A LITTLE SAILING SHIP PULLING OUT,
the beast slipped backward cautiously.
When he was free of the cliff rim
he rolled swiftly over in a loop

so that his rear was where his chest
had been before, and he straightened
out his tail like a LAMPREY,
then swept up clouds of air
in his brawny taloned paws.
NEVER

HAVE

I

BEEN MORE SCARED

there was only dark air and stench
AND SPACE
around me!
And his scales and fur!

I thought of Phaeton setting fire
to his Father's skies
and Icarus watching the melting wax
that held the feathers to his hands
and thighs!

Down the monster swam in huge slow giant circles.
I could only sense descent by the side drafts.
To our right the scarlet cataract was crashing
with its thundering roar. Looking
down into the pit I was overwhelmed
by distant flames and piercing

cries of agony! I was shaking
and I huddled up with fright
because now I saw, through the descending wheeling
all the clustered ghosts in pain
around on every side.
"Damn, she's settling!" The weary falconer cries
when the gerfalcon heavily puts down
in disappointment when no heron
is in sight.
Round and round the falcon goes in endless rings
toward the marshy field. There she
stands sullen and aloof.
In that way, Geryon took us to the strata
at the cliff base, but when we stepped off
away he shot—twanged like one single powered note
from a bass guitar.

back

20 Questions with Michael
McCLURE

Does the revolver really have white hair?
Yesterday, the day preceding the 40th anniversary of John F. Kennedy's
assassination was the closest thing, in my lifetime in the US, to Krystal Nacht in 1930s
Germany. On Crystal Night, Nazi thugs and officers crashed down the windows of
businesses and homes of Jews and beat Jews on the streets. The streets were so
littered with broken glass and teeth that they looked like crystal. Yesterday, November
21st in Miami, the Police, funded by eight and a half million dollars from the 87 billion
that the Administration is sending to Iraq, staged a police riot. They used concussion
grenades, pepper gas, stun guns, batons, wooden and rubber bullets, and extreme
physical brutality to injure and terrorize many of the ten thousand protestors at the
ministerial meeting of the Free Trade Area of the Americas. I heard some of this live
on Amy Goodman's Democracy Now radio show (on the web
www.democracynow.com). I heard people being beaten, screaming, and pleading for
mercy. There was no mention of this in the US papers I saw. There was no mention of
the 100,000 protestors against George Bush who marched in London on the previous
day. When I roll out of bed and put my feet on the floor I feel like it is a new world. I
don't know about white-haired revolvers but my hair is white and I believe "The
revolution will not be televised."

Where were you Nov. 22, 1963?

(Written 11/ 22/ 63 on the fly leaf of Whitman's LEAVES OF GRASS.)
"Today, Friday, I take out this book again to read "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard
Bloomed" J.F.K. brutally murdered today! THE DEATH OF A MAMMAL what will you
say to me today Whitman? All of us thought of you with hope J.F.K. even the chillest
of anarchists in this COLD WAR. The time for resentment between men has departed.
NO MURDER nor ASSASSINATION may be justified. I weep in my house as others
weep in the streets. The tears are lion cubs of saline water. The Continent America
must give birth to the Cherubic Civilization envisioned by Whitman & Melville. The
boundary between art & politics & science has crumbled as it did in Blake's THE
MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL. The absence of John Kennedy is a sorrowful
voided blot upon our consciousness and yet history will see him through our tears as a
confused man-animal. And I had vowed never to forgive him for the death of children
in Cuba! Farewell sad energetic creature!"

Straight no chaser?
I was seventeen in Wichita and running with beboppers from Kansas City smoking
watery dope and going to Black jam sessions at late night. I went for the thrill of the
romance and adventure seeing myself drunk in the tinted mirror and loving the edge in
the Black bop ethos. But I didn't feel the music, I loved Scarlatti and Monteverdi; then
one night in a friend's apartment I HEARD Thelonious Monk's "Mysterioso" and
"Straight No Chaser." IT WAS AN ILLUMINATION I discovered elegance and
improvisational genius. I'll never forget.

How did you implement your escape from Wichita?
It's all down in black and white and technicolor mind-flashes in the first half of my
novel of a boy's life THE MAD CUB.

If only one of your books is to be included in a time capsule, which should be
chosen?
I CAN'T BEAR THE THOUGHT OF THAT! My first idea is THREE POEMS
(comprised of DARK BROWN, RARE ANGEL, DOLPHIN SKULL). Then I know it
would have to be REBEL LIONS then I can't bear the thought of leaving out my plays
THE BEARD, JOSEPHINE, GARGOYLE CARTOONS, THE RED SNAKE, VKTMS.
BUT I CAN'T DO IT AT ALL WITHOUT MY UNPUBLISHED BOOK FLEAS (250
RHYMED AND SPONTANEOUS MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD) It's impossible.

If you could characterize the current president as a cartoon

character, who might that be?
Wonky Worm.

Imagine that you are a being from another world seeing the earth for the first
time. What first message might you send to your home planet?
―Found a gorgeous place!

What color is consciousness?
The color of peyote and rainbows, and the trillion senses we do not use yet.

What would you like to be when you grow up?
A man of moderation and a tyger of wrath.

Does breath sculpt the matter?
Energy sculpts the matter and breath indicates the perimeter.

Was Olson right?
Charles Olson's proposal of Projective Verse is the cleanest and clearest antidote to
watery verse.

Are there caves in your psyche?
Philip Whalen was hospitalized and was given pain killers (which he despised) and
being quite high he pointed out that we were on a boat. I was sitting on the chair next
to his hospital bed on the "boat" and we made a tour of the river and talked about
what was on the banks. Largely the banks were notable for the presence of genteel
and handsomely dressed polar bears and exotic buildings and forests (Philip saw
some small polka dotted dinosaurs), but mostly I liked it when the river ran between
high banks or cliffs and we could see into caves which were occupied by dancers in

filmy blue material.

Do you have a New York story?
In 1960 when I moved to New York, Frank O'Hara took my family of the time and
myself to see St. Brigids Cathedral, then to the top of the Empire State Building, and
then to his apartment to meet his partner Joe.

Was Herbert Huncke really guilty of everything?
Yes.

As mammals, what is our most important duty on this third stone from the sun?
To preserve inspiration and imagination, and to remember that Diane di Prima said:
"THE ONLY WAR THAT MATTERS IS THE WAR AGAINST THE IMAGINATION!"

How might one get George W. Bush to open his third eye?
If anyone opens Bush's third eye, I hope they open Cheney's third eye first.

How do you wish to be remembered?
I will be remembered differently by everyone who knows me and that's the way I'd
have it.

What is the prognosis for America?
Alfred North Whitehead wrote: "It is the business of the future to be dangerous."

What's your favorite poison?

Johnny Walker Black Label and I have outgrown it.

What drew you to the Barbary Coast?
City Lights Book Store.

What headline would you run on the front page of The New York Times if you
were tomorrow's editor-in-chief?
IN 24 HOURS MICHAEL MOORE BEGINS AS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THIS PAPER

Do you have a favorite Robert Creeley story?
From LIGHTING THE CORNERS: On Art, Nature, and the Visionary, by Michael
McClure: "Bob is as much a part of my life as the bed I sleep on or as the sky I see out
of my window or Mount Tamalpais there in the distance or Point Bonita where it slips
into the Pacific Ocean like the head of Disney's Pluto the Pup. Like those things and
the billowy anise-scented fennel plants on the corner in the vacant lot, Bob is part of
my life every day. If it were not for Bob and his poetry I'd be somebody else."

How can we ever thank you?
De nada.
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THE ART IN POETRY & THE POETRY IN ART
Getty Museum Panel April 25, 2002
I abandon sculpture engraving and painting to dedicate myself entirely to song.
                                                                        —Pablo Picasso to Jaime Sabartés, April
1936
There was a curious and probably terminal moment in the relation between Picasso
and Gertrude Stein that came at a time—in 1935—when Picasso found himself
unable to paint and turned to writing, to poetry, as an alternative form of expression.
When he showed some of the resultant work to Stein—or read it to her as the story
goes —her response was quick and unequivocal. "The egotism of a painter," she
wrote and lectured him in explanation, "is an entirely different egotism than the
egotism of a writer." And again, recounting the event on her own: "This was his life for
two years, of course he who could write, write so well with drawings and with colours,
knew very well that to write with words was, for him, not to write at all." In saying
which, she deliberately extended her conclusion to all painters, who are by nature and
by vocation different from all writers.
Some such separation of the arts is probably a more common idea than that of their
unification, though hardly a settled point, either then or now. A somewhat similar view,
for example, turns up in Stein's younger contemporary, Ezra Pound, who demanded in
his 1914 Vortex manifesto a separate defining characteristic for each of a range of
arts:
EVERY CONCEPT, EVERY EMOTION PRESENTS ITSELF TO THE VIVID
CONSCIOUSNESS IN SOME PRIMARY FORM. IT BELONGS TO THE ART OF
THIS FORM. IF SOUND, TO MUSIC; IF FORMED WORDS, TO LITERATURE; THE
IMAGE, TO POETRY; FORM, TO DESIGN; COLOUR IN POSITION, TO PAINTING;
FORM OR DESIGN IN THREE PLANES, TO SCULPTURE; MOVEMENT TO THE
DANCE OR TO THE RHYTHM OF MUSIC OR OF DANCES.
Pound of course was speaking here of a separation of the arts and not of a restriction
on the capacity of an artist to move from one to another. (He himself, it should be
pointed out, experimented later with musical composition [an operatic work called
Villon], to say nothing of the occasional construction of furniture, which he did, on the
model perhaps [or perhaps not] of William Morris.)
It's curious too that where Pound asserts that "the vorticist will use only (italics mine)
the primary media of his art," he cites as his primary examples "in painting, Kandinski,
Picasso." While Kandinsky in 1914 was already into something like a painting based
on "colour in position," he was also experimenting with poetry and multimedia
performance. Concerning his book of poems, Klänge [Sounds], Hugo Ball wrote in
1917: "Nowhere else, even among the Futurists, has anyone attempted such a daring
purification of language." And to mix things even further, Kandinsky had already, in the

Blaue Reiter Almanac, published the text and score for Der gelbe Klang [The Yellow
Sound], as his own modernist/expressionist version of Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk.
At this point let me just suggest that Pound's and even Kandinsky's crossing of genre
boundaries was rather modest— even rather hokey—compared to Stein's farreaching, truly radical experiments with language. Still, as practitioners they were
open to the crossing—Kandinsky a germinal figure in that direction - while other artists
went even further, functioned as language poets / language artists (so to speak) or as
creators of unprecedented works in defiance of all genres. Among those who sensed
an underlying unity of poetry and art—and practiced it—were Schwitters, Marinetti,
Arp, Picabia, Apollinaire, and Hartley, and to a lesser degree (perhaps), Klee, Breton,
Lorca, Miro, Ernst, Duchamp, and Dali. (Mallarmé, whose Coup de dès comes at the
end of the nineteenth century, might be another example of a poet creating a major
and germinal work of verbovisual art.)
There is with all of this a strong sense of the interpenetration of poetry and art, along
with a welcoming of artists who worked both fields or—better—fused them.
Collaborations between visual and verbal artists were even more common— in books,
in performances, in manifestos. I am thinking here of the activity around Russian
futurist books, Italian Futurist performances, Dada evenings at Cabaret Voltaire in
Zurich and later in Paris and Berlin, and the profusion of collaborative livres d'art that
involved most of the major artists and poets of French modernism. (These are only the
best known examples among many others.) Of the artists who crossed over on their
own, it seems to me that those in the early part of the twentieth century were primarily
visual artists (painters) rather than poets—conceivably because increasingly open
forms of poetry and the blurring of distinctions between poetry and prose allowed any
literate (writing) person to enter the ranks, while painting and sculpture retained a
more specialized status, at least until the final decades of the twentieth century.
Having said this much, I will now limit myself to a brief consideration of two twentiethcentury artists, Pablo Picasso and Kurt Schwitters, and try a much too rapid
assessment of what they were able to achieve as poets. Both Picasso and
Schwitters—much like some of the other crossover artists I've mentioned present
themselves at some point as being primarily "poets." (This is possibly an indication of
the prestige around the idea of "poetry" and "poet" at a time when the idea of "art" was
already coming into question.) Schwitters, who was into the making of poetry
(language art) throughout his artistic life cited poetry as a primary activity and included
it always as one of the arts whose boundaries from the other arts he intended to
erase. And Picasso, for all of his acclaim as the century's principal visual artist, was
reported to have said of himself, "that long after his death his writing would gain
recognition and encyclopedias would say: 'Picasso, Pablo Ruiz—Spanish poet who
dabbled in painting, drawing and sculpture.'" (Miguel Acoca, "Picasso Turns a Busy 90
Today," International Herald Tribune, 25 October 1971).
Picasso's engagement with poetry and with poets goes back to his early days in Paris,
but the writing itself comes only in the mid-1930s, when it erupts with considerable
force and continues until the creation of an ultimate masterwork, The Burial of the
Count of Orgaz, in 1959. The Cubist connections are best known and involve an

interplay with a range of poets living and working in Paris—Stein, Apollinaire, Jacob,
Reverdy, and Salmon, among others. The chalked sign over his studio door in
Montmartre read AU RENDEZ-VOUS DES POÈTES, and the exchanges with poet
friends would have been not only about the new painting but the new poetry as well.
(The "new spirit" or "new mind," Apollinaire had called it in a famous essay.) Writes his
principal biographer John Richardson about the ambience of what he calls Picasso's
"think tank": "It enabled the artist to become vicariously a poet—a poet in paint, not yet
a poet in words." And even so the verbally dense newspaper collages and isolated
stenciled words that marked his Cubist canvases give us a measure of how far he had
already gone in opening his art to language.
Through all his work in fact there was a "need for poetry" 1 (the phrase here is John
Cage's, in relation to his own writings), and that need brought Picasso to an
alignment—in the 1920s and 30s - with the younger poets who made up the core of
Paris-based Surrealism. Prior to the 1924 Manifesto of Surrealism and the founding
that December of La Révolution Surréaliste, members of the about-to-be Surrealist
group countersigned Breton's essay "Hommage à Picasso," which appeared in the
June 20th issue of Paris-Journal. From 1924 to 1929 works by Picasso were
reproduced in eight of the eleven issues of La Révolution Surréaliste, and he was
often cited by Breton and other poets as an exemplary Surrealist figure—"their
prophet," Patrick O'Brian writes, with sufficient quotations to back it up. Or Breton, who
had "claim[ed] him" as "one of us": "If Surrealism is to adopt a line of conduct, it has
only to pass where Picasso has already passed and where he will pass again."
The full engagement with poetry came in 1935—a hiatus in his painting practice
touched off by a financially distressing divorce but also, I would suggest, by a sense of
the impending war that was building up in Spain with dire consequences for the rest of
Europe. Here is how it first comes into his notebook writing as an extended piece of
unpunctuated and multiphasic work of prose and poetry, dated 18 april XXXV:
if I should go outside the wolves would come to eat out of my hand just as my room
would seem to be outside of me my other earnings would go off around the world
smashed into smithereens but what is there to do today it's thursday everything is
closed it's cold the sun is whipping anybody I could be and there's no helping it so
many things come up so that they throw the roots down by their hairs out in the bull
ring stenciled into portraits not to make a big deal of the day's allotments but today
has been a winner and the hunter back with his accounts askew how great this year
has been for putting in preserves like these and thus and so and always things are
being left behind some tears are laughing without telling tales again except around the
picture frame the news arrived that this time we would only see the spring at night and
that a spider crawls across the paper where I'm writing that the gift is here the others
putting ties on for the holidays that we've already had it for the nonce and that it's just
the start this time around
And so on for another twenty pages of margin-to-margin writing, which would be
typical of most of his later poetry—not automatic in any strict sense but heavily worked
over and marking the beginning of several years of poetry, which he would practice
sometime as an almost daily exercise. (The big prose poems have no titles in fact but

only dates.) The let-up came around 1941, but it was during the war years in fact that
he wrote his two plays, Desire Trapped By the Tail and The Four Little Girls, and in the
1950s he produced two major works of poetry, Hunk of Skin and The Burial of the
Count of Orgaz (the title of the last—if not its content—derived from El Greco's great
painting).
There is little that is trivial in Picasso's work as a poet, and the energy and rapid-fire
shift of images brought from Surrealists and Breton the response (totally different from
Stein's) that Picasso had joined the ranks of those who were pushing poetry, pushing
language to its limits, even in some ways beyond the workings of the Surrealists
themselves. So Michel Leiris, in a later overview, declared that Picasso was "an
insatiable player with words ... [one of those who, like] James Joyce ... in his
Finnegans Wake, ... displayed an equal capacity to promote language as a real thing
(one might say) . . . and to use it with as much dazzling liberty."

INTERLUDE & READING: THE DREAM & LIE OF FRANCO
Somewhere along the way Kurt Schwitters wrote the following, with which I'd like to
start my presentation of his work:
My aim is the total work of art, which combines all branches of art into an artistic unit. .
. . First, I combined individual categories of art. I have pasted together poems from
words and sentences so as to produce a rhythmic design. I have on the other hand
pasted up pictures and drawings so that sentences could be read in them. I have
driven nails into pictures so as to produce a plastic relief apart from the pictorial quality
of the paintings. I did this so as to efface the boundaries between the arts.
Although Kurt Schwitters is recognized as one of the seminal visual artists of the
earlier twentieth century, his achievement as one of the major poets and theorists of
Modernism has so far not received the same degree of attention, at least not in the
English-speaking world. Art critics and museum curators, perhaps because of their
professional leanings, tend with few exceptions to consider his language-oriented
work as a curious by-product of his art or as a minor phase of his early, Dadaassociated career. While such an appraisal may ring true for others (we used to think it
was the case, say, with Picasso), it is a distortion of Schwitters' accomplishment,
especially because he himself never saw his art and literary activities according to
some such hierarchical model. On the contrary, Schwitters' push was toward an ever
greater integration and equivalence of the various facets of his artistic oeuvre. In this
sense— in that extension of Dada experimentation that he personalized with the
coined word "Merz"—his attempt "to efface the boundaries between the arts"
resembles and predicts the work of such later artists as Cage, Oldenburg and Kaprow,
indeed of a significant portion of the "postmodern" generation. (It is also in clear
opposition to Stein's contention that "the egotism of a painter is an entirely different
egotism than the egotism of a writer"—that their thought and practice come, so to
speak, from irreconcilably different sources.)
Schwitters wrote prolifically throughout his life. His earliest poems date from his
student days in pre-World War One Germany, his last writings from 1947, the year of

his death in England. It is in his poetry, he tells us, that he made his initial
breakthrough as an artist, and it is in the fusion of the poetry and painting that he
made his entry into Merz. Besides the poetry, the boundaries of which he stretched as
much if not more than any of his contemporaries, he wrote essays and manifestos,
plays and fictions. Although most of his writing was in his native German, he also
wrote in English and Norwegian (he renounced the German language during his exile
in World War Two). The true extent of his written opus has only recently become
apparent, thanks to the five volumes of his collected writings (Das Literarische Werk),
published by DuMont Verlag in Cologne.
Kurt Schwitters' continual inventiveness is revealed by even a cursory glance at his
collected writings. He ranks squarely among the protean writers of the first part of the
twentieth century, along with poets such as Apollinaire, Stein, Tzara, Marinetti, Pound,
and so on. The professed sweep and aim of his poems (no contemporary poet worked
with or developed more new forms and genres) are truly Poundian or even
Wagnerian, though without Pound's or Wagner's mytho-historical ambitions or
ideological strictures. Schwitters worked all his life towards a Gesamtkunstwerk, a
total work of art, as an amalgamation of elements from all artistic genres assembled
through the common synthesizing principle of radical collage. His famous Merzbau
(Merz Tower) was "an extraordinary architectural-sculptural column, or assemblage"
as Lucy Lippard describes it, or Schwitters himself: "I am building an abstract
sculpture into which people can go."
Schwitters also conceived but never brought into full play the idea of a Robert Wilsonlike total theater, as what he called "the ultimate, total Merz work ... distinguished by
the fusion of all factors ['even people may be included'] into a total work of art." But
even in his smaller visual collages, words invaded the world of paint and form, not
only as detritus from the commercial/banal world around him, but speaking to the
issues of his time—signs of a democratizing politics and of a poetics of everyday life:
"the search for an artistic complex in an artless world ... and from that complex the
creation of a work of art through acts of framing." This highly conscious quest to use
everyday objects and language-shards— "banalities" he calls them—is foregrounded
by Schwitters in a number of theoretical texts.
Viewed in the narrower sense, Schwitters' poetry-as-such displays a similar sweep
and inventiveness. It includes early expressionist lyrics (the most radical of which
already move him towards his kind of asyntactic poetry) and their later, often hilarious
reworkings ("An Anna Blume" is the primary example), Dada and proto-Surrealist
poems, and vocovisual experiments, often taking the shape of what would later be
called sound-texts and concrete poetry. While he is best known now for the latter
[sound]works (his "Ur Sonata" foremost here), his language experiments also led him
into other areas of what he called "abstract poetry," where syntax was dissolved or
transformed, isolating words or placing them in untried combinations, as an exploration
of the problematics of referentiality and non-referentiality in language
DESIRE

And
Without
Have
Sing
Earthworm
Strut
Lyric
Tradition
The beggar
Of
Hollow
Green
Of about
Of abutments
The grass
Of such work he writes: "In poetry, words are torn from their former context,
dissociated, and brought into a new context where they become formal parts of the
poem, nothing else." His central methods here, as with his best known paintings, are
those of collage and assemblage or, as he describes it: "[The poetry] is analogous to
Merz painting in making use of given elements such as sentences cut out of
newspapers or taken down from catalogues, posters, etc., with or without alteration."
But for all of his radical language experiments, Schwitters, during his most active
period on native ground, was the author of what was possibly the best known and
most popular German poem of the 1920s, "An Anna Blume," and his almost equally
popular "Ur Sonata," a wordless 35-minute performance poem, is to sound poetry
what Joyce's Ulysses is to the twentieth-century novel. If the success of "Anna
Blume"—"both a Dadaist poem ... and a sentimentalized Expressionist one," as
Elderfield describes it—came easily, the success of "Ur Sonata" was more equivocal
and depended in large measure on Schwitters' own personality and presence as a
performer. This involved not only his performance tours with avant-garde colleagues
like Theo van Doesburg and Raoul Hausmann, but appearances like the one
described in almost mythic terms by the Dada artist and film-maker Hans Richter,
which took place in Potsdam in 1924 or 1925 in a private house and before an
audience made up largely of the local gentry, retired generals and other people of
rank from the old Prussian nobility:
Schwitters stood on the podium, drew himself up to his full six feet plus, and began to
perform the Ur Sonata, complete with hisses, roars and crowings, before an audience
who had no experience whatever of anything modern. At first they were completely
baffled, but after a couple of minutes the shock began to wear off. For another five
minutes protest was held in check by the respect due Frau Kiepenhauer's house. But
this restraint served only to increase the inner tension. I watched delightedly as two
generals in front of me pursed their lips as hard as they could to stop themselves
laughing. Their faces, above their upright collars, turned first red, then slightly bluish.
And then they lost control. They burst laughing, and the whole audience, freed from
the pressure that had been building up inside them, exploded in an orgy of laughter.
The dignified old ladies, the stiff generals, shrieked with laughter, gasped for breath,

slapped their thighs, choked themselves. Kurtchen was not in the least bit put out by
this. He turned up the volume of his enormous voice to Force Ten and simply
swamped the storm of laughter in the audience, so that the latter seemed almost to be
an accompaniment to the Ur Sonata. ... The hurricane blew itself out as rapidly as it
had arisen. Schwitters spoke the rest of his Ur Sonata without further interruption. The
result was fantastic. The same generals, the same rich ladies, who had previously
laughed until they cried, now came to Schwitters, again with tears in their eyes,
almost stuttering with admiration and gratitude. Something had been opened up within
them, something they had never expected to feel: a great joy.
There is no anonymous or absent author here, but a remarkable, self-defined, and
often misunderstood artist. He is also, incontestibly, one of us.

PLAY: SCHWITTERS' RECORDING OF "ANNA BLUME and SCHERZO FROM "UR
SONATA"
READ: A MERZ SONATA, FOR KURT SCHWITTERS
1 “Picasso, after reading from a sketchbook containing poems in Spanish, says to me: ‘Poetry – but everything you
find in these poems one can also find in my paintings. So many painters today have forgotten poetry in their
paintings – and it’s the most important thing: poetry.’” (Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, 1959)
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The Ghazal:
At the SUNY Poetics Board there has been a major discussion of the war from a
political perspective over the past year. While most, if not all, of the poets involved
have been against the war, and against the president, I myself have wondered about the
human rights issues raised by the Taliban government and Saddam Hussein's regime. The
Taliban routinely executed young girls for the crime of learning to read. Saddam
Hussein and his sons had eclipsed all political opposition and have been responsible
for hundreds of thousands of gruesome political murders. Politics has a tendency to
demonize the other, while aesthetics is more of an invitation to love and beauty, and
brings out the very best in a people. While condemning the aberrant political
practices of some contemporary Islamic countries, I also wanted to try to see the very
best of the Islamic tradition. One place to look for this is in their great Sufi
poetic and mystical tradition. While the political situation leaves a great deal to
be desired in both the West and the Middle East, and the ugly war that is on-going in
an attempt to resolve it, the poetic situation seems to be on more solid ground. I
invited the poets of the SUNY Poetics list to join me in a contest that would allow us
to work in the Sufi tradition of the ghazal -- an old form going back at least to
classical poets such as Rumi. At first I didn't know anything about the form, and so
I wrote one just to kick things off based on a few simple rules. Those rules and my
ghazal is below. Since that initial post we had good discussions over the three
weeks of the open contest. What are the precise rules? Do the precise rules matter?
Is it a feeling? Or is the ghazal feeling created in fact by the rules? As we
pondered and debated these and other questions a sense of the immensity of a culture

came before us that wasn't linked strictly to the sound-bites fed to us by the nightly
news. The Islamic/Sufi tradition that contains the ghazal also contains a marvelous
humor, tremendous music, and a mystical tradition that has reached crescendos which
could cause a countervalent sense of "shock and awe." While the post was initially
advertized as a contest, there was such an eloquent outcry against hierarchical
(especially that posed by Kazim Ali) that I decided to let the poems speak for
themselves, and to let each participant and reader decide for themselves which are the
better ones. The poems were written by quite good poets many of whom with a book or
more behind them, and more ahead of them, and each poem had a special insight, as if
we were the blind men approaching the elephant (an old Sufi parable) and each held
forth with their own interpretation. Therefore, instead of one winning poem, there is
a higher sense in which our ghazals form one larger ghazal with many facets, and each
facet integral to the inquest.

                                                                                                   -- Kirby Olson
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Kirby Olson wrote on July 6, 2003:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I was wondering if anybody would like to join me in a festival of the ghazal?
It is a format widely used by Islamic and Sufi poets. By trying our hand at
them and perhaps some people posting some of the better ones from the classical
tradition, it would be a way to find an understanding of some of the high points
of that culture. I have heard that Rumi, among others, used this form. I could
pick the winner, or we could just have a free-form everybody wins sort of
festival. People could even try to write deliberately bad ones, which can be
fun.
The classical ghazal is very complicated, but I propose a simpler format. You
have to have at least five couplets. Each couplet has to stand on its own as a
separate poem. The first two lines have to end with the same word. Then from
then on, the second line of each of the five to ten couplets has to end on that
word, too. I cooked up an example recently, and send it in in hopes that my
ghazal will call out to others lying asleep in your preconscious!

The following ghazals were posted to the Poetics board between July 6, 2003 and
> July 24, 2003 when the contest officially closed. Any commentary on any or all
> of them would be interesting. I would like to discuss them. Let's try to keep
> the discussion from being too dogmatic or harsh, or to indicate that your
> viewpoint is the only possible one, as that turns everybody off. Appreciative
> or perceptive and illuminating conversation, like illuminating poems, is
> exploratory, and approaches the elephant of the ghazal from the viewpoint
>of the three blind men -- which began as a Sufi parable.
>
> Thanks so much.
>
> -- Kirby Olson, Contest Organizer
>
> P.S. I want to publicly thank Terrie Relf for organizing the poems
> electronically in the following order after she had volunteered to do so.
> People should beam a nice thought to her, as I would have been incapable of
> anything so technically complicated.
>
> ---->
> A Note from Terrie Leigh Relf:
>
> If I made any errors in this process, please forgive me. You can contact me for corrections
at: tlrelf@cox.net. I did have some problems with reformatting the first one. I snuck in one I
wrote, too. <G>
>
>
>
> GHAZAL AT FIRST SIGHT
> by Daniel Zimmerman
>
> Whenever the couple thought to commence
>
> they wondered whether they ought to commence.
>
> Consider them angels and, as such,
>
> on heaven's template wrought to commence.
>
> Wingless, they hesitate:
>
> whence, after all, were they brought to commence?
>
>
> Dimming their gleam, they contemplate:
>
> under what master taught to commence?
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Breath catching breath, gaze catching gaze,
frozen in silence they fought to commence.

How could their longing have grown so adept,
innocent of what they sought to commence?

Shining in darkness, they ponder the trust
Daniel mustered with naught to commence.

GHAZAL ON A DAY OF MEDICAL FAST
By Charlotte Mandel
Fasting empties the brain as well as the stomach.
Hunger for eclipsed names impels as the stomach.
Gold hoops of navel rings bobble along 5th Avenue,
hip-slung jeans chiming la belle as the stomach.
The waist of my prom gown refuses the zipper.
What organ expands as many cells as the stomach?
Two frat brothers, portly after decades, connect
via belt buckle--hail/farewells at the stomach.
Once upon a skyscraper summit, Diana poised with bow-each quivering muscle show-and-tell as the stomach.
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Untitled ghazal
By Kathleen Edward
she steps a pint across
unbroken line.
the hockey game again,
game six.
named for the island, cat
a clipped tail.
david in his blue blue shirt
becomes the sky.
her kathleen edwards t-shirt
is nearly new.
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quick ghazal on bank & gloucester streets
By Rob McLennan

the immediate world exists
at right angles
the intersection where the bank,
office towers, tim hortons
in the throes of service -- public
& private -- plastic picture tags
on strings
the rain puddles out
to biblical proportions
what cabs tear by
plaster multiple suits
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Ghazal
By
Martha L Deed
Rules of the game form a comfortable cage.
Are those who don't play in or out of the cage?
The fawn munching lilies looks into the house,
watches people drink tea on display in their cage.
Dozens of red trilliums grow deep in the woods.
Each blooms safe from prey in its own metal cage.
He who revolts against train and plane schedules
rides locked to the highway in his own rolling cage.
She climbs from the car on the run from her spouse,
Gaunt, haunted, and amazed to be free from her cage.
M writes her stories with passionate care.
His raging dismay puts truth in a cage.
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ghazal
By
Matt Keenan
why, my Love, do bees suck the peach
in holes beetles dug to make a breach
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and ants in foraminiferal delight hasten to feast
between rims of the cratered peach
when peach trees are not seen for miles around
then one alone finds one alone makes love beyond reason's bound
that it is beyond any one's love's reach to find
like the moth the penumbra of light it breaches then round it winds
or a dog to a bitch in heat it leeches doesn't mind
to hearken to a pheromonic chemical bark
the beetle flies to the peach's meat it breaches
like a car caroming to a screeching halt to one in park
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Ghazal Improvisation
by Charlotte Mandel
My expositional brain working to grasp at thought
develops eggshell cracks, hence, leakage of thought.
So many spins of the carousel, riding uncountable rounds,
so dizzy I don't catch the brass ring of a single thought.
As the dock creaks your figure sways. I gaze
nonplussed at the foamy tracks of your thought.
Sky a gray canvas. Call a breeze to daub fantasy clouds
where we stand among wild poppies, lost in thought.
Whatever I say whatever I do fails of any success:
Oh Charlotte, self-detractor of pride in poetic thought!
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Interviewing with the NSA Ghazal
By Millie Niss
I seriously thought the interviewer might be an alien:
when he asked: "do you plan to marry your enemy alien?"
He and I were almost an expired item
But he was "mon Stephane," not a dangerous alien
"And the others?" the interviewer asked watching the wires
and bands which ran all over me, an alien
a cyborg, mechanical, electrical, easy to judge
unlike the hands of an unknowable alien
"You must list them," he said, every one that you fraternized
"I had friends who were tan, they weren't googly-eyed aliens"
After hours, they released me, and I knew they wouldn't hire me
good riddance! I ran from these androids and aliens
I couldn't forget that they asked about thoughts
not just deeds I had planned but mere whisperings of the alien
and we're none of us pure, and I don't like the president
am I next when they come to ban all the aliens?
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Ghazal for my new alien friends
by
Terrie Leigh Relf

Extraterrestrial, they traveled far, then further in space.
So many planets, so difficult the choosing, in space.
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Their ship descended to earth, but thought it elsewhere, in space.
Cartographers, with nimble minds, unraveling in space.

Down to the ocean floor, their ship settles-this is not in space!
On the surface, a torrential storm, waves rising in space.

Octopi-kindred creatures? Tentacles flail about in space.
Indigo ink! A definite sign of intelligent beings in space.

Data-retrieval probes are released. What's this and that in space?
Semi-cloaked crafts zip-zag. Seeing is believing in space.

Back-and-forth communication about what they found in space.
"Terra souvenir!" They tell me upon waking in space.
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Ghazal, October 2001
by Susan Firghil Park
I wake uneasy, spy the face of a ghost in the mirror.
Confused stranger's eyes just like my own in the mirror.
"Pigeon's blood children" a phrase from my dream.
Children of loss? desire? war? I'm alone in the mirror.
A cracked plate on tiled kitchen floor. Pieces pick up
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easy, not like these shattered tableaux in the mirror.
"Talk sense, doctor," said the patient, finally, to Erickson.
Word salad news only leaves scrapes and bones in the mirror.
Salmon jump in the river, cormorants swim. I scrub
the sink, hyper, practice chanting "aum" in the mirror.
Susan, plant lilies to place at the feet of the dead; pray for
pieces of old arabesques landscaped by sorrow in the mirror.
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Mathematical Beauty
By Kirby Olson
Divide the sun by beauty
And you get mathematical beauty
Add a cup of sherbet to long division
& up jumps mathematical beauty
Give the goose a flair for algebra
A feather in the cap of mathematical beauty!
Tie up traffic with Euclid's geometry
& you'll sniff the bouquet of mathematical beauty
Everywhere you look there's a cube or a square
But it's rare to see mathematical beauty.
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"Planet of the Republicans"
by michael helsem
Now that our world has been taken over by red-assed
baboons,
Those who are not will still want to act like
red-assed baboons.
Ask for a little mercy, ask for some sense
You're sure to be shouted down by a choir of red-assed
baboons.
We few cowed humans left when we meet each other
Can't even bring ourselves to say the words "red-assed
baboon".
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>Agha Shahid Ali called RAVISHING DISUNITIES: Real Ghazals in English (Wesleyan
University Press, 2000). I am sure the book will please >you. And may I be immodest and say
the following ghazal of mine is included in the book. Here it is.
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How Many Bouquets
By Harriet Zinnes
The lover holds the letter in the palm of his hand.
Unread it flutters as it wilts in his hand.
There are oceans to cross but the harbor is sealed.
Why not, she said, pick up shells from my hand?
Bejeweled the queen makes a tragic false start.
Her consort, resigned, plays the card in his hand.
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It is bewitched, the child cries out to her nanny,
Who laughs as the parrot eats from her hand.
There are eels, a dead whale, a voice in the sand.
Will Poe kiss the unringed, quivering, ghostlike hand?
She is cold in her bed and the butler with tea
Wavers once, wavers twice, spills the tea on her hand.
It is the story of the rose. How many bouquets?
The tide slaps the oozing sand. Unmanned, he slaps her hand.
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Yana Payusova
Artist's Statement (excerpt)
"This body of work deals with issues of cultural identity...When I began addressing these issues in my work, I intended it to
become a self-portrait series. In the process, I realized that this was impossible. Soviet regime was structured in a way that
all individuality was to be subjugated to the collective, so it became a portrait series of any young woman growing up in
Soviet Russia. In the process I decided against working with traditional straight photographic imagery, but rather chose a
more interdisciplinary approach. These images are not documentaries in the strictest sense, but rather relational depictions
of the latent personal memories of my childhood and adolescence and the events that took place in the history of my
country."
Bio
Yana trained as a painter in an intensive 6 year program at the Leningrad Art LyceÈ in Leningrad, Soviet Union, within the
traditions of Russian Realism. She has her BFA from Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, IL. She has exhibited her work in
Mexico, Oregon, Illinois, and Colorado. She is an MFA candidate at the University of Colorado at Boulder and has an
upcoming exhibition at The International Center of Bethlehem (Bethlehem, Palestine 2004). More of her work can be viewed
at http://ucsu.colorado.edu/~payusova/vitae.html

"Lenin's Autograph" 13x18 Digital/Mixed Media 2001
"Beloved Stalin" 18x12 Digital/Mixed Media 2001

"Red Fear" 4x16 Digital/Mixed Media 2001

"Miscarriage" 13x18 Digital/Mixed Media 2001

"Birthmark" 13x18 Digital/Mixed Media 2001
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"To the Bright Future" 18x12 Digital/Mixed Media 2001

Bill BERKSON
Piazza Marina

At 04:11 PM 6/25/01 -0700, you wrote:
>Amelia, do you -- or does anyone -- know of an Italian theater composer
>whose name is -- or sounds like -- Gordon Kramer?
Here is the story:
50-something piano player at nice small Piazza Marina restaurant in Palermo knocks off
standards with some handiness, much sweetness -- clearly he's heard Garner, Shearing, Fats,
but it's basic barroom rhythm. He looks out at us occasionally, a polite, almost sighing, smile.
So Connie says, he knows all
our old songs. Whereupon, not even having heard her, he slips into 3straight numbers with
recognizable chordings but by whom??? I perk up. Finally I stare at him, he stares back; I
say, managing some such riff in my limited Italian, WHO wrote those last 3 songs??!! "An
Italian theater composer," he glows in answering. "Gordon Kramer." (Sounds like.)
"Chebellissima," I aver. We are all three charmed, and the house red is warming up inside, as
well. No Gordon Kramer so far shows up on any of my searches. It just now occurred to me
that that guy at the piano might be "Gordon Kramer," or at any rate the actual composer of
those tunes. Or did I get the spelling wrong?
As ever,
Bill

___________________________________________________________-

Dear Bill,
About your musical puzzle. Gorni Kramer is a very famous person in Italy. He is a maestro,
composer of beautiful and very popular songs in the ¹50s and ¹60s in Italy. He was conducting
the Orchestra in the San Remo festival and he is the Italian Lawrence Welk.
He was born in Rivarolo, near Mantova in 1913 and was playing the piano and the
"fisarmonica"
(accordion). His father, whose last name was Gorni, gave him the first name Kramer for a
tribute to a cyclist. Everybody thought that his first name was Gorni and that he was a

foreigner and that helped his fame. He was famous for nice songs ³Pippo non lo sa' Domenica
e` sempre domenica² and a lot more. he
started with a jazz group after the war and become famous at the radio before the television.
He died at 82 years.
Are you satisfied of my memory and my research skills?
If you want to know more look into www. google.it
Ciao,
Amelia
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Jenna CARDINALE
Columbia Poetry Review 16
The cocktail hour
finally—Practice
for the palace—
My billfold full—
Even her lips
supply enough shock—
Open like an exit—
_________________________________
Diner 2, 2
Standing him up,
the passport with no
photo, the projector
broke.
Rejected, he indulged
an idle hope
of spirits, another
country now.
Horizon peeling back
as frantic as fire.
More than sweetness—
the delicate whole.
___________________________
Good Foot 1
The cock fights
the sun, red
dress on, used
to standing.
He's not paid
enough to reveal
the instrument's

allure. A constellation
falls. Never trust
anyone who calls you.
_______________________________
Hanging Loose 81
Certain small lies
conceal the taste
of the drink, the suck
and settle. Excuses
still. Night fell
and I felt the man
felt like more.
__________________________________
Pool 1
Cheerful to this—The accidental
face—I think to avoid—Another
hour and a candy—You wear
nothing—A perfect egg
replicating—Hallelujah
is wasted—My collection of
cut—Small flag waving—A brick
in a bag in a box—The zipper
that derails—Glass is
the absence—How easily one empties
of good things—The knot
that is the noose—The last
time I held my breath—
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Jorge Lucio DE CAMPOS
TO HAVE AN APPRENTICE UNDER THE SUN
(Translated by Hugh Fox for The Temple)
for Marcel Duchamp
1
To have an apprentice
under the sun
is not the same as
feeling him in equilibrium
The pistils are like
the remains of an organ
that rips itself apart
drags to outside of
the stubborn scenery

2
The thing I say
is certainly an ear
or something
easy to say
(nor is it vile if
seen from below)

3
Everything is always
the same thing
it's always the
same thing

Everything is always
what points –
like an arrow –
the way

4
In this case
a whisper
of words
almost said
almost thin with
such clarity

5
I prefer the
swollen
map of
infinity

6
If the whole world
fits in my mouth
a pack, a porch
that swarms
I still don't know
who I am
I don't think
who I am

7
To have an apprentice

under the sun
It's my only answer—
the most plausible
of answers

TER O APRENDIZ AO SOL
a Marcel Duchamp

1
Ter o aprendiz ao sol
não é o mesmo que
senti-lo em equilíbrio
Os pistilos são como
os restos de um
órgão que se rasga
e arrasta para fora
do cenário contumaz

2
A coisa de que falo
é decerto uma orelha
ou algo fácil
de dizer
(tampouco é vil
vista de baixo)

3
Tudo é sempre
a mesma coisa
—sempre a
mesma coisa
Tudo é sempre
o que aponta—
como flecha—
o percurso

4
Nesse caso
um sussurro
de palavras
quase ditas
quase finas de
tão claras

5
Prefiro o
mapa
inchado
do infinito

6
Se o mundo inteiro
cabe em minha boca

matilha, alpendre
que fervilha
Já não sei quem sou—
não penso no que sou

7
Ter o aprendiz ao sol
é minha resposta
A mais plausível das
respostas

THE PERFECT MOMENT

(Translated by Hugh Fox for The Temple)
for Robert Mapplethorpe

Despite such
raw things
the day menaces
to begin like this—

in a grinding
of teeth—
neither more
nor less

O MOMENTO PERFEITO

a Robert Mapplethorpe

A despeito de
coisas tão cruas

o dia ameaça
começar assim—
num ranger
de dentes—
sem mais
nem menos

THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD
(Translated by Hugh Fox for The Temple)
for Gustave Courbet
There is a vague and talky disease
in that fuzz of black quasars

beside me; here with me the flesh
gradually boils—slow cuts
But why doesn't it puke now
the kakhi vulva with its tongue
under the untwisted light
of morning?

A ORIGEM DO MUNDO
a Gustave Courbet
Há uma doença
qualquer tagarela
nesse buço de
quasares negros
Ao meu lado, aqui
comigo, a carne
ferve aos poucos—
cortes lentos
Mas por que não
regurgita agora
a vulva cáqui
linguaruda
sob a luz
desenroscada
da manhã?

THE MYSTERY OF ISIDORE DUCASSE
(Translated by Leslie Bary for Helicóptero)
for Man Ray

I owe him my soul more
than to any face
in trembling alleyways—
I come to shiver with pleasure
at the voltage that keeps on
making me the most
infamous of enigmas; to which
I slowly succumb
wherever I observe
myself—there—I say to myself
and bow beneath a halo
of toothless opals

O MISTÉRIO DE ISIDORE DUCASSE
a Man Ray

Devo-lhe a alma mais
do que a um vulto
em becos que se agitam—
às vezes tremo de prazer
na voltagem que não pára
de tornar-me o mais
infame dos enigmas; a
que devagar me rendo

pra onde quer que me
olhe—eis que me digo
e curvo sob um halo
de opalas desdentadas

JUST A MINUTE
Paler than a
human face
or the launching
of a glare
Absolutely not
a rainy day

UM MINUTO APENAS
Mais alvo do que
um rosto humano
ou um despejo
de olhar furioso
Não de todo
um dia de chuva

OUT OF SIGHT

There's a verbal
delight on the
canvas of
the night
I will know
it in a slow
frowning
Till I oblige
myself
to stay
in myself—
far and near
of myself

A PERDER DE VISTA

Há um prazer
verbal na tela
da noite
Sabê-lo-ei
num franzir
sem pressa
Até que me
obrigue a

ficar em

mim mesmo—
longe e perto
de mim mesmo

LIKE WATER IN THE WATER (Second version)

A phosphorescent
way of seeing—
a way of being
and feeling that
a needle deflowers—
a poem from an
intense and dotty
interior that the
finger mouldes
with its nail—
till the anus
finally confess
and the pain
emerges
with a tongue
roughness

COMO ÁGUA EM ÁGUA (Segunda versão)

Um modo de ver
fosforecente—
uma forma de ser
e sentir que uma
agulha fina deflora—
o poema de um
dentro intenso
pontilhado que
o dedo amolda
cravado até
que a unha—
até que o ânus
reconheça e a
dor se insinue
com uma rudeza
de língua

THE HUMAN CONDITION

for René Magritte

The flesh
detaches from
its own bones
while is
left over
and the soul
grazes beyond
the web as
a flogistic
landfill—
a sticked
projectile
pointed to
the milk
of bears
and stars

A CONDIÇÃO HUMANA
a René Magritte
A carne se
solta dos

ossos ao
passo
que sobra
e pasta
além da teia
a alma—
flogístico
aterro
fincado
projétil
rumo ao
leite de
ursas e
estrelas

WHITE MILL
a Günther Uecker

Fingers on
the mirror

beg for a
thread—

the half of

what they say

they are
and always

watch—
physical

MOINHO BRANCO
a Günther Uecker

Dedos no
espelho
suplicam
um fio—
a metade
do que
dizem ser
e olham
sempre
físicos

STARTING WITH

To see the
other side
flutter-

ing the
nocturnal
vocation

of filling
(draining)
—

I even like
and burn—
I increase

a sun that
always give
me colors—

if it still
says that
the wind

blows—
in brief
: that

A PARTIR

Ver o
outro lado
borbole—

tear a
vocação
noturna

de encher
desaguar
—

Até gosto
e queimo
(encorpo)

aquele sol
sempre

dá cores

se ainda
diz que
o vento

lufa—
em resumo
: isso

AMOROUS EXHIBITION

a Francis Picabia

Wish I
could

the nacre
of a noon—

its blue
of a

still

cirrus—

if my
body

no longer
feels

what is
to have

a soul—
under the

sun of a
whirlwind

to be the
nape of

your empty
hands

EXIBIÇÃO AMOROSA

a Francis Picabia

Quem
pudera

o nácar
de um

meio-dia—
seu azul

de imóvel
cirro—

se meu
corpo já

não sente
o que é

ter-alma—
sob o sol

de um
torvelinho

ser a nuca
de tuas

mãos
vazias

back

Mirela Ramona CIUPAG

The Last Superstition
Three spun nights
crawl on a thread-bare rug.
Nights for gypsy women
with charms for the virgins
who aren’t too old.
A decision foreign to me,
insists she is a childhood friend.
Without shame she slips
between you and me,
and she knows all of my confusions.
In your language
I will always mistake two words:
patience and passion.

The 8th Remembrance
Since yesterday, my watch
with its sharp tongues
and green strap,
stopped
and asked me
for a day off
to heal the hand
that wears it.
In a bath of stones

with rough fruit,
I use up the last
door to you.
But tomorrow,
my hair
braided with green straps
will whisper all the
street names for you.

With your shoes on
I found my way
to April
trying to keep constant
the dose of the unknown
between us.
Your skin
with the smell of burning wood
put-out in thyme tea
made the brick wall
before my window
appear to blush.
My grandmother told me
if I hear my name
called after midnight
not to answer.
And then in a dark silence
I heard you
step into my soul
with your shoes on.

Umbrella
On the first sliver
of street,
I tripped.

On the second half
of the window,
I sneezed.
On the last run
of the tram,
the rain liked me.
With the last steps
on the way home,
I crushed the first
shade of green.
And it screeched in surprise,
sending its ants
up my sandals.
The last night of spring
passed by long ago.
In fact,
I often remember your umbrella!
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Tom CLARK
Adversary
Echoes rebound in the ancient ball court
Against the wind singing in the trees
There is a silent helmetted adversary
Flames glimmer from his deep eye slots
Moths swirl upon glass as if to speak
One sits solitary by the lamp hour by hour
The gleam that keeps the night awake falters
Time as it passes fills up with something else
Invisible gaps open to the past
The clock does not strike as expected
The cavalcade has dispersed without lament
Words have been forsaken by their letters
But day and night still struggle on
And though day noisily contends
At the end shadow stands alone
Masked in the dark clearing waiting

Intermittent Tempest
The rain should be able to understand your tears
The moon appears through clouds between fingers of cypress
In the whirlpool after the shipwreck
Dry leaves drift and blow over blue sand
A heavy curtain opens upon fogbound birds
Retarded clouds trail past unconcerned
And a low pressing voice in the wind
Disturbs the variable calm of the summer night
Drowning out the words to which the moon would have wished to listen

Prophet
So then he wandered out into the street and began to testify
Something about life being a long journey of the soul
An endless voyaging turning into a voyaging with an end
One knows how but one does not know when
No one yet knows when as the traffic bore down on him
As the traffic bore down on him my mind drifted in the wilderness
Or was it that my mind having been adrift all along
I've just grown to regard the wilderness as my resting or laughing place
He cried but those were not yet his last words
As the traffic parted around him as around one charmed

The Day Goes On Forever
We're alone my shadow and me
You're alone with your shadow too
The first day and the last day the same
First song same as last song
The stream weeps passing under concrete
Habitual deer have retreated
The earth is covered with vehicles
Meant to secure the unknown against us
The caged bird said this place is very pretty
Excellent for lunch fine for sleeping
But if I might ask one thing more
How come nobody thought to put in a door

At Life

I am no good, nor, I have to allow,
Are many others so much better at it
That I might learn to be good from them.
And besides it's too late now for the blind
Clown to take up the scholar's hornbook
As he pedals off the unobserved cliff.
"I've worn the dress in this role long enough,"
Says the speech balloon that suspends him,
"To know how to catch the wind in it
And on this billowing chute to float me down
Gently to touch the fathomless drink
Upon which the dying sun breathes its meanings,
Shadows born yesterday to die tomorrow—"
The ice shelf collapsed, the dust cloud swiftly coming.
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Adam CLAY
Song Made of Fragments
Fist of bad liver, coughing dog, an egg
Tossed at a boy's back in his front yard,
Falling, breaking on the ground. Syrup
Warmed in a pot-his father barely sleeping
By the time he woke up, found the pancakes,
Cold, the thermos and its coffee, lukewarmLike the whiskey on the shelf above the stove,
His mother slept until noon when the dog
Barked her up towards cotton and alcohol,
Away from knock-knock dreams, the turntable,
Singing cause there ain't no wheels on this ship
Turned down low so as not to wake the dead,
But the dead don't sleep-they wake the living,
Dig holes that no story (who's there) can fill.

Aristotle's Bathwater
This faucet is a shadow of my lyrical memory.
This memory is a coffee pot on a hillside you forgot to switch off.

October Oxbow

Dear R-As of noon today, frozen lake, trapped canoes, the sky
Pouring geese from the clouds into piles of snow
And like the myth of The Wrath of the Lion's Island,
I noticed but refuse to react to weather. If my houseboat
Were a public library, the texts would be written in cursive on kites
Detailing the history of the hemlock tree like words
And smoke, you said over the phone, miles
From the south, are the nerves that keep borders
Up and us from grocery shopping on the same avenue where the aisles
Have dogs who bark sometimes, but mostly whine sighs
And stinks you would rather translate into signifiers
Than sleeping here. Leave Chicago. Listen: all needles have eyes
And lovers sleep inside dead metaphors-so forget the ram stuck
In the thicket, Ferdinand, Vico, all those devils fickled into wearing
black.
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Stacy Elaine DACHEUX
textures of context
inside a lovely of mouth she veers
with a stutter or low shoulder leaning
squared jaw caught against clavicle

a never of remembering how I fell asleep

she was unable to slur like all the other impediments
yet a luxurious laugh, a lumbering laugh she could execute quite properly
like Europeans drink wine, pinky finger flexed

breakfast or Frenchified toast we could be having

inside the morning of slow shutter speeds
of leftover rain from last night a blurring
of gray scale or water overflowing
within twists these sheets

there must be another side to the bed, so roll over, and my legs look like a lamb’s—and let’s
pretend I’m a lamb who moos (or a wooly sweater that moves)—and let’s never pretend to be
serious only seriously pretend under serious circumstances

there’s a shadow so varied it’s three-dimensional

against this streetlight and his face
slow grain softly merging

like this light fall

as she said she was

shy of speaking of transition of transactions of herself
yet she would try harder to elaborate on yes

this momentum of yes into yes all the beautiful yeses of she
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Linh DINH
Vertigo
Vertigo
He has a muscular torso
With a thousand erections
Lighting up the night sky
But none sticks up more
Than the twin cocks.
(And yet)
Who would think of going all the way
Downtown to castrate
With two knives ablazed?
A muscular story ends.
He now speaks differently
And cannot look into the void
Without flailing.
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Stacey DUFF

Forma Urbis

City of the tertiary star.
Of winter green, ploughed mint.
Against the waves the hills are rolling in, Lady Wang
plucks her bashful Pleiades.
Of misericordia, the gutters and the groove. Day is
warm you open your window to. You open a windowless
day:
Keitel
albatross seed dog
lovely slut
In the dryest corner of your mouth, orchids are
lingering. When you roll your eyes to the right, city
forgets. Rolling the city shall be called Nathaniel,
shifting dream of the House of Heaven.
City of the wounded palace, sailors leap out.
Karaoke. Entangled legs. A platter of kiwi on the sly.
north beach
shanghai
clover
Of the quartered kiss, he slaps what concrete her
sandals give way to spit on.
Poetry, a morning of broken vows.
Last rights of honeysuckle.

Splendid father, picking grapes in the autumn mist.

The Forest Hollow Light

Madrigals of the bleeding terrain, stone pigeons drown
vast feathers in the thighs of the bomb.
The reeds—
A tourniquet named Splashing Trout while grasshoppers
nest the wounded. Whose path is fresh, my body of the
mother?
For frost also sings down the well. Dawn is singed
and suns storm the far oaks of purchase—among fronds,
among ferns, a price.

Our Apocalypse is Transferrable

If angels explode the stopgap
issue us a subatomic course.
Above the harbor, egrets
capitulate desire:
I love your cunt, dawn
aching in mid-sentence.
What's on your mind these days

since Paco's been stripped
of his oils, his winding wind-borne
love rippling above the sails?
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kari EDWARDS

my way becomes the devoid

water as usual, but reconstructed mostly, analogies with plenty of
holes, nothing quickens sounds, or worlds divided, like electrical
sockets,
imbedded in language whirlpools as saniflush for the soul. the ground
looses villages to fatigue. flat or flattened in golden shower
utensils and "never you mind" judge's the judge that judges the
materials based on the two prong effect: birds flutter or a sea horse
of a different color cast aside in senile sounds. it's just a space,
no more than half a dozen to a million, does not produce a melody—
assigned error in forklift ignorance. disoriented simulated wood grain
reveals or multiples in hospital beds. statistical delirium pines
description as ice to water, air to a four cornered hour, the secret
word becomes lost along and the moment is missed

a year that was nonrenewable
I grew up among utensils: knifes, forks, and protruding metal
thoughts. life for the most part was a deposit of urinals and street
narrations. the fiction was elsewhere . . .
I'll begin again.
I go to meet a hat of desires. the police bore faces to remember.
there were the usual article flashes and experimental nouveau roman
narratives. on hormones, with cancer and un-self critical coup d'etat,
I was a transvestite hooker by day and an angel by night, with the
usual address loops, and a glamor of invisibility that curved away,
pulling me towards my own black hole.
I will start over.
once upon a time there was a naked singularity that seemed to trap

the
light of my life over its shoulders.
let me start again.
that was the year that was nonrenewable.

the land of dreams
in the land of dead dreams all shout—"yes, yes! no, no! more, more!
stop this, stop that! do this, do that! do the fandango, do the bunny
hop.
in the land of dead dreams there are shameful body aromas and
different customized body styles.
in the land of dead dreams, everyone is equal, until someone punches
the clock enough to get a gold star, then they are allowed to keep
punching the clock until they die.
in the land of dead dreams, hope is a commodity exchanged for
desire
exchanged for good will exchanged for a thousand free minutes on
AOL.
in the land of dead dreams everything counts; three strikes—your
out, second in line, a one-in a million-in-one, 7.8 % on all non-food
items, $10.00 co-pay, 6% annual interest compounded daily by the
hour
or by the minute, each and every second of each and every day the
clock ticks and your heart beats faster and faster . . . there's
something in the basement . . . the lights don't work. . . . there is
a gurgling sound . . . you know you must go into the darkness of the
basement, alone . . . . .
in the land of dead dreams kingdoms are constructed on or in
excrement, cigars, and telescope steam.
in the land of dead dreams . . . no that's somewhere else.
in the land of dead dreams you have different clothes and special
foods for every different occasion, and all the streets are the same
name with the same gas station gourmet coffee gift taco shop every
three blocks.
in the land of dead dreams, there is "the new white meat" for brighter

whiter bones and bigger badder teeth.
in the land of dead dreams, to get to the super bowl is what life is
all about . . . that, and a good cold one, ay?
in the land of dead dreams there are endless options all based on one
true-false questionnaire given at birth.

this is all too motionless for rubber words
this transit service, this kinesthetic theme park, the best routes
with deep throated spikes, starved in luxury fat chairs, beguiled in
all that forms the air to a danger larger than a bunraku master with a
head of smoke, a drift, to become a fetish interpretation. this is the
way that heralds more rigor-mortis warm time in high color regular
shapes. a dangerous love of science. words lifted for magical
seduction, exposed like the inside of my rubber climate control
devotion, or detailed marginal rotations, or lines that meander wildly
over general wounded dumbfoundedness. this was suppose to be the
last
stock joke, a remote staccato upside on the inside, a motionless
terrorist in my private vaseline insomnia, buying groceries through
the angels of a chemical process, located outside error crayons. a
holiday character, not my history, or my history not the holiday
character ignites determinist parallel text inside the only "I" I can
muster, unable to resist the blows lifted from a provocateur at local
tables and gauzy alcohol extremities, where all crave warm time
machines and magical seduction.
~
the act of pealing takes over in a year of group soul, the arena,
american trauma, rubber and tar, the principle of the insulator, a
fragment prayer fallen from a collection of flotsam roaring in the
waves, all the characters are a theme at the best of show for the
final all cry of souls. I still look for a vacuum and 7000 oak trees
in their pure reason.
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Lawrence FERLINGHETTI
SPEAK OUT
And a vast paranoia sweeps across the land
And America turns the attack on its Twin Towers
Into the beginning of the Third World War
The war with the Third World
And the terrorists in Washington
Are shipping out the young men
To the killing fields again
And no one speaks
And they are rousting out
All the ones with turbans
And they are flushing out
All the strange immigrants
And they are shipping all the young men
To the killing fields again
And no one speaks
And when they come to round up
All the great writers and poets and painters
The National Endowment of the Arts of Complacency
Will not speak
While all the young men
Will be killing all the young men
In the killing fields again
So now is the time for you to speak
All you lovers of liberty
All you lovers of the pursuit of happiness
All you lovers and sleepers
Deep in your private dream
Now is the time for you to speak
O silent majority
Before they come for you!
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Vernon FRAZER
Tangential Manifesto

Tangential discographies unite!
The face of safekeeping
boroughs, the laundry pledge
aquifers. Notwithstanding
the illusionary trudge, whistle stops
at all catacombs for crossing
Stunted infinitives
philander the beckoning garbage heap!
    (Asunder winds have blown
    below the oral. Catacombs
    desire for gothic flesh
Enameled platters fish planarian banners!
Demented orgone retention,
ergonomic comfort blanket,
the earth pedals viscid troopers
    nonchalant peripheries
    central
        to artichoked hearts!

Behind the Hunger Market
Trapezoidal tapestries
outhunger the few
now naked to the invisible eye
A terse geometry unfolds

its roster:
        numerical dissidents
        placards waving their placid dysease
Conundrum splatters
retroactive gradients grit slush
crested lapidary casualties smell the grotto
A crescent unfolds, iridescent
plumage bold as turquoise menthol
        emphatic tissue merchants
        squid collateral whitewash

Democracy in the Dark
Parthenon jitters
fringe the coop, a duplex
of complicity foretold
the henpecked foxes' coup/bedazzled
her three witches
    cauldron as net
       grossly speaking
                under full moon's
                mold of pentagram ids
    Coarse secrets reek, dead plumage
    ate the peacock's neck
The looming night hinge creaks
stealth/sneaks implicit reflexes
grooming cold gallows loops
                  for
                       her
                          betrayal
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Sheila E. MURPHY

rapport
this is not the continent. it is
our breezeway. listen
to the tulips brim then lose each
petal each in turn. listen
to the bride be springtime sequenced
broth. the cellar is a tweed
foundation to secure us. posedly
we north on forward into fate to think
we've caused it. surely
there are rationales that flounce
our separate sheets and wristband
them to purposes avoiding crops
to share. I'm only
one of us. and with you learning
various indulgences included
in the land mass and the transport
and heroic silver tossed as only
value can be off to rupture
rapt indifference. why not
afford what once you offered
to reject. the metronome enforces
intervals between what counts. and this
replaces data entry
where a false sense of well
being sifts the space
and its accompanying sonority. one reaches
for inclusive stars. attains
and leaves the breastbone
barren as a habit system. written of
in diaries as eloquent as
the lonely act of parsing
stitched-together syllables.

capturing
I wrote down everything he said which changed the fragrance. all afternoon the air went soft.
I
pressed the page against a desktop a maroon shade, closed the blinds that led me otherwhere.
stop loss returned a measure old space. he spoke in whimsy while I factored aspirations that
meant altitude. I soared apart then tilted one wing and another. It was vast, the knowledge
lodged in treetops. He was never vague. Even the lawnmower noise was staved off by points
made. Stippled as in painterly effects amounting to a single thing. When one looked down,
there
were layers crispening. I merged with what I knew against the probability of new opinion.
Was
the idea to be risen? I encountered pagination. I enlisted open space. To join in solo singing is
to
have erased the other vocal parts by way of a familiar instrument.
Allowing parts to pass into communion, minority opinion at configured distance

Hue Saturation
Each time she was there I felt myself respond to different colors of the lemon moon. Each
inference drew me close. The pale young hominy out there skimmed a faculty of recollection.
Winter was for thinking and not crops. The hand might go across them, grace the field, a
whitening sprawl of space.
And now I think myself a limber adage. My fate seems not what it once manifest. Days
tremble
in their seat time. Fins go past. In season not for water, not for paint. Inimitable forays match
the coiling of the street sage finish of the lineation. Save us from impending frost.
Wherever marks were made, continuation rose from scratch

this is simple

if I must speak
to prove I love
it won't be ample
(what I say)
it won't be love
I'd have to show
not say
I'd have to trans late
my experience
which is a concept
into something small
a story
I would have to make up
something in the way
of something plain
persuade this is the way I feel
when I feel only
concepts from my senses
not some plant
that ought to be a tree
not some choice
crystal or some gem
instead I'd rather turn
the faucet on
I'd rather let my mind
fuse with your heart
I'd rather emulate
the feeling and the storehouse
in my way of saying
this is not the kind of thing
that makes a story
this is not a tale
this is an element
yet unspoken
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Daniel NESTER
Travel Story in 17 Parts
1. repining at the approach of death
2. watching her sleep in front of the steering wheel
3. feathery songs on the radio
4. brightly clothed woman outside, getting coffee
5. black cows in the dewy morning
6. at least that’s what she said
7. fertile next year, unless we find ourselves better
8. have a good time confiscating it
9. take your goods with you, Jack
10. twenty years ago this happened
11. and that’s why we live here instead of there
12. I was born in a room with bloody walls
13. didn’t make it to the house by sundown
14. we slept in a closed hotel parking lot, the office light on
15. turned the car on for some heat
16. no shame in my game, he said, trashpicking a chair
17. watched her eyes open, then kept on driving
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Jerome ROTHENBERG
From TWENTY CAPRICHOS
after Goya

11
THE POWER OF THE DEAD
See the woman
on tip toes,
fancy shoes bent back.
She turns aside.
She holds a cloth
over her cheek.
She smells the effluence of death
& with her free hand
& her fingers
probes his mouth.
The wall is black. The man
above the wall
is dangling,
rope around his neck
& wrists.
The ground is lost to him.
His feet still stretch
to touch the platform,
shoeless,
but in death
no breath is left him.
Once the moon has waned
the night grows doubly

dark. A tooth
breaks loose & trembles
in her hand.
Is it the gold she seeks
or something stronger,
the power of the dead
to change the world?
A curse. A cure.
What was the song she used to sing?
The door
is not a door
until a dead man
leaves through it
& stares out sadly, crucified
some bloody morning.                           (F.G. Lorca)

12
THEY ARE HOT
They are hot
& what they eat
is also hot. It is
the mouth that makes
the man, the gown
that makes the monk.
We know this hombre
by his mouth lips
spread so far apart
it shows no teeth,
it is a dark hole leading to
a darker hole.
His gullet empties every hour,
his spoon, intact,
is hanging in the air.
One of his brothers groans

while eating
another leans away
& laughs. The darker servant,
set against a giant
moon, is bowing,
bobbing. Light
has sprung from nowhere,
strikes the table
& the gown,
the bald man's pate.
Is it the light of reason
or of faith
that glows around them,
a switch turned on
that shows us terror
as a human face?

13
QUÉ SACRIFICIO!
The eye of the beholder
bulges just in time
it knows the ugly man is ugly,
knows the sacrifice
is from the bottom up,
the young girl offered to
the troll she turns aside
demurely
through her closed eyes
no light flows.
The others, standing guard
feel how their blood
churns, egg him on
or crack a smile
or shield their own

eyes. Each one
takes a turn.
Each has the smell of sex
keen in his mind,
the small man's legs
like claws
clamping around her.
Qué sacrificio!
The man with pebbles in his pockets,
bib tucked under chin,
prepares to snare his prize.
There is nothing in the world
more deep
than destiny no sacrifice
like what the girl makes,
the promise of the perfect match
forgotten hidden
in the hump,
the lump he carries
like a bundle
on his back.

Scheduled for publication in 2004 by Manuel Brito's Kadle Books (Tenerife, Spain), with
translations into Spanish by Heriberto Yépez.
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The Dragon Of
The Clouds
Tell me the truth. No matter how
terrifying it would be.
I ate Don Giorgio in Sardella. I
mangled the agolayab in Trenton. I
made a hash of the scrilab in
Gobumbe. That isn't the rain's thunder.
It's my breath. Those aren't blue
mountains, it's my back coming out
from the clouds. That isn't the sunset,
it's my evil eyes throwing flames.
Well, tell me that I burnt Waldora's
land and the ships in Punta del Sol.
Don't keep the truth away from me, I
will haunt your dreams. I don't let you
sleep, I overrun the clouds, I arise from
the clouds in no time and ruin your
parties, I drive your friends away and
ruin your Sunday processions.
You reluctantly sit at the same table
with me. You fight whenever you have
to decide who will sacrifice himself.
You hide your girls.
You mocked my poems. I left them
written on magic stones, but you
urinated on the verse I wrote with so
much candour.
You called me from the clouds. I am
everything you hate most. I am
sodomy, I am your fights and your
hate. I am the whole dirty stuff. But
what do you know about the whole?
What do you know about the magic
One?
So many pages you filled with your
essays on One! So much torture you put
on him in pompous phrases!

But what do you know about One's
depths?
Don't start crying. You could have
burned time with trifling matters. But I
would have liked that you faced the
unknown, you howled that One is dead
and burried and you declared the lights
century having Utopia work.
But Utopia is like a flower!
I sniffed her while I was dripping from
the clouds, embodying from your fears,
from your suppurating wounds.
You mocked my verse and you credited
a poor lunatic with them and you tried
to erase them with lye because you
were jealous.
How can you not die of jealousy when
from your own misery arises such a
wonderful metaphor, when fear finds
the rhythm, proving you that the band
and the orchestra are pale and
powerless gatherings.
Don't start crying, I'm gonna eat you
all. I'll make you acquainted to Utopia,
but it will be too late for you. Don't
fight in vain and don't give up your
literary prizes. You're agonizing in
vain. You're feathering me in vain,
declaring me the most important poet
of the century. I will swallow you at
one mouthful and will digest you
slowly. You will mingle. You will be
one. A single creature, that will find the
truth revealing the whole. Not for long,
because in the evening, after releasing
the storm, I will give you up, I will
throw you into the ocean, as lousy and
extremely boring drops.
Don't cry, don't beg for mercy. Look,

the mermaids are caressing my scales
and reciting my poems and caressing
their nipples.
One's secret?
Speed is One's secret.
But what am I saying, obscurity?
I'm a poet dragon and more than that,
I'm a remarkable philosopher.
I could lecture you on totality, but
frigates are calling me to cuddle. How?
Could we find the Absolute? You,
naïve people, that's not important.
Yumm, yumm.

English translation by Adriana Mosoiu.
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The Maggot
He is patient of thorn and whip,
He is dumb under axe and dart;
You suck with a sleepy red lip
The wet red wounds in his heart.
-Algernon Charles Swinburne
She had sat in his room since he could
remember and kept at bay those things which
frighten and kept watch over the hours of sleep.
The gilded flesh of her, masked by robes of
white and sealed with eyes serene. The mother
of God, or a presumably just representation,
cast in plaster and yearning for devotion. A
naïve piece of art, yet not devoid of the
lambency of life, its truths, and able to cast
shadows, or blackest lies.
Elon knelt before her and said his bedtime
prayers. God was good and had brought him
thus far, untainted by the licorice of the world
and free of the shackles of hate and temptation.
She would guide him and be his pillow, provide
a soft place for the young creature to lay his
head. The world might roar outside his window,
shiver the city where he lived to pieces, yet he
would feel the protection of the righteous, the
stupidity and innocence of the embryo.
The sheets were soft and vestal white, the
mattress stiff and clean. He climbed in and set
his limbs in perfect comfort, turned off the light
and closed his eyes. The room was black aside
from the stripe of moonlight, which slashed
through the window and fell upon her, the
mother, he thought, of God.
The stamp of her was on his mind. It was a
keyhole and he searched through his pockets in
order to unlock that door. The sign of the vulva,
existing in the stardust and pitch of space, and
he, Elon, was a suitable candidate for that
complex.
***

The thick yellow smoke of frankincense wound
before her and with palms pressed together he
fervently prayed. He decked her with glass
beads and rubbed her body with the fat of a
dead pig, then the blood of his lips. He yearned
to be whipped and beat with love.
The eyes, of nerveless malachite, looked on
with the chill of snow. Let his red blood drip on
the ice of her favors, to be frozen into bullets
impregnated with pain. He lay prostrate,
clawing the floor with perverse and spasmodic
joy.
***
Out into the world he went, in search of the
ugly. A long cigarette dripped from his mouth
and, as he walked, he kept close to the walls
and their shadows and the stink of their cracks.
Hair grew from his face, the hair of the male,
and the tender and succulent fles of the child
lay buried in the past. Dead were the days of
roses. The way lay littered with thorns, which
stung and made the man-creature bridle with
that longed for agony.
Little hunchbacks he found and midgets
possessed. The woman, her face scarified from
who knows what, an object fit for genuine
compassion, with thinning hair, a cauliflower
nose and eyes dim with puss. He inflamed her
and made oblations at the temple of shame,
multiple attacks on the scarcely guarded
redoubt. The gasping pot of her mouth made
him boil from the soles of his feet upward, a
surge of morbid satisfaction suscitating his
brain.
Dumb cruelty possessed his every action and
his lust was steeped deep in hate and rancor.
Life became a lascivious tirade and no dweller
of the street corner was safe from his gripping
hands and menu of fetishes. Elon's beard came
to a point like a spike. His eyes were haloed

with a sick red like the skin on the neck of a
dead chicken. The heady odor of the whore
clung to his person and he walked with
predatory, marionette steps. His hair was slicked
back, glossy as a griddle. Hot wind erupted
from his enflamed nostrils as he muttered
obscenities into his shirtsleeve.
***
The statuette stood enshrined and glistening
with thrice-damned unguents. A shadowy
ephemera of her naked self played around her,
squatted, and pointed to the secret place. He,
with tentacle like fingers, stroked the wooden
crucifix that dangled from his neck and looked
on, prayers issuing from his livid lips. She
came, extracted the red and white fluid from
him,
and left, leaving his emptied skin in her wake.
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The Poet
I
The first time I saw Gordon
Orlof I assumed him to be an
eccentric, old drunk. He sat in
a darkened corner of the room
together with a group of
similarly odd looking
individuals. They talked
loudly, and occasionally burst
into raucous laughter, most of
which seemed directed at the
poor poet on stage at the time.
Gordon Orlof was the loudest
of this group, and didn't
hesitate to shout his blunt
criticisms across the room. I
instantly disliked him. Then he
was summoned to the
microphone himself, and I
realised that I had been
watching the city's most
notorious poet in action.
Gordon Orlof was well known
not so much for his poetry, but
for his outspoken, often
belligerent, nature, and for his
somewhat outrageous lifestyle.
He was a self-confessed
alcoholic. He openly condoned
the smoking of marijuana, and
admitted trying cocaine and
LSD. He was often seen
involved in protest action,
usually against urban
developers or the city council.
I had occasionally seen his
poems published here and
there in various alternative or
left-wing magazines.
Orlof strode on to the stage
with swaggering selfconfidence. In the corner of
the room he had appeared
small, almost dwarfish, with
beady, black eyes, and

bedraggled facial hair; his
balding dome shimmering in
the dim lights. But now he
towered above us, an
intimidating presence. He
hitched his thumbs into his belt
and directed his substantial
paunch at us in a threatening
manner. He seemed to be
daring us to speak, and I did
not anticipate anyone taking up
the challenge. Then the poetry
began.
Unlike the other poets, Orlof did not read hesitantly from a beaten notebook or scrap of paper.
He recited his poem from memory, and delivered it like a sermon. There were long pauses,
when he would just stare out at the audience, or fold his arms and look down, as though deep
in thought. The poem was an epic, a feast of rich and colourful language, which soared and
swooped, turned in circles, then twisted back on itself. I couldn't help but lose track of what he
was saying. But his work was so unlike anything else I had heard that night that I was left in
awe. He spoke of "skies filled with a thousand suns", "the ghosts of green Cadillacs", and
"monsters with flaming cocks". It was apocalyptic stuff. Orlof left the stage to rapturous
applause, returned to a hero's welcome in his little corner of the room. I stayed until the end of
the readings, although nothing else came close to Orlof. I was so overpowered by his poetry
that I even considered giving up my own creative ambitions there and then. It seemed unlikely
that I would ever speak to Gordon Orlof, let alone come to know him well.
It had taken me months to build up the courage to attend the Paradise Hotel Poetry Readings,
and at this stage I was only going along to listen. The Readings were held once a month in a
run-down, but somewhat fashionable city hotel, by a loosely knit collective known as the
Paradise Poets. There was no "movement" as such, for the individual writers were too
disparate to form any sort of unified style or philosophy. The Paradise Poets included
academics, university students, ex-hippies, pensioners, as well as crazed bohemians like Orlof.
After witnessing Orlof on that first occasion I was tempted never to return to the Paradise
Hotel. In comparison my poetry seemed simplistic and naive. I had dreamed of being a writer
since adolescence, but always seemed to find myself distracted by other matters. Now, in my
mid-thirties, I had decided to take my dreams a little more seriously. This visit to the Paradise
Hotel Poetry Readings was my first tentative step.
I did return the following month, perhaps, more than any other reason, to see what Gordon
Orlof would do. Once again, he was seated at the back of the room with the same group of
misfits. I found a seat near the bar and perched there awkwardly, clutching at my drink for
security. That was the night that Simon first spoke to me. I had seen him sitting with Orlof's
crowd. He was a tall, thin man, who, although dressed in the baggy clothes of an adolescent,
looked somewhat older than I was. His face was red and wrinkled, pockmarked by acne scars.
We were both at the bar, during a break between poets, when he introduced himself, then
asked if I intended to read that night.
"No...er...I'm just here to listen," I stammered. "My stuff isn't good enough to read."

"Nah...you can read anything here," replied Simon. "It's all pretty casual."
"No...I couldn't...it's too intimidating," I said, inadvertently looking in Orlof's direction.
"Ha...I wouldn't worry about Gordon," laughed Simon. "Don't take him too seriously. As the
saying goes: his bark is worse than his bite."
I wasn't convinced, yet came again the following month, and again the month after that. Once
I took my girlfriend, Bernie, but she was bored senseless, and we left before Orlof made an
appearance. Most months I bumped into Simon, and we chatted briefly, expressing a polite
interest in each other's work. Then one night, when he saw me sitting alone again, Simon
invited me over to Orlof's table. I was very nervous, but also excited. I tried not to look at
Orlof as we approached, sensing his eyes upon me.
"Hey guys," said Simon, as we sat down. "This is Rob Ellis, he's a new poet about town."
I cringed as he said this, but attempted to maintain a reasonable degree of confidence as each
member of the group either shook my hand or gave a little wave of recognition. There was
Dominic, a darkly handsome young man, possibly a university student. Helen, an older
woman with a kindly smile and bedraggled grey-green hair. A younger woman named Sue,
whose stern, yet attractive face hid behind a pair of black-rimmed glasses. There was also a
pair of serious looking silver-haired gentlemen whom I knew to be the poets Glen Snailberg
and Roger Cosgrove. Gordon Orlof extended a stiff, cold hand and shook mine firmly. He
smiled, although it looked more like a grimace.
"Always glad to meet a new poet," he said gruffly. "What do you write about, Rob?"
"Oh...er...all sorts of things. Life in the suburbs, the weather, animals, family. I'm working on
a series of childhood poems at the moment," I bumbled, trying to put on my best "serious
poet" voice.
"Mmm...and when are we going to hear some of this...poetry," asked Orlof, his dark eyes
seeming to look through me.
"One day...er...maybe next month," I offered weakly.
Gordon Orlof seemed to lose interest in me then. The poetry readings recommenced and he
turned his attention to shredding each poet to pieces. Most of the time he merely muttered
derogatory comments to his cohorts, but occasionally he was unable to contain himself, and
would let loose with a scornful shout. One elderly gentleman introduced his poem by saying:
"This is a poem about the Coorong." Orlof did not hesitate to offer his thoughts on the topic.
"What a fuckin' bore!" he yelled, causing the man to stumble over his opening lines.

"Leave him alone, Gordon," said Helen, in mock sympathy. "You're making the poor man
nervous."
As we left that evening Orlof surprised me by whispering in my ear as I walked towards the
exit.
"See you next month, Rob. I look forward to hearing your work."
That night, as I lay in bed, I began to worry about the commitment I had made. The thought
of Gordon Orlof dissecting my poor attempts at poetry terrified me. But in the following
month I discovered a new confidence. A couple of my poems were accepted for publication in
national magazines. I had a flood of new ideas. And a family friend, whose opinion I
respected, had praised a selection of poems I had given her to read. As the next meeting of the
Paradise Poets came around I prepared to read my poetry. I even looked forward to it. This
time I did not wait for an invitation. I went straight to the Orlof table and sat down. Simon
was there, as well as Orlof and a couple of the others.
"So, you're going to read tonight," said Simon encouragingly.
"Yeah...well...I've had a bit of luck with a couple of poems. Thought I'd give them an airing
here."
Orlof did not talk to me. He seemed removed from the surroundings, absorbed in some
internal dilemma. Even once the readings commenced he remained quiet, did not offer the
usual comments, just an occasional polite handclap for those poems he liked, or a sigh of
disgust for those he didn't. My own turn to read came quickly enough, and passed in a brief,
nervous blur. I hurried through the poems, then scampered back to my chair, eager to get out
of the spotlight. I had read the two poems that had been accepted for publication, both from
my "childhood" series: one entitled Playground, the other Stamp Collecting.They were simple
enough, but quite effective.
"Well done mate," said Simon warmly, as I flopped down in my seat with a sigh of relief.
My eyes met Orlof's. For a moment I expected similar praise. I had received a warm response
from the rest of the audience, and I thought the poems to have some value. But Orlof said
quite the opposite, in a cold, matter-of-fact tone.
"That was bullshit, Rob. Just bullshit."

II
If Simon had not quickly followed Orlof's comments with some reassuring words I am sure I

would have gone home and shredded everything I had ever written.
"Don't take any notice of Gordon," he said, with a laugh, not attempting to conceal his
thoughts from Orlof. "He's in a foul mood tonight."
Orlof merely grunted at this, continued sipping at his glass of wine. After the Readings had
finished Helen suggested we all stop for coffee at a nearby cafe. I was still reeling from
Orlof's reaction to my poems, and really wanted to escape as soon as possible, but the others
pressed me, and I reluctantly agreed to go with them. It was there that Gordon Orlof suddenly,
and inexplicably, opened up to me. He had hardly spoken all night, as Simon had suggested,
seemed "in a foul mood". But then, as we arranged ourselves around a table, ordered coffee
and food, he came to life, as though someone had flicked a switch. His face became animated,
his voice full of enthusiasm, his arms gesturing passionately as he spoke.
"What a tedious lot tonight, eh?" he roared, with a wicked grin.
"I thought Rob did very well for a "first timer"," said Helen.
"Mmm...sorry if I seemed a little harsh back there," said Orlof, looking toward me with a
slightly apologetic smile on his face. "I just have very high expectations. I'm easily
disappointed."
Then later, as the others fell into conversation, he leant across and said to me in a low voice.
"There was, technically, nothing wrong with your poems. I just thought them very stuffy, far
too inhibited. They lacked freshness, a sense of spontaneity."
I eagerly (perhaps too eagerly) adopted the role as pupil, while Orlof continued his little
"lesson". He asked to see copies of the poems I had read that night, then, pulling a battered
pencil from his jacket, began slashing through lines, crossing out words, adding suggestions
here and there.
"Your writing is just too conservative, too safe," he observed. "You need to inject some
passion. Get angry or violent or lustful. Put everything in there: dirt, sweat, shit, semen. Don't
hold back, let it all out."
Then he looked down at the remnants of my work and raised his eyebrows sorrowfully, yet
sympathetically, and adopted the expression of a doctor about to tell the family of a sick
patient that the patient has a fatal illness.
"I'm sorry Rob, but these need a lot more work. I like a couple of the images you've used
though. You'll have to show me some of your other stuff."
I returned home to my old poems as though to friends with whom it is embarrassing to be
seen. I cringed as I sifted through them, suddenly seeing them through Orlof's eyes.

"He's right," I conceded. "My poetry is dead."
My confidence may have taken a battering that night, my thoughts on writing turned upsidedown, yet I was pleased with one thing: the infamous Gordon Orlof had chosen to be my
mentor.
I was a regular among the group from that point, and quickly came to know the others and
their connection to Orlof. He was, obviously, the central and most senior figure, and also, as
far as I could see, the only established poet among them. It seems the appearance of Snailberg
and Cosgrove that first night was rare. Whilst many established poets knew and respected
Orlof, they didn't actually socialise with him. Dominic was always around, he seemed to
idolise Orlof, agreed with everything he said, but did not write himself. In fact I couldn't see
that they had much in common at all. He was not a student as I had first thought, but a chef,
who worked in a popular city cafe. Helen was an old friend of Orlof's, and by the way they
talked to each other I wondered if they might have been partners at some stage. She also did
not write but seemed to enjoy the somewhat bohemian atmosphere of Orlof's milieu. Simon
gave the impression that he was always working on something, but his actual output was
minimal, and of varying quality. He always had grand ideas, talked of incorporating music
and drama into his poems, but nothing ever eventuated. His chief responsibility in the group
seemed to be to encourage Orlof in his consumption of alcohol. But he meant well and was
always very supportive of anything I did. Sue was more of a fringe member of the group. She
was friends with Helen, but did not seem to get along that well with Orlof. Sue occasionally
read at Paradise Poets, and sometimes joined us for drinks afterwards. Her poetry was dark
and dangerous, always confronting. I don't think I ever heard her read a poem that didn't
contain the word "fuck".
Gordon Orlof admired her spirit but detested her politics. I even once heard him refer to Sue
as a "FemiNazi". Sometimes, after the Poetry Readings, we would walk to Orlof's flat rather
than the cafe. He lived not far from the Paradise Hotel, in a Housing Trust development that
catered to those on a limited income. Orlof himself relied on a Disability Pension for support,
having injured his back at work ten or fifteen years previously. His flat was a dirty and
disorderly place, littered with books and newspapers, empty bottles and food wrappings.
Helen often offered to clean it up for him, but Orlof refused, even seemed slightly offended.
"I like it like this," he would argue, waving his arms around. "This is the stuff of life—the
smell, the taste, the wonderful chaos—I want to immerse myself in it."
Someone usually brought along a bottle of wine to these sessions; otherwise we were left to
drink the vodka that Orlof kept hidden in his freezer. Occasionally he would bring out a pipe
and offer everyone marijuana. An hour or so would then pass with us entangled in
conversations about poetry, religion or politics. Gordon Orlof was always at the helm of these
debates, directing and challenging those who spoke. He was always keen to know what I was
reading, and forever recommending books or authors to me to investigate: Dostoyevsky,
Whitman, Hamsun, Aldous Huxley, Henry Miller, Bukowski, Ginsberg, Kerouac. Orlof was
obsessed with the Beats, claimed that they changed the face of popular culture. (He was
stunned to learn that I had never read On The Road.) He even named his cat Jack.
Occasionally someone, or something, would set Orlof off on a dark tangent, and he would

start ranting and raving about any number of groups or individuals: academics, politicians,
Christian fundamentalists, feminists, yuppies, multinational corporations, advertising
executives, rock stars, anti-censorship groups. I couldn't help but cringe whenever Orlof did
this, particularly when his target was the wealthy or privileged. Not that I was rich, but I did
work for an accountancy firm and earn a reasonable salary. I also owned what most people
would call a sports car, as well as lived in a suburb, which Orlof would refer to as "the home
of yuppie scum".
I tried to avoid talking about these aspects of my life when around him, or gave only vague,
non-specific responses—said that I worked in finance, and that I lived in the eastern suburbs. I
had the feeling that Orlof would disown me if he knew the real details. One night when Orlof
didn't show up at Paradise Poets, Helen, Simon and I called at the flat to see him. Dominic
answered the door.
"Jack is dead," he announced solemnly. "Someone run him over. Left his body in the gutter."
Orlof was sitting despondently on the sofa, an empty bottle of vodka on the table before him.
"One of those fuckin' rich cunts in their Mercedes convertibles," he concluded.
Adjacent to the Housing Trust flats were a row of exclusive townhouses. Jack had been found
in the gutter nearby. Orlof was certain that the occupants of one of these townhouses were to
blame for Jack's death.
We sat with Orlof for an hour or so, but our presence only seemed to make him worse. He
began to shout, and then, after swaying over to the window, hurled the empty vodka bottle in
the direction of the townhouses. It fell on to the footpath just below, shattering into the gutter.
"You fuckin' bastards," Orlof screamed. "Which one of you fuckin' cunts killed Jack."
The sound of his anguished voice echoed along the empty street.

III
Under Orlof's guidance, I abandoned my series of childhood poems, and attempted to adopt a
looser, more spontaneous style. This change in direction drew praise from the others in our
group, of course, but I seemed to find it harder to place my poems in magazines and journals,
the rejection slips accompanied by such comments as "too raw", "needs more work" or
"undisciplined".
"Bullshit," Orlof would mutter angrily, when I showed him the slips. And then, if the rejection
had come from a university or college journal. "Fuckin' academics! What would they know
about life? They're too busy sticking their tongues up each other's arses."

While Orlof would happily discuss my writing for hours, I found him evasive when
questioned about his own work. There was always something planned, something "in the
pipeline". He talked of a new collection, even described the cover he had planned for it, but I
rarely saw him working on anything. As I got to know him it became obvious that much of his
reputation had been established with work written ten to fifteen years ago.
"I would love to read more of your poetry," I said one afternoon, sensing that Orlof was in an
unusually amiable state of mind. I had often hinted at this desire before, but usually drew a
blank look, or found my interest gruffly dismissed. This day, however, I received a different
response. Orlof retrieved a battered shoebox from his bedroom, in which lay a dozen or so
copies of the same book. It was his one and only poetry collection, published thirteen years
earlier by some obscure West Australian small press. The cover of the copy he handed to me
was badly weathered by time and dust, and featured a blurred black and white photograph of a
much younger Gordon Orlof. The collection was entitled The Unconscious Cosmos, and full
of the familiar Orlof phrasing and imagery. The poetry seemed similar in content and structure
to the poems he read at the Paradise Hotel, yet Orlof disapproved of the collection.
"Some of that stuff is embarrassing," he frowned. "I wouldn't think of publishing it today."
Orlof's real passion was an unpublished magnum opus which he believed would rival
Kerouac's On The Road. It was to be a semi-autobiographical account of his own traveling
days back in the sixties. He kept his notes for this project in a pile of musty journals stacked
untidily on top of his wardrobe. We often asked him about his progress on this epic, but as
with his poetry, he would reveal very little, and refused to let anyone see the contents of his
notebooks. He did tell us about the hero of this project; a convicted criminal named Fred
McMahon, or Macca, as he was best known. Orlof described him as his very own "Dean
Moriarty"—a brawler, womaniser, hunter, alcoholic and car thief. In Orlof's eyes, Macca
represented the pure vitality of life.
I first heard about Macca during a long night with Orlof at an all-night pizzeria. Somehow we
had found ourselves alone, and Orlof, hungry as always, suggested we go to Giovanni's, a
restaurant within walking distance of his flat. We settled down at a corner table, where Orlof
ordered enormous quantities of food, a bottle of wine, and proceeded, with little prompting, to
tell me his life story.
He was the eldest son of immigrant parents; his father, bitter and bad-tempered; his mother,
quiet and easily bullied, but also kind-hearted. She liked to tell the children folk stories and
was able to recite them from memory. It was here that Orlof developed a love of language.
But his mother's attention was not enough to keep Orlof at home, and he left when only
fourteen years old. Throughout the rest of his teens and early twenties Orlof roamed the west
coast, drifting from one job to another. He worked on fishing boats in the southwest, in mines
up in the Pilbara, and later in a bar in Geraldton. It was during this period that he first met
Macca.
Being several years older than Orlof, Macca adopted the role of big brother. Together they
traveled around the northwest; working on cattle stations, in hotels, roadhouses. Under
Macca's guidance, Orlof learned how to shoot wild pigs, how to fight, how to drink, and how
to fuck. They drove across Central Australia, then found themselves working for several years

in a roadhouse on the Stuart Highway.
"It was the best roadhouse in the Territory," Orlof mused, with a wistful look in his eye.
During these years "on the road", Orlof had not lost his love of literature, and spent long hours
devouring the classics. He looked forward to the day he would immortalise Macca in his own
epic novel. Then, it seemed, everything turned sour. Macca ended up spending some time in
Alice Springs jail after nearly killing a man during a brawl in the roadhouse. Without his
friend, Orlof lost interest in Central Australia and drifted south, found himself jobless and lost
in the city. But within several months he had established himself; found a job in a city bakery
and met a girl called Jackie whom he would eventually marry. They settled in a small home in
the northern suburbs. Orlof's eyes narrowed when he reached this part of his story.
"Watch out for women," Orlof said, as he downed another glass of wine. "In the beginning
they'll pretend to be interested in your work, say they appreciate art and writing and so on, but
before long they're on your back about "supporting the family" and "getting a proper job", and
complaining about how they need a new television or a new washing machine."
This line of talk made me squirm somewhat, but still, I listened intently, unable or unwilling
to challenge him.
"They don't think on the same level as men. Don't appreciate the creative urge. Their concerns
are different—money, family, house, material goods. I guess it all comes down to chemistry.
They just haven't got the capacity to write an epic poem or a symphony. I mean, can you
name a decent female composer?"
I was sure I could, but for the moment the name escaped me. In any case, Orlof was not really
interested in an answer.
"What about your girlfriend, Rob?" he asked. "Does she appreciate what you are trying to do
with your writing?"
"Oh...er...Bernie," I stammered. "Yeah, she's fine. But, y'know, we're not that serious. I can't
see us getting married or anything."
"Mmm...just remember...don't let her get in the way of your work," said Orlof. "It's not about
love, it's about art."
Orlof's mood took a dark turn then, but he continued his story. His marriage ended badly, of
course. Ten years and two children later, Jackie left him for another man, took the children
and moved interstate. Orlof hadn't heard from his children for years. He believed his son to be
married with a family of his own. His daughter lived in North Queensland. Not long after the
divorce, Orlof had injured his back at work, but failed in his bid to receive compensation. He
ended up on a Disability Pension. Orlof went quiet then, as though nothing had happened in
the last ten years. I wanted to know what had happened to Macca.

"Macca lives in Darwin. He loves the lifestyle and the climate," explained Orlof. "He's still a
larrikin."
We left in the early hours of the morning, my head spinning with the details of Orlof's life.
Yet when I awoke the following day, the words which I found stuck in my mind were his
warnings about women. I had dismissed them at the time, yet they struck me now as having
more than a grain of truth. I had to admit, Bernie did seem preoccupied with her own needs. I
was always going out of my way to please her, even though she somehow made it seem as
though she was the generous, sensitive one. And she had little appreciation of my writing. She
liked the "idea" of me being a writer, but the details didn't interest her. I can recall once
writing her a romantic poem, then finding her copy of it on the kitchen counter buried beneath
vegetable peelings and food scraps. I was livid, but Bernie seemed unconcerned.
"What are you making such a big deal about?" she shrieked, after I had yelled at her. "It's just
a fuckin' poem."
When I thought long and hard about our relationship I struggled to find much in common
between us. Bernie loved sports, especially cricket, while I detested all sport. And she loved
socialising with her friends. They were okay, I guess, but I really didn't have much to say to
them. They certainly didn't have any appreciation of art or cinema or literature. And then there
was Bernie herself. Admittedly, she could be sweet and a lot of fun, yet she could also be
tactless and quite stupid.
Within one month of my night out with Orlof I had broken up with Bernie. At the time I told
myself that our separation was natural or inevitable. But upon reflection I can see now that I
was primarily motivated by the need for Orlof's approval. When I broke the news to him he
was almost overwhelming in his congratulations.
"Well done, Rob," he said, with a smile. "Now you're free to pursue your dreams."
Bernie's response was quite different.
"I don't get it, Rob," she sobbed. "I thought we were getting along fine."
"Don't take it personally," I said coldly. "It's got nothing to do with love, it's about art."
On the drive home after announcing the bad news I can recall battling to justify my actions,
told myself again and again that I was doing the "right thing". But I felt I had to prove
something to myself, so upon reaching home, took out my journal and attempted to write
down some ideas for a poem. But I could not concentrate—could not see the page for the
tears in my eyes.

IV
I was shocked to discover that Orlof and Dominic were lovers. Admittedly, they spent a lot of
time together, but there was no overt physical contact between them, at least, not in front of
others. Orlof never discussed his feelings with anyone, nor was there any mention of his
sexuality in his poetry. I found out about their relationship after witnessing a nasty exchange
between them one afternoon. Some trivial disagreement had blown up into a full-scale
argument, ending with Dominic storming out of the flat. When I mentioned the incident to
Simon he was not at all concerned.
"Oh...don't worry about it...it was just a lover's tiff."
He seemed surprised that I didn't know, and laughed when I expressed concerns that Orlof
may have had similar feelings towards me. I didn't want to discover that his only real interest
in me was sexual.
"No...I don't think so," said Simon. "You're not his type."
It seems that Dominic was merely the latest in a long line of young men who had fallen under
the spell of Gordon Orlof. Apparently he liked olive-skinned, dark-haired young men of
Mediterranean descent in their early twenties. Dominic neatly fitted this description. After the
initial surprise I became angry over these revelations, and began to look at Orlof in a more
critical light. After all his talk of "putting everything into your writing" it was more than
disappointing to discover that he had withheld so much from his own work. Then there was
the advice he had given me regarding women; statements such as "don't let her get in the way
of your work" now seemed hypocritical. Or did he have different rules for homosexual
relationships? I never confronted Orlof over these matters, but let the bitterness and disillusion
gnaw away at me, slowly turning my opinion of him inside-out. I began to notice faults in his
poetry. The way he often repeated himself, read something at Paradise Poetss that he had only
read a couple of months earlier. Sometimes he merely
changed the title or shuffled around some of the lines to make the work appear fresh. The
poems from his collection made regular appearances, even the ones he had previously
dismissed as embarrassing. One night he read a poem which had been blatantly plagiarised
from Ferlinghetti. Orlof, however, seemed oblivious to any shortcomings, and continued to
behave in his usual abstruse manner.
Despite these changes in my feelings towards Orlof, we were still spending a reasonable
amount of time together. He was helping me put together a collection of poems, and from
week to week an increasingly bulky manuscript would pass back and forth between us, filled
with his nearly indecipherable notes and corrections. Although I found I now had less regard
for his suggestions. Orlof also used his influence to have me read at a poetry evening at the
University. It was quite a high-profile affair featuring many established writers as well as "up
and coming" poets like myself. I found the prospect daunting, yet exciting. Orlof gave me
some tips on how to improve the delivery of my poems.
"Speak with passion," he implored. "People will believe anything if you say it with enough
conviction."

Occasionally I thought of Bernie. In light of the discovery of Orlof's relationship with
Dominic, and my reassessment of Orlof's philosophies, I again wondered if I had made the
right decision. Yet, when I considered all the facts, the separation still made sense to me. I
already found that I had more time and energy for writing, and that, with this increased
concentration of effort, the quality of my work was improving. Subsequently, whenever I
experienced a pang of doubt regarding Bernie, or found myself yearning for her company, I
would bury myself in my writing.
One day, Orlof announced that Macca was visiting the city. He promised weeks of drink and
debauchery, spoke of Macca as though he were still the "terror" of thirty years ago. I certainly
wasn't expecting to find him as Orlof described, but could hardly conceal my shock when
Orlof approached a shabbily-dressed, wizened old man on the railway station platform, and
began hugging him and cheerfully slapping him on the back. A hard life in the outback had
reduced Orlof's hero to a toothless, mumbling dwarf. He looked like a tramp. Orlof, however,
didn't seem to notice, for he beamed proudly as he introduced Macca.
"This here's Rob," he explained to Macca, adding with a wink. "A promising young poet."
Afterwards we went back to Orlof's flat and spent the afternoon eating and drinking. It was
the last time that I can recall us all together. There was Simon, Helen, Sue and a couple of
others from Paradise Poets. Dominic was there too, chatting to Orlof as though there had
never been an argument. I found myself feeling distanced from the activity, fell silent in the
background, while the others talked and laughed around me. Maybe I could sense that a
period of my life was coming to a close.
While plenty of wine and food was consumed that afternoon, the weeks of drink and
debauchery Orlof had promised never materialised. In fact, I didn't see him for weeks. The
couple of times I did call at his flat he was not home, and I assumed him busy with Macca.
He didn't turn up at the Paradise Hotel the following month, and the University readings came
and went without any contact between us.
Then one Sunday afternoon I was browsing in a city bookstore when Orlof walked past me.
He seemed to be in a daze and did not initially answer to my calls.
"Hey Gordon," I called again, as he looked in my direction, a vague and troubled look on his
face. "How have you been? How's Macca?"
"Oh...er...Rob," he mumbled. "Oh...er...not bad...Macca...er...he's gone back to Darwin."
We talked awkwardly in the doorway of the bookshop for several minutes. I tried to get him
talking about poetry, about the University readings and my collection, but he didn't seem
interested. I asked if he wanted to come for a drink, but he made some odd excuse. Then he
said goodbye and wandered off down the street, looking lost and alone, and suddenly, very
old. The arrogant, over-confident artist I had first encountered at the Paradise Poets seemed no
more than a distant memory.

V
In the following months, my life underwent significant changes. I moved out of my
townhouse in the eastern suburbs and into a small inner city apartment. I traded my car for a
bicycle. And I resigned from my job at the accountancy firm and took on part-time work in a
former client's restaurant. I now had plenty of time, albeit with a much reduced income, with
which to pursue my career in writing. I had plans for a collection of short stories, a novel or
two, a screenplay. I considered applying for a government grant. Initially, however, I felt
rather lost, and found myself daydreaming or aimlessly wandering the city streets. Then I
learned that Gordon Orlof was dead.
He had been found floating face down in the river. I assumed that his death had been
accidental, that he had fallen in whilst drunk, but Simon informed me otherwise.
"It was suicide, Rob," he told me solemnly, over the phone. "He had another fight with
Dominic. They split up for good this time."
I found Simon and Helen at Orlof's flat. Helen sat on the sofa, looking pale and tired. Simon
was sorting books into boxes. As Orlof had no other close friends or family, they had
volunteered to clear and clean the flat. Some of Orlof's stuff was going to charity, but most of
the furniture and electrical goods were of little value.
"It's all junk," observed Helen sadly.
Simon handed me a small plastic envelope containing a scrap of paper. I recognised Orlof's
familiar scrawl immediately.
"It's the note that Gordon left," said Simon. "The police gave it to us. I guess there wasn't
anyone else."
I unfolded the note; a simple sheet of lined paper, and read Orlof's last words.
"Love—not art."
"I guess the break up with Dominic hit him hard," said Simon. "Gordon must have really
loved him."
"Mmm...," I considered, not entirely satisfied with Simon's conclusion.
Surely it wasn't that simple. I recalled the conversation I had had with Orlof that night at the
pizzeria many months before. "Just remember," he had said. "It's not about love, it's about
art."

Was this note a warning to me? Had he reconsidered his philosophy? I wondered if he really
had killed himself over Dominic, or whether it was something deeper. Did he regret his
divorce? Or the fact that he had rarely seen his children? Had he been damaged by his own
unhappy childhood? And then there was Macca. Had they been lovers? Or was this a case of
unrequited love?
I stayed at the flat that afternoon, helped the others sort through Orlof's stuff. We were
looking through his wardrobe when I caught sight of the pile of journals—the supposed
"magnum opus" which he had guarded so religiously. Standing on a chair I carefully took
them down. There must have been thirty or so, of varying thickness and age, some cheap
exercise books, some leather-bound volumes. The covers were labelled with the dates to
which the journals corresponded—1984-1985 and so on. I found the most recent book and
flipped open the cover, expecting to find Orlof's barely legible handwriting. But the book was
empty. Not one page was marked in any way.
"He wasn't having a very productive year," I observed, as the others looked on.
I picked up another, older looking volume, this one covering a period ten years or so earlier.
But this one was also empty. The pages looked worn, as though leant on, or frequently
handled—I even thought I saw a pencil smudge—but there was not a word of writing. I threw
this book aside and sorted through the pile until I had found the earliest journal, dated in the
mid-sixties, at the height of Orlof's glory days. On the inside cover Orlof had, almost
childishly, inscribed his name, but apart from this, the book was empty, just as the others had
been.
As I flicked through the pages I found a couple of black and white photos. They were of
Macca—a much different Macca to the one I had recently met. In the photos he was dark and
muscular, his hair wild and unkempt. He leaned against a battered Holden Ute, a rifle in one
hand, and a dead cat in the other.
Simon and Helen had begun to help me sort through the journals. An inexplicable sense of
panic had crept over us as we tossed aside one empty book after another.
"There's nothing here," said Helen desolately.
As I reached for another journal the photos of Macca fell to the floor. They were quickly
buried beneath the growing pile of discarded books. We moved quickly now, not even
bothering to examine every journal in detail, just glancing at the first few pages. I had begun
to feel a little nauseous, overwhelmed by this discovery. Was this all there was to Gordon
Orlof?
Did he really have nothing to say? Or was this emptiness the true story of his life? Soon we
had checked the last journal, and as the dust settled, I looked about us. We were surrounded
by the glaring white of unmarked paper—a brilliant void, into which I feared I might tumble
at any moment.
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work has been published in numerous magazines and journals around Australia, and widely
published on the Web. His first poetry collection, Shooting Stars, was published by
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Rod
Steiger
Not to be
disrespectful,
but I think
there’s a pair of
religious figures
in On the
Waterfront.
Two simple
brothers in the
back of a taxi
going to 437
River Street,
where the goons
wait to make
one a new
martyr. Uneasy
in his fedora,
Rod Steiger,
desperate, voice
cracking, torn
between love
and criminal
duty, pushes his
pistol into
Marlon
Brando’s ribs,
just the way
Cain did before
gunning down
Abel, as their
sacrifices
smolder on the
distant docks,
unwanted, like
the stubs of
God’s cigars.
The idea of
fratricide seems
so absurd that
Brando turns the
gun away with
pity. Steiger’s
face a moon of
sweat, he
collapses back

into the seat,
dizzied by his
failed crime.
But the betrayal
lingers in the air
and moves
across the city
streets until
even Eden has
the stink of
Palookaville,
and the denizens
of the world
sleep restlessly
in their beds, a
world full of
bums and not a
single
contender.

Jason DeBoer has had work published in The Iowa Review, Quarterly West, Rosebud, Stand,
Other Voices, The Barcelona
Review, The Wisconsin Review, Clackamas Literary Review, The Macguffin, Pindeldyboz,
Eleven Bulls, 3AM, and CrossConnect.
Note: "Rod Steiger" first appeared in The Mississippi Review and Spork.
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A Cup Of Coffee
In The Evening
Roger moved into a new apartment
at the corner of 73rd Avenue and
Vine Street, a standard one-room
with white-washed walls and
standard, if plain, furnishings.
Shortly after moving in he felt
slightly ill, and it was with some
pleasure that he called in sick to the
burnt sugar factory where he daily
earned his paycheques, looking
forward to a minor reprieve from his
routine. He was surprised by the
stillness he felt in his new home, the
unshakable feeling of absence that
permeated the very air. It scared him,
yet it was invigorating to be
frightened.
Roger was unaccustomed to drinking
coffee in the evenings, knowing full
well the toll that it took on his
nerves. And yet this particular
evening he was unable to resist. He
took up a string of minutes watching
it percolate, studying the process
which resulted in his steamy drink.
He took little sips so as not to burn
the lips and roof of the mouth.
Through the window the sun was
threatening to set. It loitered murkily
over the horizon, a shadow of its
former self, bleached by the haze
manufactured by the ever-present
city lurking in wait beneath. Roger
absent-mindedly stirred his coffee
with a finger, sniffling wretchedly
and trying to catch a glimpse of his
own factory far in the distance. It
was no use. The haze was simply too
thick.
Positioned opposite the kitchen
window was a long and narrow
mirror. Roger lifted the rim of his
upper lip to expose the gums, which

he thought to be suffering from
discolouration. "The key to health
lies in the gums", mum had often
recited, mentioning as verification
that her cousin's gums had been
simply yellow the day he passed
away from some silent disease.
Standing in front of the mirror, the
entirety of his upper lip flipped up
grotesquely, Roger noticed
something curious. The sun was
considerably brighter in the mirror
than it was through the window. In
the mirror it shimmered and sparkled
merrily... why, it even winked at
him. Roger took another good, hard
look out the window to confirm this
impression. The sun itself was as
drab and monochromatic as ever.
Roger shifted around some boxes until he found the one in which he had packed his set of
encyclopedias. "If you own a set of encyclopedias" the salesman had boasted "you don't need
any other books. They're all contained in here! But with... concision!" And it was the truth!
Roger had never heard the word 'concision' prior to that moment, but he remembered it even
now. He opened the box with a straight-edge razor and found the volume marked 'L-M' in
gold-embossed lettering. It pleased Roger to finger the pages of such a heavy, such a
meaningful and above all well-bound volume. Mirror.
'Invented quite by accident by Sir Alfred Cartwright, mason, who one evening noticed a
charming effect when... etc., etc.,... types of mirrors include... mirrors in literature generally
foreshadow... etc., etc.,... peculiar properties of the common household mirror abound...'
"Ah, here we are", thought Roger, rubbing his yellowish hands together.
"...Reginald Wilkit first noticed what he was to thereafter label the 'Wilkit Effect', whereby a
beam of light striking a mirror at a very particular angle actually enters the texture of the
mirror's surface and rebounds, plays off of itself, and eventually creates a sharper or
sometimes more vibrant image than the source itself. Wilkit confirmed this hypothesis by
placing a second mirror across from one already impregnated by the Wilkit Effect, and the
second mirror reproduced the image with an even more enhanced verisimilitude than the first.
As Milton once so poetically stated..."
Roger slapped the book firmly shut with a satisfied smile. He knew that there had had to be an
explanation. The Wilkit Effect!
He slept very badly that night. Certainly the coffee hadn't helped things, but on top of that he
felt as though something were tugging at him from the back of his mind, something
imperative, which could spell trouble for him if he weren't cautious. But what on Earth could
it be?
As Roger awoke, he noted with displeasure that his condition had worsened. The simple act of
raising his throbbing head from the pillow resulted in a kicking pain and a sense of
uncontrollable vertigo. He wasn't able to summon the strength to leave the moist sanctuary of

his bed until one o'clock in the afternoon. "Well" he muttered with a philosophical gravity,
"age steals up on us all, eventually". Only then did he recall the Wilkit Effect, and hurried to
the kitchen to see if perhaps there was further evidence of it in today's mirror.
And indeed, there was. The dismal townscape appeared as apocalyptic as ever through the flyblown window, but under the mirror's lyrical afternoon sun the building-tops glimmered as
though dappled with pixie-dust. It pleased Roger to see them there, iridescent and smiling,
and he congratulated himself on his discovery of the Effect. At which point something odd
caught his attention. He thought he noticed a small, cumulo-nimbus cloud which appeared in
the mirror, but was not actually in the sky proper, that is to say, through the window. At first
he was certain that he had merely gotten confused, that because the mirror was reflecting
everything backwards, or front to back, that he was simply looking for the cloud in the wrong
patch of sky-through-the-window. Yet, after consulting with the window and the mirror four
or five times, he was convinced that this was not the case. The cloud was only in the mirror,
drifting confidently over the faultlessly polished skyline, just like a cloud would do in real life.
He sat and watched it for some time, but in no way did it do anything surprising. He sat with
his eyes fixed on it though, until it floated outside of the frame of the mirror. Cloud.
"Composition of... significance when beheld... various types of... how to read... affiliated
optical illusions:
Clouds not perceptible to the human eye may from time to time appear in transfigurations of
sky (see also: the theories of A. Schoenberg). This phenomenon was first observed by Sir
Edwin Grant, who took a photograph of an airplane traveling through a clear blue sky, and
developed the negatives to find the whole of the image of the aircraft obliterated by clouds.
The theory applied may strike us as overly straight-forward, yet it holds. The rays of a sun
shining through an ultra-fine cloud-surface renders the latter translucent to the normal series
of optical processes, as an over-accumulation of sunbeam clogs up the lens of our vision, not
leaving us the requisite 'space' with which to perceive the cloud. A camera, however, is not so
easily swindled, and will record the errant cloud every time. The same process has been
noticed on the surface of lakes, as well as in mirrors (see under: Mirror; Peculiar properties:
'The Wilkit Effect')."
It was with some inner tribulation that Roger ever-so-carefully replaced the 'Ca-Ex' volume of
the encyclopedia. Despite the assurance of an overly-simple explanation, Roger had read the
passage three times over and still felt unsure. How, in fact, did one's eyes get 'clogged up'?
Nonetheless, he was comforted that the sudden appearance of clouds had found its way into
the vast corpus of human knowledge, that a precedent had been set.
In the days that immediately followed, Roger became more and more preoccupied with the
strange machinations of the Wilkit Effect. His whole days were spent in careful study of the
increasingly brazen confabulations of the reality that was represented by his window in the
slender room of his mirror. One afternoon a small framed picture appeared on one of the
reflected walls of his kitchen. Close scrutiny, aided by a magnifying glass, revealed it to be a
painting, a landscape bestrewn with trees, an over-hastily rendered sky with its electric blue
and two misplaced clouds loitering one-dimensionally to the fore. Finally, there was a doe in
the moment of gentle prostration so inevitable in such paintings, its lithe neck curved in the
act of lapping water from the nearby brook. A signature at the bottom of the painting was so
faint that one could not be certain that one was reading it correctly: H. Gulya. The
indubitability of the reflection of the painting, i.e. its presence in the mirror, was alone
sufficient to make Roger a shade uneasy. But what was more; there were no clouds or
frolicsome deer reflected on the surface of the brook.
But this was not to be the most extraordinary event. The window in the mirror gradually

became a surrealist landscape, to which Roger became daily more and more transfixed. He
witnessed violent crimes on the streets below, a man walking tightrope between two buildings,
a flurry of bats which knocked each other about and then vanished to the unknown country
outside of the frame. When a deep scarlet fog drifted in and covered his view for a few hours
he continued watching, not wanting to be away for a moment if the view should all of a
sudden clear up. His patience was rewarded when his view returned with a sky full of silken
threads. He no longer bothered to ascertain if the image in the mirror correlated with the view
from the window. One cannot be certain if the distinction was any longer relevant.
The threads sparkled and swayed in the mid-morning sun. Roger vaguely recognized a light
breeze playing twixt the hairs at the back of his neck. The sunny air caused a peculiar tingling
sensation. He had maintained his vigil all through the night, and his head hurt like the Devil,
owing in part, no doubt, to the illness that was preying on his marrow. A Brigadoon of armed
soldiers was wending up avenues like the tail of some enormous rat. Tiny green caterpillars
began spiraling down the threads hanging from the sky, some of which began cocooning in
midair.
Roger gave his head a shake and had an unexpected moment of lucidity. The events
accumulating, amassing before his blood-shot eyes, began to make him feel uneasy once
more. He would have to slip on his coat and go to the library, that was all there was to it.
Roger made his way down identical boulevards, through the inevitable morass of humanity
spilling like sludge from an unblocked pipe out of doorways and from around corners, their
boots gathering filth from the street. He felt out-of-sorts, after a few blocks he already
yearned for his chair in front of the mirror. He felt unsteady on his feet, and a dull throbbing
below the left ear kept ruining his concentration. Happily, the library was nearby.
'The Wilkit Effect: An Appraisal' had been misplaced and he wasted fifteen minutes in
tracking it down. At long last the librarian located it in the Astronomy section... Someone had
evidently mistaken it for a book about the Witkins Effect, which concerns visible shifts in sky
conditions, wherein stars appear to move while in fact remaining stationary. Roger put the
Wilkit book under his arm and stole off to a corner of the library. CHAPTER 14: Superabundance of the Wilkit Effect:
'In an extreme minority of recorded cases (which are themselves in the minority of daily
recorded events), the Wilkit Effect has assumed greater proportions, thereby blooming into
something unforeseen. Mr. Howard Pilkins of Zig-zag, Alabama, and Miss Ilona Konrad of
Pecs, Hungary, have likewise reported what began as standard Wilkit Effects but then turned
into more dramatic displays of mirrored illusion. We may doubt that Mr. Pilkins actually saw
his deceased grandmother dressed in a rose-coloured wedding-gown, but Miss Konrad's
detailed description of the Gulya painting that suddenly came to adorn her bathroom wall
surprises us, as she was otherwise unfamiliar with art of the 18th century. Curiously, both
Pilkins and Konrad have reported the onset of strange and disorienting attacks of illness after
their respective experiences of the Super-abundant Wilkit Effect (S-aWE). If we were to
express what we have discussed mathematically, we would arrive at the following theorem:...'
Thereafter, Roger's eyes blurred horribly as he scanned alien symbols whose significance he
was not capable of divining. All of the carefully arranged X's and Y's and %'s smoothed
together into a pulpy mush of confusion. Exasperatingly, he could not recall if his illness had
begun before or after he had first observed the Wilkit Effect. Before leaving the library he
consulted one final book.
'Hrath Gulya - The Man, the Paintings' was the only relevant title available, and a slim volume
at that. His fingers blundered through the glossy colour reproductions until they rested at the

very one he had seen in his mirror such a short time ago. A thorough examination showed it
to be identical, in every detail, save that the deer was facing the other way, and the forested
part of the landscape was to be found on the left-hand side, not the right. On the opposing
page, Roger read the following'...and yet, however, what strikes us in Gulya foremost is that which is conspicuously lacking.
The artist consciously omits innovation, invention... creation, even, one might say, replicating
a stock assortment of pedestrian images that in lesser (i.e. more one-dimensional) hands
would result in mere sentimental humbuggery. And it is precisely in this self-censorship that
lies the genius of Gulya's craft. One is forever aware of the percolating mastery that is
persistently withheld from the surface of the canvas, forever denied the art admirer's searching
gaze. And thereby the viewer is liberated from the conventional hierarchy of artist and
audience... one is in fact blissfully at liberty to create the substance of the implied, unexecuted
painting for oneself, unrestrained. Gulya's real paintings, then, achieve perfection in the
whirling infinity of their non-existence.'
Roger's eyes shot back and forth in his skull. He absent-mindedly replaced the book in a hole
in the Selenography section and left the wanton confusion of the library, vowing not to return.
On the reeking flight of stairs leading to the door of his apartment, Roger stopped to feel the
temperature of his forehead with the back of his hand. He found it to be radiating a sickly
warmth. Moreover, there was an odd rattling inside the cranium like a gourd containing a few
dried beans, and the vein below his right ear felt as though it were threatening to burst.
The key turned, the door swung open on faultless hinges, and Roger was at once assailed by a
smell like that of a great accumulation of mouldering books. His room was filled with a
thousand monarch butterflies, a hopeless, breathless, utterly silent cacophony of fluttering that
did not even disturb the leaden air of the apartment. A hundred or so had found the
encyclopedias and were diligently chewing holes in them with the aid of little mandibles.
Roger felt a trembling in his heart as the little creatures all lifted ceiling-ward in unison. The
pounding of his pulse resonated through the whole of his disease-enfeebled body, with the
shadow of his fever hanging over it all. He grasped at the left, then the right side of his chest,
trying to feel the thump of his distressed heart behind the collision of bones, and then his legs
gave way and he fell helplessly to the shallow carpet, either dead or in an exhausted faint.
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Laceration
I.
She is sitting upright, rigid on the couch. My hands are around her throat. But
this time I burn with anger. I’m possessed by a desire to squeeze, squeeze till she
slumps down, eyes white, lifeless. And while we play like this sometimes as we
fuck or just before—“I like it,” she says, “squeeze harder.”—this is different. I
can feel the blood rush to my brain, my eyes are swimming in blood. I squeeze
tighter, and she knows, whether or not she calls the buff—if it is a bluff—that I
am mad. That I can no longer think; that with the right provocation, no matter
how small, I will squeeze till she drops.
It is just a second but a second that inflates, that tears loose, that rises into the
beating in my brain. It is a second in which her life, encircled by my hands, tips
this way and that.
She pushes me off, suddenly enraged, and stares straight ahead. She leans
forward, shudders then sobs. Tears well from her eyes and trickle down her face.

II.
I’m on a train between two cities. I don’t know where I’m going. It’s dark, a
black swathe has drowned the light. The train slows down, changes tracks, picks
up speed. The girl across the aisle stares at me from time to time. She wonders
who I am. What I’m doing. When I return her gaze—her eyes set in an oval of
chole, deep black eyes that yearn for something more they haven’t seen—she
turns away.
The train lurches forward, picks up speed. It hurtles through the night. Another
train whips by in the opposite direction.
And it seems, in that intersection of coming and going, that the two trains twist on
their axes and displace reality: one soaring up, one plunging down.
I recall last night, my hands around your throat, a triumphant sense of having
crossed a boundary, of having left the land of the living, and all the
voluptuousness of the power in that sense returns to me.

I wish that it return to me.

But I am as arid and empty as a corpse.

III.
There’s no one about. I’ve called several friends, left messages. They’re not
around. I’m in a new city I don’t know, an old city I know too well. I’m on the
street where whores warm their hands over a makeshift fire in a trashcan. I am at
a party where I don’t know anyone.
The train swings sharply, the darkness pricked by street lamps.

IV.
I was already asleep in bed when she crept in beside me. With dawn, she
murmured and turned over. My eyes slit open. The rise and fall of her breasts in
the dank light, her pallid flesh, gave off an odor of sweat and grime. I tried to
wake but a thick oppressive fatigue weighed me down.

V.
I washed, shaved and left. An hour or so later I called.
“Where were you? You shouldn’t have done that.”
“Why not?”
“I wanted to tell you something.”
“So tell me.”
“You’ve got to be here. I can‘t talk on the phone.”
“You’re not making sense.”
“When will you be back?”
“About five. Wait for me at the cafe.”
“Fine. At five.”

Then she hung up, and the silence at the end of the line spiraled through me like
dirty water down a drain.

VI.
I decided to catch a museum exhibit uptown. I took a train that bypassed my
station, heading straight into Harlem. I got off angrily at the first opportunity,
crossed the platform and waited for the downtown local, which pulled in several
minutes later. Then I transferred to a bus and walked several blocks to the
museum. Two guards talked idly on the front steps.
Inside it was warm, too warm. I felt as though I were in a hospital where the heat
finally pushed patients over the edge. I bought a ticket and took the elevator to
the exhibit: a minor painter of strict explosions whose reputation, several decades
after his death, was now at issue.
I walked up the stairs to another exhibit, a survey of Jewish cultures that ended in
an oval room of heavy silver Menorahs behind glass.
There they were, perfectly restored but without candles; useless purposeless
objects, crypts for the prayers once given them.
The room was insufferable.
I slipped into my coat and made to leave, passing through a gang of students lined
up on each side of the corridor that led to the elevator. They were no more than 13
or 14 years old. Each one wore a yarmulke on a hydrocephalic head. They
weaved and bobbed as if the floor were pitching beneath them.
Seed, deranged seed...
A sun the color of ox blood poured through the trees.

VII.
I could see her from half a block away, sitting at the table, sipping wine. I knew
it was wine because it was five o’clock when she took a glass of wine. She was
wearing her thin white raincoat and had wrapped half of her head in a glistening
green shawl, her hair spilling out infectiously.
She was gazing straight ahead.
Then she turned-—she knew, I’m sure that she knew—and lifted her glass in my
direction...

VIII.

That night we tore into each other with all mute violence of despair. We licked
the blood we drew, sudden scratches that seeped red, and plunged down each
other’s throats, avid to taste the salt of death. And when we were through with it
and we split apart, hemorrhaging spite on opposite sides of the bed, we smiled for
having mixed our sweat and inflamed our hunger.
    
The sacrificial humiliations of lust...

IX.
Weeks passed. I went south; you went north. We agreed to spend a weekend
together at a small hotel on the edge of a beach in a nondescript town we knew
from summers passed. I’d arrive a day before you; I’d be there when you walked
in.
Nothing had changed. The hours spun their knives. Day thrummed into night.
And the surf pounding the sand, the cold wind, the distant crackle of thunder did
not diminish that awful tumescence.
I sat in the room gazing at my palms.

X.
I have lost the thread that kept us together, face to face, breath to breath. I have
lost the words. And the silence that rises up, perturbed, venomous, pearls black at
the edges of midnight.

XI.
Is she you? Or her? That one holding a door open, bags at her feet? Or her,
swaying down the street? That other before a storefront window putting on
lipstick? Them—the two of them talking and laughing, enjoying the admiration
they so carelessly squander? That young one, too young, ridiculously young, who
smiles incoherently? Or that other one, not knowing which way to go, reading a
map? Or her selling chestnuts from a rickety stand?

XII.

The train rushes nowhere. A billboard, a truck farm, two gas stations, a cafe, an
airport, a factory parking lot...
In an hour I’ll walk through the door. You’ll have laid the table: drink, food,
heat... You’ll have laid yourself out for plunder.
A distant siren. The woman across from me returns to her book. They announce
the next station in a language I don’t understand.

What ridiculous game am I playing? What is the game...?

XIII.
I have no hope, no fear: the woman I wish to kill is you, isn’t you. As she sits
there, rigid, on the couch, she is someone else, another woman with another name
who has absorbed you, taken you.
That I will tighten my grip, that I will squeeze till the air rushes from her mouth
and her pores close down, one by one, as if hope were a word, a vanishing word,
is nothing in the end. Nothing.

XIV.
I wander out into the streets. I turn a corner, another corner. Beneath the tree in a
sickly yellow light is a faint brown stain. I see it as I feel my face. I see it and
remember who you were, what you were.

XV.
The train rocks on the tracks. I dream this train that dreams me dreaming. I write
this train that writes the word “train,” then stops, starts again, stops, starts.
Outside night closes down its dull heavy leaves.
Inside night etches its first wiry noose.
You are in the bedroom asleep, your face turned toward the window, which you
have opened despite the cold, and the vacant low whistle of cars. You have

opened the window to prevent me from wrapping my hands about your throat; to
prevent me from crushing it; to prevent me from leaving these hands, my hands...

XVI.
Silent invectives shiver silently. Silence opens its mouth, which is my mouth; and
pours through my mouth and satiates in my words.

You are asleep. You are silent.

You.

XVII.
You are sitting on the couch, rigid, tears falling from your eyes, trembling. My
hands are your hands. And you take them, place them around your throat.
“You must squeeze till there is nothing left.”
And my hands move, they move at your command. They obey you. They will not
do anything but obey you.
If you have the strength, if from the pit of your pain you can endure a terrible
dizziness, if you can refuse, if you can turn your back on struggle, if you are not
the woman you believe you are, if you can accept your death, its final numb
concussion…
“You will crush my throat. You will stifle me. And when my heart stops, when I
fall back on the pillows, you will not regret your loss...

XVIII.
I cannot remember when I saw you last. Does it matter? Does anything matter
now that you have vanished, and I, within you, where I no longer am?
Our eyes meet, once, twice. A faint smile plays on her lips. She realizes I’m too
old, that it was only a fantasy, a slight inescapable reason for evoking the least
measure of hope.

She’s beautiful enough. Nude on a bed...
Then her phone rings. And she opens her mouth, you open your mouth...
And I hang in the moist empty darkness between two sets of teeth...

Coda
If there is nothing more to say about this event, it is because it never happened.
And the dictates of fiction, no matter how frenetic, cannot measure up against the
vagaries of a simple act of living. That I tried to dispel any sense of overestimation of a dream that I charted through several days and cities does not at
the same time give the lie any further credence. That I sought an exact duplication
of the sense of a true laceration is something else, and carries with it an odor, a
physical presence, that I cannot mistake or avoid. That at least is the one truth I
can claim.
Allan Graubard is a poet, playwright and critic. Books include: From the Mylar
Chamber: Photos of Ira Cohen (2001, L'Eclat/Kargo Editions, Paris, France), and
Fragments From Nomad Days. His play, For Alejandra, premeired in New York,
Washington, DC, and Dubrovnik, Croatia, summer 2002. In June 2003, the play
was translated into Romanian and presented and published at the Sibiu
International Theater Festiva, Romania, along with a national radio broadcast.
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Venus and Mars, Botticelli (1445−1510)

Words and Music
When I find myself amid a happy crowd, I conform to the strange necessity to look at something by
looking at things unconcerned, such as the sky, smoke, snow, while perfectly aware, however, that these
things are not unconcerned; and that the happy crowd can stand my looking at it; and that it is I whom my
efforts to avoid disturbing it protect. However, my sense of hearing is untramelled, and aural perceptions
enter my mind in a spate of turbid water. Surrounded by happy people, I feel their happiness inundating
me. There are no dusky, lacklustre sounds; every exclamation, every chuckle glimmers as a carmine eye, a
yellow moon, a drop of absinthe at the bottom of the spate. I see the pale heavens coming to life, as if the
stars with fabulous names show through on the background of the dead sky. I see the snow decked with
lion's teeth and the smoky horizon erupting in sunset colours. All these pictures are shaken by a fearful
dance (nunc est pulsanda tellus*).
The scarlet fluctuating drawl of a young man betrays his fondness of female company. Indeed, if one
listens carefully, one can discern a trembling under his voice. But he is too loud: his speech quickly loses
direction and his intonations become helplessly confused. A quiet whisper easily interrupts his monologue.
My eyes, affecting to be tired of looking at one point, timidly scan the faces around me in order to find the
possessor of the whispering lips. It is a girl, about 15 years old, with a very small body: she is sitting right
in front of me, with her unnaturally thin knees apart. She is holding a little bottle of beer in her hands; her
face is calm when I look at her. She addresses her friend, the girl that is sitting beside her, proposing a
kind of conspiracy. Her friend is not so attractive and not so fond of conspiracies. I turn my eyes aside.
Then I hear the little bottle being brought to a little mouth and made lighter by a little swallow.
Immediately after that a twitter is heard, which terminates in a very simple, natural and rude "sure" ("yes")
on the part of the girl sitting opposite to me. The colour of the liquid in the bottle is added to this "sure".
All gradually fall silent; my joy evaporates in the fire of my own thoughts; everything softly passes into
the realm of silence; it seems to be getting dark behind the window of the bus; and the burnished brazen
bowl of human nearness is getting dim.
In the dark, I play table tennis with myself, and the ball burns like a star. I imagine the latter-day
Englishmen (professors of poetry smoking pipes) feeling such a phenomenon as Shakespeare behind their
native language; knowing that in them plays that very blood which nourished his brain; being happy to
encounter in his plays the very locutions which they use in their everyday life. For me, Shakespeare,
(version originale) is an occult science, and lines of his poetry are the brands on my chest that show I am
one of the sect. The hissing of English sibilants, the rhythm and passion of his language act upon me like
wine. This language lives its own, separate life within me, and demands food, as a tapeworm. I am afraid

of its death as of madness or the death of my child. To one's native sounds one gets used as to the beat of
one's heart (sometimes willing to stop its mindless drumming), but the real words, the real music is the
accent of a man from the faraway land, the wondrous, inimitable utterance. And when one wakes at night,
only to find oneself alone, how much more one loves the spontaneous word in a foreign tongue (viva
voce) which mirrors the sea, a rock and a lonely figure thereon. The lights flicker, and the bus with the
weary sizzle of the liner completing a round-the-world voyage opens the doors. I get off with an innocent
intent to buy aspirin in the drugstore, for I have caught cold and shall have fever tonight again.
* - 'now earth is to be struck [by a free foot]' (Latin)
Sergey Karpukhin was born in Irkutsk (Eastern Siberia, Russia) in 1982 and still lives in the city, now
studying Russian (and English) literature at Irkutsk State University (fifth year). Short stories have
appeared in 3 AM Magazine (English translation), and Russian translations from Coleridge, Keats, and
Baudelaire have been published in a local periodical. He is the co-editor of the electronic magazine,
www.the-nr.irk.ru.
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The Cinema
In the welfare office, the old drunk
ones argued with their demons. We
had nothing to do with them. Our true
loves were the air (we argued with it),
and the cinema (where there is no use
arguing. You've already lost if you are
a regular attendee of the cinema.We'd
lost. We made no bones about going
to the cinema. We were kind of old
fashioned that way. We'd go on a
Saturday or a Tuesday, sit backwards
and eat juju beans. Then we'd hoist
each other up so that our eyes were
staring into the eye of the projector.
Suddenly we'd be naked, whispering
some devilry to each other over the
tops of the trees.
That was the way it was until
Maurisha got a job. We begged her
not to. We begged her to let us take
out her knees with a ball peen
hammer so she could get on
disability. She told us that was not an
option. She told us that our options
were limited. We believed her. We
were naïve. We were fleshy blue
babies washing each other's backs in
sea foam up and down the coast. It
wasn't until years later we realized
she had wanted a job all along. When
she came home from the
unemployment office on Friday she
looked pale. It must have been talcum
powder. It must have been a ruse. We
tried our best to look disinterested
while she told us about her job.
"...helping to edit the text," she said.
"Great," we said. We were being
sarcastic. "Why don't you stick our
names in there. Tell our mom we love
her. Give a shout out to Barry."
"I can't," she said. "It would

jeopardize my job security."
"Jeopardize," we said. "There's a
funny word." Then we dined.
Macaroni from a box. Tea out of
powder. Spinach from a can. Over
dinner Maurisha bent down to pick
macaroni off the carpet and
inadvertently revealed a hint of
nipple. Then we had wine and she
told us, very casually, that the ink
yard was hiring. Well, we pretended
not to know what she was talking
about. Then she said, as an editor, one
of the biggest problems she faced was
folks letting their metaphors get out of
hand. That really hurt. We went
upstairs and let the sun set on our
anger.) What did the people in the
welfare office know about the cinema
anyway?

Matthew Kirby lives with his wife in Brooklyn, New York. He is working on a collection of
short stories and frequently contributes to the film interpretation journal, Metaphilm.com
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Salad Days
I happened to realize during the utmost 29th year of my life that while I was busy planning
and doing absolutely nothing I was also growing old. So I rushed to Roopsa and asked her
about my age and she just smiled. There was a kind of silence about her laughter that made
me uneasy and I left her place to blunder into the night. I was newspapering in Calcutta about
that time and my boss started calling me all sorts of names as I managed to land in the office
a couple of hours later. I never did actually react but went to my desk instead. There was a
pile of copies to be subbed. I checked the fax and there were so many other stories waiting for
my attention, a girl attacked by the big bad wolf somewhere and an old man lost in a crowd.
The next day I decided that my affairs could not possibly be allowed to go on like this.
Something had to be done to salvage my life and whatever remained of it. So I stopped the
first man on the streets and took him out for a cup of tea somewhere in Calcutta. This city of
mine is famous for her teashops and I finally arrived at an old beloved establishment that
boiled tears and tea leaves together to manage a wholesome brew. The devil of a shopkeeper
was there perched on his chair and I asked him for that special cuppa of the house. The tea
was duly served and this man I ran into that morning insisted on paying and leaving even
before I was ready to light up the first ever cigarette of the day. I almost broke down and
finally managed to convince him that we should properly stick together for an hour or so, that
we should all try to follow some ceremony in our daily lives.
Roopsa rang me up that evening for a concert. Some western classical performance it turned
out to be, and she was engaged nearly all the while in explaining the finer points of music.
The ins and the outs. I said such an expression tended to remind me of women and she was
very angry and showed me her white teeth. That was a danger sign. So I had to shut my trap.
We went out for dinner and later went to her place. She was staying somewhere in Southern
Avenue during that time. It was a huge building and I promptly reminded myself that I was
supposed to write about something that was commonplace and cool. There was to be nothing
very expensive about my art and my poverty, I whispered to myself, as Roopsa showered and
prepared for our so very prosaic lovemaking.
I took her shrieks in both my hands and she started moaning like a cat in season. A pussy,
fussy cat. Her whiskers tingled the roots of my tongue and all of her nine female lives began
unfolding before the grumpy evening.My entire body felt raw and weak the next morning.
There were bites and tears all over the place. Claws and paws had haunted me in my dreams.
So feline. Terribly so. There was a journey in the offing and I called up my boss to say I

would not be available for some years now.
I next called Roopsa and the tea shop round the corner. I had to patiently explain why I was
going away and that too for such a long while. Everyone appeared quite incredulous but I
believe you cannot always give indiscriminate satisfaction.I caught the afternoon flight to
Mumbai, a city I had never ever visited, not even in my nightmares. A cab saw me off to my
hotel and I called her even before I had my lunch. She was working with some Embassy or
the other and promised to visit me that evening. I cat napped, went out to the
terrace to watch children flying kites and doing nothing else.
The kite festival was going on and people were suffering like nobody's business. The sun went
down on the Arabian Sea and the dusky sky finally helped me relax. It was a long day. My
telephone rang and she was calling from the Reception, urging me to join her downstairs for a
couple of highballs. The bar was the usual sick type. Dimmed lights. Painted women and a fat
bartender to cheer up
things a bit. I explained that I knew preciously nothing about cocktails, and that I ought to be
so allowed to fall back upon the straight-laced whisky-and-soda. The drinks arrived and I
could see that she was drinking a Bloody Mary even after sunset. I felt quite disgusted.
She was talking on and on like an idiot. I tried to run my fingers down her sticky, shiny
cleavage.
People were staring all over the place, bored and yet fascinated. Her skin felt just the same,
like the summers we had hardly managed to live down in Delhi. She had an apartment at
Vasant Kunj. I used to visit her during unabashed weekends. One such Sunday evening I
noticed a man selling balloons on her doorstep. Green and blue and red. Like her lips. Her
bloody, swollen lips. You know, Roopsa, I wrote about your lips in one of my poems, and the
editor--a decent enough chap whom I did never meet--kicked me severely and patiently
requested me to get lost. I asked him what the problem was all about. But he refused to
answer. But you used to be such a successful writer! All your books were sold like cold ham
cuts, diamonds and women...
Yes, but this woman journalist interviewed me once and one thing led to another and I soon
featured in gossip magazines everywhere. You know how it is: I'm supposed to be the
heartless bloody Romeo, and how'd the little lady fend for herself now that she's no more a
virgin? The room had become insufferably hot. I needed some air, and so carried my frozen
tumbler outside. The sea was rumbling and some night flowers were beginning to come alive
somewhere. Her nails dug into the small of my back. It was painful but I excused myself and
retired to my room to write. I fished out the laptop from under my skin and dipped it in my
rich, frothy blood. That's how they write novels in the East, I swore under my drunken breath.
A night bird cried out suddenly. I had to make a long distance call. It was finally put through
around midnight. Her father was disturbed and not very pleased. He started becoming quite
offensive. And, finally, I was almost forced to disconnect.It was late in the afternoon when I
managed to walk into the College Street campus of Calcutta University yet once again.
Everything was blazing as I approached the Darbhanga Building, what with the April sun and
her bright clothes. Her landscape happened to be outlined against the fragrant breeze.
I was meeting some absolutely impossible University official while she was visiting the
Womens' Studies Department, sacrificing her love life to write a rather seminal novel. She
was both surprised and suspicious to find me there and then, but I suavely mouthed an escape

route. I finally led her to the car park without any extravagant murmur. Shelving my
appointment for the nonce, we rambled into Park Street for some coffee and ice cream. The
bistro was called Roopsa Junction. It was quite a snug joint where you were allowed to let
your hair down and relax like nobody's business. She said she was soon going abroad and that
fairly caught me off guard. I never had access to any such awful classified information. Her
Nina Ricci cologne was ever so reassuring as I skipped the milk and sugar to dive headlong
into my cup. The poison somehow made me come alive once more. I felt so horny simply
staring at her, my tongue hanging loose like a dog's, and my erection beginning to build up
like the silly tower they have at Pisa.
She coyly stirred the cherry topping of her sundae, her smile apologetic and her black eyes
heavy and wet like all those clouds that had threatened us with the prospect of a rainy evening
since we had escaped from the University and from Mumbai. All the above happened last
summer. And now for some latest info: the last time I had blundered into her place, I had been
playacting and she was rather silent, cold and furious. I was talking distantly, like Camus'
stranger, frisking a lot and airing cheap philosophies. She was so aloof and bally distant that I
didn't even have heart enough to fantasize about her peach and full lips. She was reclining like
Henry Moore's sculpture against the lush upholstery that was like the softness of her quite
expensive body. So I had to return to my tiresome newspapering--forlorn.
The nights came and went away mocking as I kept tossing without a merciful wink or two.
All my ripe moments now appeared from nowhere like a forlorn comedy. It was during this
time that I was invited to attend a funeral of sorts. An anniversary, to be more precise. The
traditional kirtan was in full swing as I stumbled in, almost dead drunk and abusive. The lady
who was performing centerstage was decent to look at, and this calmed me down a bit. She
was singing about the saga of Radha and Krishna in rather an involved manner. Her breasts
were noble and swinging. I had taken along one of my Canadian friends, Sherry, and so had
to translate every bloody detail for her. She was rather fascinated. Now here is Radha who is
somebody else's wife but she goes and gets stuck on Krishna who actually happens to be her
nephew! I felt sorry that Radha's hubby was impotent, but that really didn't help straighten
things out one bit. This Krishna fellow next leaves for Vrindavan for Mathura to claim his
grandpa's throne and accordingly leaves his girl in the lurch. They never meet again.
A heart-rending tale if there ever was one, but I don't really see the point in Indians going
gaga over such a mundane affair. After all, this is no great shakes when compared to some
other yarns of some other lands. Roopsa often describes me as a sentimental fool, but even I'm
not that kind of a certified sissy to cry buckets--like nearly all the others in the room--after
the show was over.The next day I had a splitting hangover but had to go down the Russel
Street way to convince some Australians about funding some absolutely stupid postcolonial
(literary) workshop we were about to organize in the city. I ran into a student of mine there, a
girl who had large and expressive eyes and who was rather exciting. She was silent
throughout the proceedings, although I had a distinctly uncomfortable
feeling that she was giving me the eye now and then!
My cousin called me a year later and said the girl was called Pretty and that she had coyly
asked around about me. One of her discreet inquiries had been whether I was a virgin or not. I
could hardly manage myself, and blurted out in sick desperation: What did you say in reply?
Did she sound interested? How are her breasts like? Full? Young and tender? She rebuked me
and said she couldn't possibly answer such rustic questions. After all, Bengali bhadralok girls
don't often come across such remarkable stuff as I had just dished out. I was still holding my

cheap whisky in my clammy hands when she came up to the terrace and joined me to watch
the death of yet another day.
I asked her why I couldn't write simple narratives. She just shrugged and said nothing. Later
we went out for dinner somewhere. The food was hot. The steak was sizzling. She looked
ravishing. I squeezed her breasts one by one as if I was handling religion or something. She
was almost like a fascinating prayer wheel suspended suddenly in motion in midair: Om
manipadme hum! Om manipadme hum!
The waiter was hanging nearby like the precious fool that he was. I tipped him like nobody's
business and asked him rather decently to go get lost. He returned almost immediately,
carrying some absolutely ghastly cigars that I happened to abhor. Still, I accepted those with
lustful tears in my bloody eyes and lit up. The smoke was acrid and sweet.
Her lips were acrid and sweet. I laid the flat of my wet palm to rest on her wet tongue. Her
teeth were so ambitious. They tore down my trees and skies. A lonely female was walking in
my dreams all by herself to a nearby watering hole when suddenly she came alive and we had
the following conversation:
Don't you know that it's strictly against rules to have sex in the Savannah?
So? Who cares?!
Do you always have to act that bitchy? Or is it just a knack? A what not?
God only knows, if at all...
And so it happened that I finally managed to return from Switzerland, the land of fondue and
not-so-fond memories. I almost missed the Zurich-Moscow flight, and tried to strike one of
those famous friendships you read about in novels with a Bengali family that was flying to
Calcutta, economy class, with a sardonic, pretty daughter. I failed, as usual and spent the long
hours of this night flight chatting up an old Bengali couple returning to Mother India after a
stint (sentimental perhaps) with their son in London.
The next day Dumdum was very decent and I found Ru waiting for me with quite forlorn
eyes. She was not well and to be honest I was concerned like hell. I tried to make superficial
love to her after lunch that afternoon, but she said nothing doing and exposed her great epiclike breasts. I was so lost I didn't really know what to do, how really to cope with the
situation. For perhaps the first time in my infamous life I was feeling guilty. I shed some
crocodile tears and said, "Look honey, I'm sorry", but all that she did was to weep in a manner
that brought back memories of Foucault's knowledge-power discourse.
I thought I'd be sailing on cloud nine after my return from Fribourg, Switzerland but all that
ever happened to me a closing of doors and a clash of cymbals. I was aghast. All my beautiful
dreams of richness and what not had turned to ashes and I was humiliated like never ever
before in my life. I planned to leave everything behind and go get lost in the obscurity of the
Himalayas and meditation, watching young, nubile Brahmin girls go and fetch water from the
rivers of the gods in their see through saris. But all that ever happened was Calcutta and
Burdwan, the University drab and the city without any appeal whatsoever. And of late let me

confess in this novel of mine that my dreams are being laced with a certain kind of
helplessness I'd never once experienced before.
Dr Prasenjit Maiti (1971-) pmaiti@vsnl.com is a political scientist by occupation and a
writer by compulsion! His print credits include: 2River View, Blue Collar Review, Brittle Star,
Brobdingnagian Times, Carillon, Circle, Concrete Wolf, Diner, Famous Reporter, Green
Queen, GW Review, Harlequin, Hermes, Homestead Review, Konfluence, Micropress Oz,
Monkey Kettle, Nightingale, Nomad, Paper Wasp, Parting Gifts, Peeks & Valleys, Phoenix,
Poetic Licence, Poetry Church, Poetry Depth Quarterly, Poetry Greece, Poetry Scotland,
Promise, Pulsar, Quercus Review, Rattle, Red Lamp, Reflections, Skald, Skyline, South,
Spinnings, The Journal, WinterSPIN and Xtant. Dr Maiti has been widely published in
electronic journals as well in the UK, USA, Canada and Australia. His latest CD-ROM is
called Heist. Of late, he tends to specialize in monologic prose poetry.
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One
Summer
I Was A
Maid At
The
Hyatt
Regency
Mother said
there's nothing
wrong being a
maid. "It's fine
work." My
brothers,
however, asked
me if I'd put
"housekeeping"
on a resume.
It was my first
job after college,
and the maids
who were
employed for ten
years or more
couldn't
comprehend why
I got hired. For I
was slower than
camel dung in
the sun, whereas
these ladies were
like metal balls
in a pinball
game—zip and
zap and out of
the room in 45
minutes—the
estimated time to
clean a hotel
suite.
I was reminded
of the maid

profession
recently while
staying at the
Hilton in
Secaucus, NJ.
Things are well
placed in a hotel
room. This is the
role of the
housekeeper who
must astutely put
the retro ashtray
in close
proximity to the
glasses. The bed
is flat and the
sheets are tucked
with an analretentive zeal
and complexity
that only a
housekeeper can
muster. The
smell of the
room is
antiseptic and
reminiscent of
dead bodies.
Nothing moves
but the dust. It is
unlived in except
for those few
hours or weeks
when people
occupy
temporary space.
Apart from that,
the life a room
leads is largely
with its
housekeeper.
I was sometimes
hung over when
I came to work.
No one noticed,
especially my
boss, whose
name was
Mayflower
Jones. She was a
blue blood
housekeeping
supervisor whose

father and
mother grew up
in Princeton.
Mayflower
received an
MBA from
Wharton.
When I showed Mayflower my resume, her main concern was: Have you ever cleaned toilets?
Mayflower was an urbane Aryan—the type I ultimately get a crush on. I get crushes on
Mayflowers because they make me feel as if I'm a Charlotte Bronte heroine, who, upon
meeting a Mayflower, has met Mr. Rochester.
Mayflower appreciated me more than the others—told me I was doing a "downright good job"
while she stared more intensely at my uniform than most normal people who get a glimpse of
the starched fabric and then move on to a more intriguing vision.
She was also amazed that I was an English major in college. For I am usually more seasoned
mentally than the people I work with. I have been a secretary for Con Ed, a receptionist in a
water-processing firm, and a computer input assistant at the North Central Bronx Hospital. It's
like being a whiz in remedial English class.
*************************
We assembled at 6 a.m. I wore white shoes (standard nurse ones) and picked shampoos. I was
not the senior maid and waited until the others chose their supplies. You don't want to insult
someone who has been there longer by grabbing the shampoos.
I took the vacuum on a cart and dragged everything to the elevator. I then faced a floor of
unmade beds, cigarette buds mixed with room-service croissants, prophylactics, dental floss
threads, and occasionally, soiled Mary Higgins Clark novels.
I relished bathroom cleaning because of Comet's smell and its abrasive effects in shower
stalls. I like stretching my arm through a toilet bowl and using a brush to remove the excess
dirt. I get satisfaction from a clean bowl—it looks like a birdbath when I'm done.
Beds are more complex and I hate hotel sheets—they are like pajamas for corpses. I placed
them wrinkled under the comforter—for sheets do not have the virility of porcelain—toilets
are the Spice Girls of cleaning.
Mayflower was extremely critical of my beds, for the pillow was off by several degrees, and
although she would not fire me for messing it up, she gave me ten-minute lectures on sheetfolding etiquette.
She referred to me as the "The English Major" and took a special moment to tell the other
maids that "Our Irene here is an English major." Still, this did not preclude me from the same
criticism that everyone else received.
"English Major," she yelled, "what smooth muscles you have!"
"Thanks, Mayflower."

"Would you like some corn relish?"
"No thanks, Mayflower." For she was our Mayflower Madame and we were her maids of
suburbia.
Invariably, I was able to push that cart and go up and down the escalator with pizzazz,
although not as exuberantly as the more senior staff.
Of course, all this was fine and dandy and dandy and fine and I never hated being a maid until
this girl from my Shakespeare 101 course asked me in the locker room, "You were an English
major and now you're a maid?"
I looked at her and walked silently toward my cart.
Besides, I got Ds in English and didn't want to be an English professor. My mother
encouraged me to be some Ivy League thing, reminiscent of her wanting me to play the harp.
Mom, however, was a bookkeeper, and quite good at it; but for me, well, she hoped I'd teach
the Faerie Queen at Smith College.
While the Hyatt was not Seven Sisters, it did have its merits. In fact, Mayflower selected
some of us as winners of the "Summer Hyatt Maid Cleaning Contest."
One woman was vehemently opposed to my nomination—she cleaned the chairman's
penthouse suite. When she was sick one day, I broke her vacuum accidentally, but she thought
I did it on purpose.
"You just a stupid white girl—what the hell you know about cleaning?!" She was an elderly
Jamaican woman with grandchildren.
This did not dismay Mayflower because WASPY women favor me. I'm like that Jew on the
block who's quite clever. It's like having a pet that you pay minimum wage to.
On the evening the cleaning contest dinner, six of us ate in the Hyatt's exclusive restaurant on
the third floor overlooking the town of Somerville.
Reaching for my filet mignon, I saw Mayflower gaze at me.
The conversations were separate, with Mayflower humoring me about some Stephen
Spielberg movie and the other women discussing their Labor Day plans, their voices were
buzzing like bees floating near lilacs.
When the room cleared, Mayflower said, "English Major, I've been thinking, how would you
feel about a promotion?"
"Huh?"
"Would you like to be the new laundry room assistant? That way you could always be near
my office."
I looked sad. She looked at me.
"Are you upset by this promotion?"

"Yeah, kind of."
"You'd be closer to my office."
"I know, but I just won this prize, and I actually enjoy cleaning toilets."
"You do?"
"I think it's refreshing to scrub them. It's a very pure act."
"Well, as you've won this award, I think it's time to move on."
"Yeah, I guess."
This would mean no more trips through people's bedrooms as they were waking up nor would
it mean a large tip from the Germans I caught without a "Do Not Disturb" sign.
"Enshüldigen Sie, bitte"
"Ahhhhhhhhh!" They screamed in German.
An hour later, when I reentered the room, I found ten dollars in a silver tray.
"I was looking forward to being a maid," I replied.
"You can still be a maid in spirit. But now you'll take care of everyone's dirty laundry."
Mayflower thought she was very funny, but it was definitely her good looks that allowed such
jokes.
We were quiet for a moment.
"You have nice eyes," she said to me, "they remind me of zebra eyes. Did you ever look into
their eyes? I notice on your resume that you were once a tour guide at the Great Adventure
safari."
"Yes, I was once a maid, er, uh, tour guide." Mayflower moved her leg against mine.
"Did you enjoy that?" It was certainly less stressful than cleaning toilets but not the same
money. Maids got more money than tour guides, but secretaries got the most.
"I enjoyed Great Adventure." I also enjoyed Mayflower near me.
"Would you like to come over to my apartment for a cup of coffee?"
"Sure."
Within minutes, Mayflower and I were walking. The town had a peculiar campus sensibility
throughout. You knew there was a college nearby because of the university bus fumes.
"It's a nice night." She looked at me.
"Yeah," I replied. I was itching from the uniform. Although I wore my own undergarments
the uniform made me feel like I was in the Prussian army.

"This is it." She looked at her door.
"I love the door," I said.
"Yeah," she replied, "it's from Nancy, France."
"Nancy, France?"
"Oh yes, at the turn of the century, Nancy, France had the most art deco architecture
anywhere. My father is an art historian and our family gets doors from France. This building
was rebuilt by historical funds provided to my father for the restoration of architecture that
resembles a Nancy, France building."
How could a woman named Mayflower, whose father was obviously more than your average
schoolteacher, be working as a supervisor in the housekeeping department at the Hyatt
Regency? Perhaps that's why she hired me to work as a maid—she wanted me to rise in the
hotel industry with her.
"So you like being a maid?" She handed me a Michelob.
"It pays the bills. It's very serene."
"Yes," she sat close by, "so English Major, have you ever been with a girl before?"
"I have lots of girlfriend. . .I um. . ."
"Oh. . .you get around, huh?"
"I socialize with friends."
"But do you have a girlfriend?"
"No, no one in particular."
"Would you like one?"
"Do you know anyone who is looking to have one?"
"ME."
"Oh, you want to date me? Isn't that unethical being that you're my boss and all?"
Mayflower leaned over and kissed me.
"What are you doing?" I moved away.
"I couldn't resist your cuteness. Those zebra eyes. . .ever since you interviewed in my
office. . ."
"Thanks, but I'm not really interested in women."
She got up and walked toward the window. It looked like a bay window you'd find in
Brooklyn. I knew that because my Grandmother lived in Brooklyn and called her window a
bay window.

"My Grandmother has a window like that—look, maybe I better leave," I looked at
Mayflower who seemed distressed.
"Did I say something wrong?" She asked.
"No."
"Then what's wrong?" She whispered.
"I've never been with a girl," I said quietly.
"I can't hear you, Irene."
"I've never been with a girl."
"Oh. I see. Just relax."
We lay there for several minutes and I began to relax. You could see the moon descend
through the window. It wasn't quite full, but it was getting there.
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Zen And The
Art Of SelfSabotage

collage by Larry SAWYER

At first, you were just
sitting and thinking and
smoking all day, not just
watching your life go up in
smoke rings towards the
clouds, but in the hardcore
introspective sense. There
were days where you didn't
say a word to anyone for
hours at a time. This is
what you're supposed to do,
you tell your parents, as a
human being. In time, in
time, you'd say. You can't,
you discover, just write a
book because you've got
nothing to do. And you've
got too much to do, besides.
One had to unlearn all the
self-and-sociallydestructive behavior
encouraged by the
loudspeakers of the land.
That's what you'd do with
an abundance of time, you
say.
But, as the summer pressed
on, the subtle pressure of
small town Americana
became too great to ignore,
and meditation gave way to
drinking beer in the
backyard. "It's all a crock, a
sham," you say. Your
parents were looking at you
like you were crazy. "It's
designed for the children of
the elite to float to the
surface and then break
through it. It works very
well for them. Me, the most
I can hope for is to expend

all my energy and earning
potential just to tread
water."
"What is 'it?'" your mother
would ask. "What's
designed? By whom?"
And after a bit of back-andforth like that, finally your
Dad would say. "You can
live here as long as you
want, you know we'd never
throw you out, but you're
expected to work and hold
down a job. Okay?"
You were only arguing on principle. After all, you'd been saying these things for years and if
you stopped now, it was all for naught. Something was gleaming from the space you gave
yourself--something unquantifiable, unmarketable, but something nonetheless important to
you. That, you wouldn't back down from.
"Okay."

You cleaned up your act. You cut your hair and bought some nice clothes. You went and got
yourself an interview for a full-time position with benefits, an office position at Rug
Shampooing, Inc. You stood to make decent money, better than anything you'd had thus far, at
least. You had visions of intricate equipment, suds billowing in plastic tubes, suction hoses,
roving tanks of cleaning equipment, the scent of shampoo rising from multi-colored and
patterned rugs in office buildings. You could almost see the 20th floor of a skyscraper,
pushing a vacuum in-between the cubicles of high finance and power decisions, saying hello
to the other doomed souls there at the odd hour.
But it didn't work out that way. They contracted out that stuff, you were told, like it was a big
relief or something. It was Mr. Vesperidees who interviewed you. He said, "No, no, you won't
be doing any of the actual cleaning. We need someone to organize the jobs we contract out
and coordinate the jobs we bring in. Can you do that?"
"Sure I can do that. I ran the student employment office while I was at school."
"What school did you go to?"
"Bryant College."

Bryant is a business school near your parents' house. He nodded, saying, "Good, good."
Needless to say, you've never taken a business class in your life. And you certainly never ran
a student employment office. But you didn't make the rules, you figure.
The phone rings. You answer while floating in the pool, listening to the sound of the trees and
feeling the sun. It's Jerry, the Old Man at Rug Shampooing, Inc.
"Congratulations, kid, you got the job. You just have to fill out some paperwork and take a
urinalysis."
Everyone you used to buy weed from has moved or gone back to school, so no worries.
"Bryant College, eh? My son goes to Bryant College. What year did you graduate?"
"A few years back," you say. The combination of the glittering late-afternoon sunlight and
back-and-forth of the wind through the leaves hypnotizes.
"Small world," he says. "I'll ask him if he knows you. Okay, see you." He hangs up. You think
he called from his cell phone. Probably sitting in traffic, you think, or speeding along.
Probably doesn't use his blinker, either.

Your job entails organizing rug shampooing jobs for the people who own the company.
You've only actually seen two other people, and you're not sure what tasks, exactly, they
perform. There's Jerry, the Old Man. He seems to make the decisions. And there's the other
guy, Mr. Vesperidees, he's more of your young-business-guy type. He tries to present a hip
appearance, but you can tell it's all from a class he took on how to relate to people or from
movies hip people got him to watch. You don't exactly trust people like this. He shows up
once a week, to pick up the reports you prepare and see how you're doing. The reports take
fifteen minutes to prepare, but you can stretch it out. Organizing the jobs takes even less time.
Basically, you just answer the phone and check your email. And you're left to yourself in a
small brick office building, a converted dentist's office, you're told. Thirty-five miles from
home.

Your parents do not have an internet service provider, but of course, the office has a highspeed connection. At first you dabble, only a fifteen-minute stretch in the morning, maybe one
in the afternoon. But you see it getting worse. The wealth of spectacle out there overwhelms.

You get a credit card just to keep up.
You get home at dusk and watch PBS nature specials and wonder, if reincarnation was real,
about your own previous lives. After watching an octopus special for about 45 minutes, you
become convinced that you, too, once had a soft oval body and eight sucker-bearing arms and
floated in wait for crabs and fish to eat. In the morning, you get to thinking of this again.
When, you wondered, were you born a human? What virtue had you acquired to be born so?
To be born a human is infrequent. Picture a tortoise in the ocean rising to the surface off the
coast of Maine. With its eyes closed, its head peeks out of its shell and rises into the middle
of a small ring, discarded in the green and choppy waves. There, its head encircled
inexplicably by the ring, is the likelihood and circumstance of being reborn a human being.
The tortoise misses the ring at least a million times and pops up in another life all round the
food chain. You have it lucky. You have plenty of time to think on the morning commute.

You drive home a different way each day. This gives you the illusion of variety. As the
summer fades, you marvel at the New England landscape, the trees changing colors and
covering hills in every direction. A month from now, the leaves will have fallen, and you'll
forget the way everything looks right now. And when spring comes, you'll be amazed and in a
good mood for weeks, thinking you've never seen so many colors, such lively green, before.
That, you think, is a routine you can live with. The same from year to year but always
different. Maybe it's not so bad having the same routine at work, you think. Plenty enough
room for variety. The public radio station replaces your thoughts with a diverting recreation of
a three-dimensional image.
You exit the highway and enter your hometown. You pass a kid walking home from the bus
stop. He has a a dark green backpack, and his body is stretched awkwardly between the child
he was and the brooding adult he wants to become. His expression is scornful, and he stares at
you as you pass.
You used to walk home from the same bus stop, ten years previous. You thought you saw a
rock in the road, and you went to kick it. But just as your foot ruptured the side, the sound of
swarm unfurling rose up and over you. You sprinted away, faster than you've probably run
since, all the way home, and you managed to stay ahead of them. Now, you wonder, what's
the kid doing coming home after five o'clock?

At dinner that night, your father returns from the same job he's held as long as you've been
alive. Your mother's prepared dinner, and you're all sitting down together. Your sister is there,
as well. She, too, works full time. She likes it. To her, having her own income is tied up in
unlearning centuries of job discrimination. For you, you realize, listening to her, it's the exact
opposite.

"Working full-time serves only to distract me from the reality of centuries of elite and
corporate oppression," you say, in-between mouthfuls of chicken and roasted potatoes with
butter. You're doing a spot-on William Burroughs impersonation, but no one notices.
"Oh -" your sister says, and she says your name. "Always got to be different."
You zone. You think about the food on your plate once being alive, or attached to the earth.
You take another bite, this time more slowly, more deliberately. You have one of those metaaware moments, where you see yourself, eating and being eaten. It comes out of nowhere but
hangs in front of you for a minute. It seems impossible to properly function if you forget we
all eat and are eaten.
Your mother asks about your job. She's looking for some details to which she can relate,
details with which she can remember being your age. "All in all," you tell her, "I'd rather be a
pirate, live by the docks or on the sea with a knife at my side." You drain your wine glass.
"Dad, wouldn't you rather be a pirate?"
"Who wouldn't? But -" he waves his hand to indicate indifference.
"I certainly wouldn't," your sister says.

That night after a particularly mind-numbing hour of network television, you think about
pirates again. It must have been an awful job, in actuality. You think about adventure and
history and the coming-into-being of America. A quote enters your mind as it grows hazy and
approaches sleep, something from Jerry Rubin. "A society that outlaws adventure makes
defying that society the only adventure."
That night, you dream of sabotaging the rug shampooing company. You join one of the
cleaning crews and put a slow-acting corrosive in all of the shampoo and LSD in all the water
coolers. You leave video cameras behind to record the chaos. You travel the country showing
these videos to horrified audiences. People give you money to do this and say nice things
about you at cocktail parties. The dream is at one of those cocktail parties; the rest of it is just
kind of understood, like you do, in dreams. You are scrawling a poem on a napkin for which
someone wants to spend a ridiculous amount of money.
Beep. Beep. Beep.

The next morning, you download a picture of Arnold Schwarzeneggar in a mid-"Total Recall"
roar and set it as the background for your monitor. Over the phone, you quote from foreign
films, principally The Seventh Seal, to prospective clients. You're amazed at the chaos that
ensues. People become confused. Business is actually lost. At first, you scramble to cover the
ground, then become intrigued by the process of losing it. How can such a minor and
inconsequential deviation from the expected derail the progress of mighty American business?
It's only a matter of time, you suppose, before Mr. Vesperidees and the Old Man get wind of
this and tighten the screws, but you feel the need to take advantage of the space and solitude
of the office.
You check your email every twenty minutes. Most of the friends that formerly cheered you on
in unemployment send you forwarded jokes and appeals to conscience from their own
respective office jobs.
Mr. Vesperidees pulls into the small parking lot behind the building. You take your feet off
the desk.
He walks in and makes pleasant, well-seminar'd small talk. It comes up through this that you
live at home. He asks why you haven't moved out. You mumble something about paying off
college loans and saving money. He says he knows how it is and maintains good eye contact.
He doesn't say anything about the Schwarzennegar picture on your monitor, but you know he
sees it. He's filed it away for another time, when he may have to reprimand you and will need
some evidence that you're not like everyone else.
When Mr. Vesperidees leaves, you receive a few more calls and end up leaving a little past 5
o'clock. You head into the city and and spend some money. You come home with new books
and CDs, this lifestyle so seductive. You picture the millions of offices of the land and the tiewearing, cup-pissing, clean-shaven multitudes that fill them. You're all leaving work at 5
o'clock and going into the cities to do what you've just done, the alcoholics shitfaced to blot
out the shame of being a bunch of drunks sitting in traffic. A car honks at you, and you move
on.

You dream you're backstage at an Oasis show. Equipment is being moved in every direction.
Profanity is hurled back and forth, all with a British accent. You see Noel Gallagher sitting
atop an amplifier. He looks upset..
"Noel," you say, approaching him, "what's the story?"
"Liam's gone," he says. "Blew his throat out. Nostrils full of coke anyway, know what I
mean? Means I have to sing the show meself."

"Noel," you say, "give me this one. I can do Liam's songs. The crowd'll never know."
"Yeah, let him do it," chimes in Alan, the drummer. He's beating his sticks on a guitar case in
tune with the radio, "Let's give him a shot."
Gem and Andy chime in, "Let's do it. Fuck Liam."
"Watch it, that's me brother," Noel says. He flicks his head to me. "You know the songs?"
You say sure, you know the songs.
"Have you done any singing in the past whatsoever?"
You used to sing for your old band, the Student Employment Office.
"Right, then," he stands up and straps on his guitar. "I'll sing mine and you do our kid's.
Remember, people don't come to see Oasis jump around the stage. Let 'em see another band if
they want barking monkeys. Just sing your bit. Right?"
Fookin' 'ell, right. You follow the boys out on stage, and the crowd jumps to its feet and
screams. A thousand lights go off at once. You get a look from Noel that tells you not to blow
it, that everything is riding on this. The stage shakes from the stomping of one-hundred-andtwenty-thousand feet. You fold your hands behind my back and start swearing and slurring
into the microphone. The crowd goes wild.
Beep. Beep. Beep.
You hit snooze. The rock show diminishes, counterpoint to the day about to begin. It almost
feels like you're watching it happen to someone else.

You read that exercise staves off depression, so you start to jog. You're curious as to how far
you can run now that you've quit smoking. And just to generally do something after work
rather than buy more and more things. You run by the waterfall every other night on a five
mile jog around town. You see three younger versions of yourself stepping out of a car and
shuffling down the trail, to sit beside the water and smoke and dream and bullshit with each
other. Seeing them makes you frustrated. You wonder what's happened to America, to
yourself. So many important things to think about, and what do we do? You ask this to

anyone who will listen, particularly to strangers at the bar that you've begun hitting up on the
way home from work on Fridays.
"That's the way life is," the guy next to you says.
"I don't believe you," I tell him. "Or rather, I believe beyond."
He shrugs, "'The fuck cares, you believe me or not?"
"You've got a point there," you say and finish your drink.

Your paychecks keep coming and coming, and you buy more Buddhism books. Finally, after
an exhaustive search which takes you an entire afternoon at work, you find the book you're
looking for, Shantideva's Engaging in the Bodhisattva's Way. You order it with your credit
card.
You have several framed Arnold pictures up now. You cut up a Nike ad and paste "Arbeit
Macht Frei" directly above the distinctive, whip-like swoosh. Mr. Vesperidees pays you a visit
on the sixth week of your employment there. You can tell by his disapproving eye as he walks
into the room that today is the day he puts into practice his "discipline the employee" seminar.
"Some of our clients have mentioned to me that you're not following the phone script we sent
you," he says. "Would you say this is accurate?"
"I suppose it is, yes."
"Is there something wrong with it? Would you like to bring up any problems you may have
with it?"
"It's not the script," you say. Maybe he's an all right guy, and you can talk sincerely with him.
"As a rough guide, it's fine. It's just the monotony of doing the same thing over and over. It
undermines my ability to effectively execute tasks."
"Well, when you change the script, you're showing disrespect to all the people who worked on
it. Including me. I spent a little time on that, you know."
He seems proud of these efforts. Of all the things to create, you think. You reiterate that it's

not the script, just the practice of doing the same thing, day in, day out. Thinking Vesperidees
would like an example, you say, "It's like coke. You snort enough coke, pretty soon the buzz
is gone and you're just going through the motions. You know?"
He fixes you with a narrow glare and straightens a bit. "I wouldn't know anything about that,"
he says.
Not that you would know or anything, you say. Seriously. But come on, what kind of business
school he went to; didn't they have cocaine there for God's sake?
"Well, why don't you tell me. What did you study while you were at school?" He motions to
the framed Arnold pictures. "What kind of business degree do you have, anyway?" He looks
to the walls to see if you've framed and hung your degree anywhere.
"I've never taken a business class in my life," you say. "Mine was a liberal arts education. I
basically learned about black, gay or feminist authors. And a little Shakespeare."
"You didn't go to business school?"
"No, not technically. But I did study film and French poetry, and that becomes a business
unto itself. So it was like going to business school."
Of course, you've never read a French poem in your life. But the lie feels somehow closer to
the truth.
Mr. Vesperidees squints at the defaced Nike ad. Something about it is troubling him, but he
can't put the pieces together. He tells you to stick to the script when you're on the phone. "I
can't say much about your decorating the office. I don't think the Old Man would like it very
much. Most people just put up their families" He shakes his head and leaves.
You manage to forget about this completely and go home to a fine dinner of salad and sea
scallops. When you go to work the following morning, Mr. Vesperidees calls at 9:45.
"You were late this morning," he says. "I called at 9:10, because I wanted to see if this might
be happening."
You weren't, actually. You stayed in the parking lot for fifteen minutes to watch a particularly
engrossing cloud formation, but you were there at precisely 8:54 AM. But what are you going
to do, ramble on about getting lost in the clouds?
"I looked up what 'arbeit macht frei' means. Are you out of your fucking mind? You can't
have Nazi quotations up at the office. What the hell were you thinking?"

You want to tell him about maintaining an awareness of the free play of signs and signifiers,
of postmodernism, of drawing a parallel between it and the slogans of our own culture, of
sneaker ads in particular, the purpose being to turn up the volume on the disturbing similarities
of ideology. But again, what are you going to, ramble on? It would just make things worse.
"Nazi quotes? Good lord, that was given to me by a client. I thought it would be good morale
for me here at the office. I'll take it down right away."
"And get rid of all those Schwarzennegar photos," he says. "This is a business. We can't have
people coming into the office and seeing that. It's unprofessional."
In the six weeks you've been working at the office, not a single business call has been made
in person. Mr. Vesperidees knows this. You feel that should be reflected in your decision to
hang up anything "weird," you know? You check your email, and you find an email from the
Old Man. It's succinct. "It has come to my attention that six weeks have elapsed, but no report
of your urinalysis has been filed. Please report to the assigned company clinic, as stipulated in
your paperwork, before work on Friday morning to submit to one."
You print it out and tape it to the side of your desk. At present, you've nothing to fear from a
urinalysis, but at the same time, who needs clear-headedness to email all day? To enter
numbers into little cells that add things up for you? You can understand jet pilots, people who
work with precision microchips or volatile chemicals. But office workers? Tie jockeys?
You spend the day, to the sonic discomfort of each prospective client, talking in a French
accent over the phone. You hope at least one of them will find this amusing, but it annoys
them to the last. When you lock the place up that night, you already miss your job, despite
everything.

You change your jogging route that night and run down a desolate road that encircles the
reservoir. You normally think of nothing when you run and engage in a pleasant mindquietness, but tonight you find yourself preoccupied with the woods. The early autumn wind
blows through the branches, and the leaves shake and the dusk sunlight shimmers. Someday,
you realize, and you can't stop your mind from cynically snapping as it will, this will be a
supermarket.
A car pulls up, and Chris, an old friend from high school, gets out. He saw you jogging and
followed you. You haven't seen him in years. You start to talk like you always used to. It feels
like the past six years have just been a dream and here's you and Chris, just chatting it up, inbetween days of going to school. You catch each other up on the acceptable points of the last
few years. You make plans to meet for drinks for the next night.

"I don't drink much anymore," you tell him. "Not since I got this job."
"Well, maybe that'll change," he laughs. He gets in his car and drives off.
You go home and stay up late watching movies on Bravo. You're not all that interested in
them, but they are professionally made and aimed at a respectable audience in which you keep
trying to count yourself. It feels forced and silly. When you sleep that night, you dream of
Victorian England and shameful, repressed sexuality. The king of England is Arnold
Schwarzennager, and he is very, very mad.
Beep. Beep. Beep.

You get up early on Friday morning so you can make the urinalysis, but you end up falling
asleep in the bathroom. Your mother wakes you by banging on the door. "Stop wasting
water!" How you fell asleep you don't know, but you have a towel tucked under your head for
a pillow and one draped over your body like a blanket. You turn the shower off and hurriedly
get ready.
You skip the urinalysis and head right to work. At first you plan on just rescheduling it, but
after turning on the computer to find a list of what is and is not acceptable office décor,
thoughtfully pasted together from a dozen forwards and memos by Mr. Vesperidees, you start
to pack your meager belongings. The decision to just up and leave is sudden, but you can't say
you're surprised. As you're doing this, the phone rings, and you answer it.
"Rug Shampooing will set you free. This is the Big Sud."
"What the hell?" It's the Old Man. "You had an appointment at the clinic this morning. You
missed it. Do you have an excuse?"
"The jig's up," you say. "I've been smoking crack and popping pills since little league. I'm a
disgrace to the force. I'm all washed up."
"Now wait a minute, damn it," he says. "Don't think being a wise-ass will help you in any
way. You've been on shaky ground lately, you know that? Skipping your appointment doesn't
help your case any."
"My case is done. I'm packing up my things."

"What are you saying?"
"I'm saying I'm quitting before you fire me for some inane reason or another," you feel a hot
flicker of temper crease your forehead. You don't want to. You want to leave smooth as Steve
McQueen. "What the hell does it matter? I'm not the droid you're looking for."
"You can't just quit! Who do you think we are? A two-week notice is a professional courtesy,
kid. This is a professional operation."
"A piss test is professional?"
"Is that what this is about?" he asks. "What kind of drugs are you on?"
"Truth is stranger than fiction," you say and hang up.
You're not proud of yourself. You weren't planning on turning this job into a platform for
politics or theater, and you certainly weren't planning on quitting via a dramatic phone
conversation with the Old Man. You unplug the phone. At least this time you're leaving on
your own terms. If you must burn bridges, set fire to them yourself, you say. You've survived
this long without the blessings of the professional world, and maybe everyone's right, your
future is squarely on another path.
You turn off the lights and lock the door. You hang your tie on the doorknob. It's a swirly,
paisley pattern--very popular with the tie-wearing culture who defy single, solid colors. You
get in your car and crank the classic rock station. You feel like making love, you scream to the
world. It is apparently very important. After driving around aimlessly for about an hour,
checking out the trees, which are still exploding all around you, fanning out along the sides of
the road in fiery glory, you stop at the ATM, to get money for meeting up with Chris that
night. You end up going to the bar about six hours early, ostensibly to order some food, but
you start drinking. What else do you do when you walk out of a job? Here was another script
you felt all right by.
By the time Chris arrives, you're drunk and surly. He can tell something's up but doesn't want
to get into it. He orders a beer and starts knocking around the good old days. You snort.
What's the point? Where do the good old days get you? He is visibly nonplussed by this
perspective. He tells you a bit about how good it is to be out of school and in the working
world.
"I just quit my job," you tell him.
"You quit? Today? Why?"
"It's all bullshit. I don't know. It took its toll on me."

"Is it what you wanted to?" he asks. "I mean, is it what you went to school for?"
"I went to a state school, man. It doesn't matter what I went to school for."
"That's not a good attitude."
You roll your eyes, "I know it's not the attitude we're supposed to have, but you tell me where
it got me."
"Well, I went to a private school, sure, but I'm working a temp office job myself. It's just a
beginning."
You try to make your voice like a Chinese loudspeaker, "Delay the over saturation of your
work force. Provide endless jobs for overqualified college grads." You down the last of your
beer and hiccup. "Don't you ever get depressed about it?"
He looks around the bar. "I don't know, I don't know," he says
Your conversation is thankfully interrupted by the beginning of the night's entertainment. A
guy with long hair is playing radio songs in the corner of the bar. People are trying to talk
over him. It's horrible. You feel embarrassed for the guy, for musicians in general. In a drunk
and distracted state, you re-appraise your relationship with rock and roll. All of that freedom
and attitude and youth transcending the bullshit of the world… maybe for the rock and rollers
themselves, but it suddenly strikes you as utter bunk, a sedative for the disenfranchised
minions of the world.
In-between songs, Chris turns to you, "He's pretty good, isn't he?"
"Escapist fantasies."
"Huh?'
You shrug. You don't mean to be dumping this on Chris. You don't mean to be dumping this
on anyone. At the end of the first set, Chris gets up to leave. Work in the morning, he says.
"Even on a Saturday, eh?" you ask. He smiles. You go through the motion of making plans to
see each other again, but you're vague on all the details. It reminds you of something, but you
can't put your finger on it. You stay to the very end and sober up a bit, and you even help the
long-haired guy bring his speakers out to the car. He offers to smoke you up, but you're too
tired. It's a bummer, you tell him, because tonight would have been perfect for that, you feel.
On the drive home, you put your finger on it. The last time you saw Chris, the summer after
high school, you had made him a mix tape and asked him what he thought of it. He said he
loved it, best mix tape he ever got, but when you asked him about specific songs, he changed
the subject and even poked fun at the fact that anyone would inquire about such things. Had

that really been six years ago?
What songs had you put on it? And in what order?

The next night, while jogging your 5 mile loop, a cop stops you and asks all sorts of
questions: Who are you? Where are you coming from? Where are you heading? Why are you
out at night without a car? Where did you go to school? You field them all with calm
factuality, no use making a stink of anything. Small-town cops, you rationalize, must suffer
from feelings of inadequacy over having nothing to do. These feelings are re-enforced by
television shows and movies, filling heads with dramatic tales of fraternal loyalty and badass
crime-busting. You can relate to this. You remember skateboarding in the plaza your first year
of high school and being constantly harassed, thinking then that it was the pinnacle of police
state brutality, your own head, at the time, filled with lone rebels against the system and an
uber-government of thought control enforcing obedience through its tentacles of law
enforcement.
He asks to see your hands. You show them to him. He says, "Hmmm…" Both of you are now
embarrassingly aware that you've doing nothing wrong. Overtly, at least. He gets into his
prowler, bids you a condescending "good night" and drives away. You sit down on a tree
stump and reflect on this encounter. You no longer have the long hair or extravagant dress that
characterized earlier encounters with the law. And yet here you are, still being stopped and
questioned. You decide to interpret this as a visitation, as a call to return to the lifestyle you
once knew, one of marathon beer-drinking bouts and endless quests for marijuana. Jogging
and full-time employment, after all, had landed you right back where you started.
Your parents take the news with their usual flamboyance, demanding to know what you're
going to do. You placate them with placing-applications stories and looking for work woes.
You pull your old Sega Genesis out of the closet and begin to play Risk for hours every day.
The next Monday, you get a call from the Old Man who says that in accordance to the papers
you signed, your last paycheck will be forfeited in absence of a two-to-four-week notification
of departure. You suspected as much. You tell him he was the General Patton-type presence
you always needed but never had.
"Excuse me?"
"If men like you were running the show in 'Nam," you say, "you and I would be sitting down
and sharing a Budweiser in good ol' Saigon, brother. Up the irons."
You terminate the connection without hanging up the phone. You close your eyes and place
the phone against your head. Who is saying these things through your mouth? You hear Noel
Gallagher singing on the radio. Where did it all go wrong?

Your behavior over the next week-and-a half is hardly exemplary. You endure many a pep
talk from your parents and many a comparison to other young men of your age and earning
power. Your mother has an endless supply of warehouse jobs in the area, all of which require
drug-testing.
"No can do, Mom," you say. You're in your bathrobe and flipping between channels in the
living room, having played Risk all morning.
"Just what are you taking that you don't want anyone to find out about?" she demands.
"That's not the point," you say. "Who's testing these money-property-power junkies? They're
selling the ground from under unborn feet. You know?"
"I don't know," she says. "You have to put up with things you don't like if you plan on
working."
"Just because everyone's so scared not to make money doesn't mean I can't make a stand
against this," you wave your hand, "collective ridiculousness."
She leaves you be. You feel bad. Why are you saying these things to her? Why do you think
these things? Your father tells you you're just tripping yourself up, and you agree with him.
You feel for his position. Both of your parents grew up quite poor and managed themselves
out of it to maintain your sister and you, to boot.
You're past the age of rebelling against them for the choices they made, but you feel,
desperately, the window for collecting principles around yourself instead of more possessions
is closing but still not quite closed. You're holding onto this. It seems like the only nobility
here for the taking. You imagine that sure, sooner or later, you'll tire of all this, join the ranks
of those who insist the only way to get ahead is to try one's damnedest to think like everyone
else. But until then, there was all of this anti-your-position-unfairness-propaganda that exists
out in the world--as re-enforced through these increasingly belligerent anti-pot ads making the
rounds as you cable-flip - and someone had to do something.
You flip through your parents' idiot box. You're such an idiot.

Your indolent and usually-drunken presence is making everyone uncomfortable. This happens
even when you're trying to be, relatively, normal, like a day-and-a-half ago. Your mother and
sister were watching a soap opera, and you decided to join them. You haven't been home
since.
You had gotten up at 12:30 pm and were making coffee in the kitchen. Your sister was on her
lunch break. Your mother had long since stopped paying attention to soap opera storylines but
left them on out of a need for familiar noise in the background. Your sister, on the other hand,
knew the storylines inside and out and insisted on discussing them in a "can you believe that
this happened?" manner. So, you sat down with your coffee, thinking that by spending time
with them, doing something they wanted to do, you'd show them you weren't the loser they
might worry you're becoming, that for all your dumb-ass-ness and nonconformity you still
had some familial affection behind your eccentricities.
Your sister was catching you up on the background of the scene when the trouble started.
Apparently, the actress in the hospital bed had taken too many pills. You could tell this had
happened before your sister told you because the camera had switched to a point of view shot
and was going in and out of focus. Additionally, the actor addressing her had reverb on his
voice. You're no simpleton when it comes to sophisticated tricks like these.
"Yeah, like this would happen after taking two pills," your sister said.
"You can really screw yourself up taking someone else's medication," said your mother. "It's
no wonder she's sick."
And that's when you said, "Don't listen to her, sis. We're here only to experience ourselves.
Take all the pills you want."
What happened next you're still trying to figure out. There was at first silence, which you took
for granted, as you had never shared the same sense of humor. Then, you heard a sniffling. By
the time you realized your sister was crying, she had fled the room, and your mother was
standing over you, yelling about how worried your sister was, and how saying things like that
was cruel and completely unnecessary. She was starting in on how disgusting you were
becoming when you finally got up, and she was still yelling after you when you slammed the
front door behind you.
You don't need anyone telling you how disgusting you were. You know perfectly well. Did
they think you were totally out of it?
Now you sit in a convenience store parking lot, an opened beer between your legs. You listen
to Yoko Ono's side of "Plastic Ono Band" for the hundredth time. A car pulls up beside you,
depositing two older ladies who observe you and shake their heads.
"Evening, folks," you say, mistaking their scorn for polite acknowledgement. They pretend not
to hear you and scurry away.
The car you're waiting for finally drives up. You roll down the window and turn to the driver.

He shakes his head.
"No go tonight, dude," he says, "but definitely tomorrow."
"Okay," you've heard this for a week straight so it comes as no surprise. But at least this guy
had the decency to show up. Small town weed dealers have either a surprising degree of
integrity about such things or none whatsoever. You know tomorrow is anything but definite.
It feels good to know that. You tell him to call you at any rate.
"You at home?"
"More or less."
You drive around for the rest of the night, singing along with radio songs and smoking
cigarettes. The windows are rolled down; sparks fly everywhere. You cruise by the waterfall
to see if anyone is hanging out there, but of course there isn't anyone at all. You park in front
of your parents house, eventually, and kill the engine, leaving the stereo on. You close your
eyes and lean your head back. The music meets in the center of your foggy head.

You're awakened by the sound of the newspaper delivery lady's station wagon roaring past.
You sit up and look at the car clock. Your dad will be getting up for work in an hour. You
have spilled beer in your lap. You must have passed out.
The station wagon pulls up beside you. She stares at you. You roll down the window.
"Are you trying to give me a heart attack?" she wants to know.
She looks pissed at you. She's maybe twenty years older than you are. You wonder why she is
delivering papers in the middle of the night. You want to tell her that you understand, that it's
four in the morning and that you've no rational cause to be sleeping in a parked car in front of
your house. But the words don't come. You mumble something about just falling asleep,
sounding drunker than you actually are. She shakes her head and peels off. You smile. A
woman her age just should not be laying rubber in front of your parents' house, not that
anyone will believe it wasn't, somehow, related to you. You quietly enter the house and tiptoe
to your bedroom. You close the door softly and undress. You see that on the bed, which your
mother has apparently made, God bless her, is a copy of Engaging in the Bodhisattva's Way,
which must have arrived sometime in your absence. You can't wait to read it tomorrow.
Maybe this will be the one with the meaning you need. Maybe it will all mean something in
the end. Maybe so and maybe not.

You lay in bed and listen to the chorus of crickets outside the window. You think about that
tortoise rising to the surface of the ocean, not knowing of the ring, which threatens to encircle
its head and the stupefying consequences that unfold from that fateful happenstance. You
listen to the crickets and are sure of only one thing as you burrow into the folds of your
blankets and surrender to dreams and sleep, that you were once one of them, chirping as they
do, harmonizing with the other crickets, hopping about to avoid being eaten, and lulling all
who listen to sleep.
Bryan McMillan exists at the mercy of mindless populism. His moon is in Pisces, and he
lives and works in Providence, Rhode Island. He has published stories and poems in SideShow, Nexus, and Shoreline.
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Daylight
I licked the blood from her face to clear up her features, an offering of respect. I
was always respectful of her, always gentle, never bit her even when caught up in
play. I loved her as well as any dog could've, up until the last moments of her
life. I hid under the bed while the man came in and killed her. I hid under the bed
because I was scared of the screaming and scared of being attacked. I was tested
and found a coward.
I watched tendrils of blood creep from inside of her hair, searching the linoleum
floor like skeletal fingers, grasping at empty space. It made me feel lonely, so I
laid down next to her. I fell asleep with my head on her neck and awoke to a
taught, bony pillow. I nuzzled her. She smelled dead.
I paced. I had to shit but the doors were locked. I was hungry but I couldn't just
jump up on the counter and rip open all the boxes and bags of people food. I
couldn't break all the rules just because she was dead and I was a bit
uncomfortable. I had to stay good. I had to show her my utmost respect.
After an hour or so I was forced by nature to shit in the corner of the bathroom. I
could hold back the flood no longer. There was humiliation at the stink of my
own feces in the place I had come to know as home.
Embarrassed, I paced, nuzzling her from time to time. Stupid dog. Bad dog. She
is a dead body now. Why nuzzle? She can't help you. A dull, throbbing
depression settled in, as if I was less of a being without her. Eventually I decided
that what I really needed was a nap, to rest my whirring brain. A nap on her bed.
Where I wasn't allowed to sleep when she was alive.
No dreams during my sleep. I awoke because I had become hungry despite the
stink of shit and death rapidly filling the house. Again I began to pace, circle, lay
down. I tried to focus on something but my stomach. But I couldn't. It growled
and growled and growled.
Eventually I'd have to jump up on the counter and try to paw open the cabinets.
Use the crown of my head to spin the Lazy Susan. Find something to eat. Pretty
soon I stopped thinking about it and hopped into action. Let me tell you, people
food is divine.
They broke down the door around dawn the next day. I'd had to go to the
bathroom a few times and they just stepped around it. They found her spoiling on
the kitchen floor. They all spent way more time around her dead body than they
spent around me, the one who was alive, the one that survived the attack. They

kicked aside the wrappers of the food I heroically pulled from the cabinets to
sustain myself. They seemed utterly unimpressed with my ability to survive, with
my calm demeanor as they arrived on the scene.
They became obsessed with her, with her dead body, gently poking and prodding
and laying blankets over her as if she could still shiver from the cold. They
ignored me almost completely, but upon their entrance they left an open door
with abundant daylight beyond. I walked out the door, the fresh air letting me
know how putrid the stagnation had become in the house.
I waited in the sunlight of the front porch. I let out a weak bark, hoping to get
some attention. No luck. I turned and made my way towards the sidewalk, then
down the street, going slowly at first. At the corner, a sign informed me that
animals must be leashed at all times. I strolled over to it. Raised my leg and
extended my territory a bit.
Mike Mellish works as a custom builder in West Lafayette, Indiana. His latest work can be
seen in 3 AM Magazine and ken*again.
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Today
You
Eat
Mine
"I could not
go to work
tonight
because I
could not
stop living."
−"Nature
Poem",
Charles
Bukowski
These
women
must think
me creepy,
but I cannot
help but
stare into
their golden
eyes. Never
seen
anything
like that.
RONK
RONK
RONK
RONK
RONK
RONK
RONK
RON
thwack!
That
goddamn
alarm-clock
already.
Think of
leaves
falling while

screaming,
"too
soon!/too
soon!"
Screw off
alarm clock,
today I'm
leaving all
of you
behind. Do
not try to
follow,
especially in
my
memory.
I usually
don't look
half bad in
the
morning. I
mean, if it
weren't for
the hair. The
heat of the
shower
makes my
skin red and
blotchy until
I sleep. In
the morning
though, I
look okay if
it weren't
for my lack
of topical
hair or
abundance
of facial
hair. No
matter.
Today I will not shower, will not shave. Not today baby. Later baby. Smoke a grit and put it
out with my shoe. I am hitting the road like a ten ton sledge, baby.
Feel real as a child. Feel the goddamn Sun and feel the sweat. Sweat more pure than any hard
day's work. Open space. Open space and all of it mine.
I am moving my feet down this sidewalk, at the corner I may turn right or left. MIGHTY: I
AM a thousand mighty lions roaring at the Sun. Won, winner, victorious. Simple as
recognizing the fight, simple as staring the fight square in the eye. A man has to fight to earn
his own time back. I mean, you can go your whole life, go your whole life with a boss.

Someone more powerful. Someone who has taken your power. Someone whose shit you eat.
And you cannot say it doesn't change you. You cannot say you can eat that for so long and
still really like yourself all the way. Later baby.
Today you eat mine.
Ryan Robert Mullen has been published in Minima, DIAGRAM, Retort, Word Riot, Outsider
Ink, and other print and digital mags. Published "Rhapsodic Quadraphonic" at
www.pulpbits.com.Writes weekly column at www.getunderground.com.
Naughty Sweet Boy now available for pre-order at Word Riot Press www.wordriot.org/press
www.ryanrobertmullen.net
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The Convocation of Cain
"Take down the weak and pallid Christ,
Who died a woman's death!
The world has had enough of priest,
It longs for warrior's breath"
—Wood, C. E. S. "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
"Art is not consciousness per se, but rather its
antidote—evolved from within consciousness itself."
—Susan Sontag, The Plot
Simply understood as a straight leg girl twenty-two
or thereabouts.Two lawns down, a 40-year old man
to a family of four rakes leaves. His ostensible
purpose is leaf removal, but his real goal is
engagement. She stands rubbing her belly while
talking on a cell phone in broad relief against a
light, eggshell blue sky. She had made contact with
the Enemy of the State. He is looking for a silence
beyond speech. His life is for the abolition of art
itself. He turn-tails it from the temptress and enters
upon his floating world of words. He sits down and
writes out a story filled with intrigue and duplicity.
A story where he is pursued by counter intelligence
agents. He feeds the girl into his story. He calls the
story the Convocation of Cain. In this man's short
and happy life, does an idiot, the age-old storyteller,
tell a morality tale? Suddenly, a story is being told
that a man was arrested for writing his thoughts, but
only a few are arrested, the rest are taking out of the
picture. 86.
I am an agent for the Amerikas. I hesitate to speak.
My assignment: draw a man into a web of intrigue. I
have fucked all men in the name of statehood. The
morning is alive with birdcall. My heart is empty.
My mood is somber. Softly beats my heart. I breathe
in; I breathe out. I hold the warrior pose for five
breaths. My step is out of doors naked in the
morning light. Light as a petal my lips contract the
fresh pool water gushing up from my cannon ball I
extend my body upward and outward and I climb
the rope high enough to see my neighbor's house.
The man on the lawn, the rather attractive man. He
is attending to his bamboo grove. He walks as if in a
dream as if he's chasing butterflies. I feel the rope
burn into my nipples. I churn the left one. I giggle
as he looks up.

Act one scene two.
As Duchamp turned to chess, this man turns to
gardening. His choice of permanent silence doesn't
negate his work. His quintessential New World order
novel was the thing. Never had the masses read such
crap with such élan.
He told me art is a false way, a stupidity. Dada. I let
him hold my hand. He said he had severed his
servile bondage to the world by renunciation of
things worldly. I let him kiss me. I return a kiss to
his nipple.
Suddenly, my heart is singing.
The great fast, the annual Day of Atonement, was
"the holy convocation" (Lev. 23:27; Num. 29:7).
Where am I allowing this man to take me? What is
this annual Day of Atonement, this "the holy
convocation."
Come with me, come look see.
I step into his open courtyard. The sun, trellised like a ripe tomato, makes me squint amid the
splintered light, and I see diamonds that make me put on my shades. Concealment of identity.
He steps out blue eyed and intent on me.
Frequently, a series of questions are used, following a chronological sequence of events, but it
is by no means the only logical method of making an interrogation. Amerika has the electric
chair. People can stand up and sleep.
Come to me: I call thee forth. Walk Lazurus. Rise and stand-up. Walk the length of rope that
will carry you across. Have faith in your steadfast disbelief in morality. In the dubious battles,
do we wage? Errant Knight upon your steed so tall. Touch-toned for sex. Touch me here.
Tattle tale. No more pussy for you.

Professor Jerome Lejeune, Nobel Prize Winner, Discoverer of the gene for Down syndrome :
"Many years ago, my father was a Jewish physician in Braunau, Austria. On a particular day,
two babies had been delivered by one of his colleagues. One was a fine, healthy boy with a
strong cry. His parents were extremely proud and happy. The other was a little girl, but her
parents were extremely sad, for she was a mongoloid [Down syndrome] baby. I followed
them both for almost fifty years. The girl grew up, living at home, and was finally destined to
be the one who nursed her mother through a very long and lingering illness after a stroke. I do
not remember her name. I do, however, remember the boy's name. He died in a bunker in
Berlin. His name was Adolf Hitler."
My mind by curious turns finds itself searching where knows not where it goes in dubious
battles wired taped as we speak. The United States possesses both the world's strongest
military and its largest national economy. Those two aspects of our power are mutually
reinforcing and dependent. They are also increasingly reliant upon certain critical
infrastructures and upon cyber-based information systems. They include, but are not limited
to, telecommunications, energy, banking and finance, transportation, water systems and
emergency services, both governmental and private. Many of the nation's critical
infrastructures have historically been physically and logically separate systems that had little
interdependence. As a result of advances in information technology and the necessity of
improved efficiency, however, these infrastructures have become increasingly automated and
interlinked. These same advances have created new vulnerabilities to equipment failure,
human error, weather and other natural causes, and physical and cyber attacks. Disrupting
these vulnerabilities will necessarily require flexible, evolutionary approaches.
Do I reveal my thoughts to Dawn?
When did hunger spare such a fair dame? To think her is to fuck her is to fuck her is to think
her. Tweak beyond reasonability. The morning is a dark cloud on the horizon. A squalling
torrential rain filled windshakes the glass paned wall. Bamboo leafs droop alongside the glass
still-pressed by the wind and rain.
I am listening to Schoenberg 12 tone compelling masterpiece: Gurrelieder. Allow me to read
from the CD pamphlet: "Formally speaking, it depicts progressive stages in a changing
concept of art: the orchestral introduction portrays the onset of night, its fluttering arpeggios
describing a triad of E flat major (with added sixth) and thereby evoking a concious allusion
to the prelude to Wagner's Das Rheingold, a prelude which, also in E flat major, was intended
by Wagner to portray the musical origin of things. The opening pages of Schoenberg's score
thus acquire a symbolic force, with the music's gradual downward sweep contrasting with
Wagner's ascending line and so reversing the symbol's meaning."
All is but reflected glory from God's dreams.
Waldemar: Horse, my horse, why this dragging pace?
No, I see that the road passes
Swiftly beneath your hooves.
But you must go even faster,
You are still in the middle of the forest,
And I had fancied, by not dawdling,
I might already be at Gurre.
The forest thins, already I can see the castle

which surrounds my Tove;
the while the wood behind us
merges to a wall of shadow.
But you must speed on without restraint.
Look! The forest shadows lengthen
all across moor and field!
Before they reach Gurre,
I must stand at Tove's door.
Before that sound which now rings forth
ceases, never to be heard again,
your nimble hoofbeats, Racer,
must clatter over Gurre's bridge.
Before that withered leaf- there it hangsfalls down into the stream,
your neighing must echo
jubilantly about Gurre's yard...
The shadows lengthen, the sound dies away,
fall now, leaf, now you may die:
Volmer has seen Tove!
Tove: The stars rejoice, the shining sea
presses its wildly beating heart against the shore.
Dew-jewels tremble on the murmuring leaves.
Sea-wind embraces me in gallant sport.
Weathercock sings and the battlements nod.
Lads swagger about casting fiery glances,
while rosy maidens strive in vain to calm
their heaving bosoms full of lusty life;
roses gaze patiently into the distance,
torches glow and burn so with delight.
The forest now shed its forbidding cloak.
Hark, in the town the barking dogs.
And the surging tide of the staircase
bears the noble hero into port,
till he, upon the topmast tread,
sinks into my open arms.
Walemar: Never have angels danced before the throne of God
the way the world now dances before me.
So lovely the strains from their harps never were
as these strains Waldmar's soul sings for thee.
But Christ was not prouder, seated with God,
When the cruel war for salvation had passed,
than Waldemar now stands, regal and proud
at Tovelille's side.
With no greater longing have souls yearned to find
The way to the realms of the blest,
Then I longed for your kiss when I saw Gurre's towers
gleaming on Oeresund.
And I would not exchange their stout walls,
and their treasure they faithfully guard for me,
for all heaven's splendor and deafening din,
and all the sainted hosts of the redeemed!

Tove: Now for the first time I say:
"King Volmer, I love you!"
Now I kiss you for the first time,
and encircle you in my arms.
And if you say I have already told you,
or giving you my kiss,
to that I say: " The kings a fool
who thinks of transient, tawdry things."
And if you : "I am indeed a fool,"
I'll say: "The king is right."
But if you say: "That I am not,"
I'll say: "The king is bad.
For I have kissed my roses all to death
The while I thought of you.
Waldermar: 'Tis midnight,
and unholy beings
rise from forgotten, sunken graves,
and gaze with longing
at the candles in the castle, and the cottage lights.
Mocking, the wind shakes down
upon them
harp-songs, and the clink of goblets,
and love songs.
It is happenstance all.
I travel with a wise woman who can only speak in questions; I'm an assassin (one chosen
personally by the guild.) I had to escape my neighbor's surveillance. But, God, could she fuck.
She brought me to new levels of breathing. Then it dawn on me that she was killing me softly
with those hands always ready to stroke my cock.
I possess the sun with an arrow shot through it tattooed on my chest. The dimension opened
like a black hole. My mind was streaked with fear; only few can manage to open the
dimension.
For nine months she lived across the street, the first month was spring. Her day to day
movements were routine in that she went no where; people came and went the while she
wandered through the house; occasionally stepping out of doors. At such moments, I felt
keyed up by her presence. Her attire never varied: t-shirt, knee length boys swimwear, and
always a downward glance of the eye.
That is until she boldly opened forth her belly to me. She's in the back seat sleeping. I love
viewing her open thighs. Her distended fruit ripened belly, her de-gorged breasts so heavy
that they lay like tender folds of milk, both unnerve me to no end.
It happened that I was raking the yard the while she was standing under the shade of a
massive oak.
Aquamarine shadows waver,

I turn my face to the wind
and behold a belly so round and distended.
Aflutter and bestirred; bewilder as disturbed.
I lay down and she is beside me.
The road is an open wound that we set sore by leaving.
I've got eyes like an eagle and I pick up movement from at least one hundred yards away; I
have mastered the ability to map out the images of my story in imprecise terms. I write by
chance what I chance upon I write. There is no method to my madness. Only the terms of
engagement are insane. You must leave behind wife and family and set a bold course for the
future via Mexico. I have to get Hail Mary back there somewhere. Hell, it's down to earth;
she's gonna have that baby when she needs to; we gotta go, we gotta go fast.
"Buy me a soda."
"I got a gallon jug of mineral water and a bag of apples. What will it be?"
"You want me to rub on you again?"
"What kind of soda?"
"Big gulp cherry red coke."
"That amulet that can't be touched; what a pill."

back

Hunger/Machine or, Life After DARPA
I
    Buckets. Giant robot monkey buckets. Did you hear me Leslie? We can win.
We need Buckets. Soap and water, too, you listening Leslie…? Leslie!
    Sir?
    Leslie, we've got to mop.
    Sir?
    Damn it Leslie, didn't they teach you anything in the corps? We don't win if we
don't mop. Haven't you read the briefs, major? The enemy doesn't mop. The
enemy is un-tidy. We can win this. Now get me Sanchez on the phone. Tell him
we'll meet at 1900 at the club.
    Yes sir, anything else sir?
    You bet your sweet cherry ass there's something else Leslie. Get rid of those
damn monkeys, you hear me? We're losing time, told you five minutes ago they
should be at the front. No time to waste, opinion polls, goddamned D.O.D.,
politicians, can't even get a goddamned word in edgewise, can't even… Leslie!
    Sir?
    Who's in charge of the robot project, which general?
    Sir, I believe it's General Sanchez, sir.
    Sanchez? Goddamned ass doesn't know the first thing about… What about the
buckets?
    Sir?
    What I said, Leslie. What about the buckets? Goddamn it, where the hell do
you think you are, a playground? Mama's gonna wipe your ass every time you fall
off the swings? I said buckets, Leslie. How many times, how long have you been,
you've got to keep focus, Leslie. I don't care how many generations you come
from, don't give a damn who your granddaddy was; this is war. You want to stay
alive Leslie, then you learn. From me. I'm in charge here, that means you don't
piss upwind. Where's Sanchez? Get me Sanchez right now or I'll bust your ass

back down to lieutenant.
    Yes sir. I'm dialing now, sir.
    Good-good. What about the buckets, Leslie?
    Carson, sir.
    General Carson, Leslie. Don't forget it. Get him on the phone.
    Sir, yes sir.
    You tell him we're gonna mop. You tell him I don't give a damn what the
goddamn D.O.D. pretty boys say. They don't now what it's like. Can't even, won't
even, can't even get a goddamn Joint Chief on the line, need to tell them what it's
like. Goddamn it, I know what it's like, it's untidy. You get Carson on the phone.
You tell him I said we can win this right now if we mop. You tell him the general
wants to mop. We can win this. We're gonna mop. Where's Sanchez?
    General's Sanchez's secretary is on line 2, sir.
    Good. Ask him what they're serving at the club. Ask him if they're serving
asparagus again. Won't eat there if they serve asparagus. Steak with asparagus,
believe that one Leslie? Should have peas, green beans, things like that, hear me?
Do yourself a favor Leslie, keep your nose clean. Don't eat asparagus. They eat
asparagus, Leslie. Them. People like them. Leslie, you hear me? Never eat food
that starts with an "A." That's how the whole goddamn thing started in the first
place. Where's Sanchez?
    Line 2, sir.
    Where's Carson?
    En route to Central Command, sir, awaiting your order.
    Good. Good. Goddamn it, you tell him this. Don't write it down. You tell
him….
    Tango, Foxtrot, Charlie, 1. Alpha, Alpha, 8-niner.
    Sir?
    Damn it Leslie, you'd better follow the chain of command.
    But sir…
    Disregard my order again and I'll strip your sorry ass back down to cadet, don't
care who's your pappy, now what's the code?
    Tango, Foxtrot, Charlie…
    That's right major, now use it.
    Sir, permission to speak freely sir?
    You got permission to get your head out of your ass, Leslie. Talk all you want

when we're not losing. Said get on the phone and get them monkeys mopping,
should've been mopping five minutes ago when I told you to, hear me? Don't
have time to waste, Leslie, what the hell do you want to say?
    Sir, with the monkeys sir, what you want sir, it's a massacre, a bloodbath...
    Goddamn it, what we're paid to do, keep telling you we're not in the
schoolyard, mama can't be there to wipe the snot from your nose. That's your
problem Leslie, mama's boy, always in school, should have been out there
hunting duck like your daddy. Should've enlisted the first chance you got. Don't
care what they taught you in the academy, this ain't the academy. Should've went
D.O.D. you want to be a mama's boy, play in the sandbox all you want at the
D.O.D., maybe get some big-boy politician buy you an ice cream cone, too. Talk
so much want to talk about that? Damn it Leslie, you want to talk about rules of
engagement, D.O.D. I can't get a word in edgewise? Don't talk about rules. Don't
have to worry about rules when you use the monkeys, Leslie. Hide under your
mama's skirt all day you want but damn it, D.O.D. gave the goddamn monkeys
mops and buckets, now they're afraid they'll clean up. They're cleaners major,
that's why we got them, that's what they do. This is a war Leslie, not a
schoolyard. You worry about staying alive, the chain of command, let me worry
about the rules. Think they give a damn about rules? Enemy don't give a
goddamn about rules. The enemy, think they eat right? My mother was a fruit
lady, swore by fruit, gave me five a day. I used to hide them in my room until
they stank from rot. Learned my lesson though: it's wrong to be untidy. Lesson is
we got a goddamn dirty enemy, no time for rules. You want to talk about rules
we'll stink from rules, goddamn D.O.D. we'll lose this war we're not tidy. Said
we're gonna mop Leslie, now call the club, find out what's on the menu. You like
beef?
    Sir?
    Don't know why I'm asking. Everybody knows your daddy was poultry. A duck
man, liked it fried, Peking style. A little on the odd side, that one. You call in the
code…? Leslie!
    Sir?
    Answer the goddamn question, major.
    Yes sir. I am awaiting confirmation of the code right now, sir.
    Good... Good. Should have sent in the monkeys long time ago. Could've won
this a long time ago. Wouldn't have to sit my ass out here, lecturing nancy-boys
like you, would have sent in the monkeys. Ever have bush meat, Leslie? Probably
think I'll tell you it tastes like goddamn chicken, don't you? Kind of stuff they say
over at the D.O.D., ain't it? Well, your pappy ate bush meat, loved the hell out of
it too. Always said it tasted like his Thai virgin. Yes, sir, his Thai virgin, that's
what he said, couldn't get a word in edgewise. Always was odd, that one, but
goddamn it, he knew how to make you laugh. Bush meat Leslie, you like? Why
are you here?
    Sir?
    Bush meat, major. Send you out to the front, that'll pull your head out of our
ass. Send you to bring back bush meat, make your daddy proud. This is war

Leslie, we gotta mop. Goddamn candy-ass D.O.D., spent billions and now they
piss their pants, afraid to mop. Can't get a word in edgewise over there. I asked
you a goddamn question, Major.
Bush meat, sir?
    Of course I'm talking about bush meat, Leslie. Now what's the goddamn code.
    Sir?
    What's the code, Leslie, the confirmation code! Goddamn never to learn to
focus and you want to get a word in, can't get a word in edgewise. What's the
menu?
    Sir, tonight is steak frites, ribeye cut. Choice of seasonal vegetable or mirepoix.
    Good. Vegetable?
    Spinach, sir.
    Good… Good. Man food, spinach. Popeye was a man damn it, clean man too,
very tidy, that Popeye. Don't care what the hell you think, never saw Popeye
afraid to mop. Spinach is iron, Leslie, you could learn something there. And just
what in the good goddamn is mirepoix? What is that, French? Goddamn it Leslie,
get Sanchez on the phone... Leslie!
    Sir?
    I asked you a goddamn question.
    Sir, mirepoix: a mixture of carrots, onions, celery and herbs, sautéed in butter.
    Well smack my ass and call me Shirley, where the hell they teach you that
Leslie, the academy? D.O.D.? Well, your daddy and I ate bush meat together,
loved every minute. Tastes like man food, bush meat; like iron, like spinach.
Where's Carson? What's the conformation code? Where are the goddamn
monkeys? Get me Sanchez on the phone, don't know about 1900. You listening,
hear me? Les-lie…?
    Sir?
    Goddamned dirty Sanchez, doesn't know his damned ass from his, goddamn
D.O.D., food I can't pronounce, damn it Leslie, didn't I ask you a question?
    Yes sir, the confirmation code, sir: Alpha, Alpha, 8-niner, Tango Foxtrot,
Charlie, 1… We have released the monkeys, sir.
    Good Leslie. Good job, man. Now we're gonna get things clean. What about
the buckets? Can't have those monkeys without buckets…
    Yes sir. The monkeys have buckets sir. We have additional confirmation sir, the
monkeys have soap. They are a go.
    Goddamn it, yes. Gonna eat right this time, Leslie. No more goddamn dirt.
Clean.
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Stall
"There are no heroes," said the elevator operator as
I got in. "What floor?"
He was a small guy. About the size of a safety pin
stuck in a jackball. He was chewing gum that
smelled like a swimming pool in January. The smile
on his face was that of a butcher about to quote his
price.
"Forty-ninth," I said.
His finger swept over the bank of buttons. He
punched the one that lit up 49 in an orange glow.
The iceberg smile broke apart; floated away as he
chawed his gum, joined his hands behind his back
and leaned against the beige metallic wall to look
me up and down. For a dink his stature, that meant
mostly up.
"What about Orion?" I said, when I grew tired of
his eyes taking my altitude. "He's real. You'll see
him up there every night, once we set the clocks
back."
"Nimrod," he yawned. "A mighty hunter before the Lord. Same corpse. He's dead. Been dead
so long nothing's left but stars. And them only when it don't snow. Heroes are alive. Sleep all
day and come out at night. Nope, there are no heroes."
"What about a real star," I said. "Like Ronald Reagan or Shirley Temple Black?"
A distant thud below our feet. Stomach thrown down thighs into ankles. The lights went out.
The importance of my appointment at floor 49 shrank. I stood still; said nothing. I knew it was
womanish to scream or lunge during mechanical failures. The orange glow from the button
marked 49 grew in intensity as my eyes accustomed to the gloom.
"Looks like the harvest moon," chirped the invisible operator. "Rising up over a Memphis
whorehouse, don't it?"
My mouth went dry. I cleared my throat. There was nothing to clear. All I did was gasp—a

sound that could easily be interpreted as panic. I tried to whistle—to appear calm. My lips
were dry as a dull needle stuck in a cracked record between songs.
"We're in between floors," came the operator's runt voice somewhere in the claustrophobic
neighborhood of my groin. "I don't think we're falling. You think we're falling?"
"Gravity's an illusion," I heard myself say. I wanted to say more, explain how acceleration is
equivalent to gravity, blurt out how if we dropped a book and the book hung where released,
instead of falling to the floor, then we were accelerating downward and the situation was
grave and we'd better pray for mercy and candy canes after our crushing like bugs caught in
the cookie jar at the bottom of the shaft. But my lips were too parched from what I persisted
denying was fear for me to say more.
"Too dark in here to drop a book," the operator muttered. "You know that old trick? It's
something you only get to work once. It's not like politics or acting in the movies, where
cutthroats called 'speech writers' do it for you, or you get as many takes as it takes to make the
transparency say you did superhuman. But we could listen for the sound. You know that old
trick about the book, Mister?"
The little voice pounded at my groin. Irrationally, I felt my zipper was down. Would he smell
the stains a mere foot from his nose? As we fell (in my imagination) to our grisly death—two
unknowns in a trap lacking all trace of sweetness and light—I feared that yes-yes I was
terrified, deathly afraid this greasy peon was going to smell my zipper was down!
"You ever let a guy go down on you?"
"Look," I said, moistening my lips with mucus my tongue unearthed along the eaves of my
mouth. "I'll take off my pants and we'll drop them—I don't have a book."
There was the rustle of me undoing my belt buckle. I glanced up at the orange button and
stepped out of my pants, then stopped dead. He was wrong. We were heroes. This was
science. Gravity versus acceleration. Repugnance against attraction. Grab opposite bob. We
were dying in the interest of pure science. Modern heroes.
What my pants exposed fitted into the gap of an otherwise perfect theory. A wad of gum was
pushed aside, because we could ignore that peculiar fact. In ecstatic devotion to the
advancement of mankind and all that is not womanish, I dropped my bundled pants. The brass
buckle—muffled by a flop of cotton—rang on the floor like an alarm clock cut short by a
hungover hand.
I came to the conclusion we were not falling.
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Waiting For
Room Service:
A French
Existentialist's
Exile In
Southern
California
Four long white toes
wriggled out from under the
sand. Tersalt had chopped off
the big toe, of his right foot,
in a paroxysm of passion,
and had sent it off in a ring
box to the questionable lady
he had met at the Rue De
Fin. A few days before his
flight, the ring box, had
returned, still containing the
digit: Return to sender,
address unknown, no such
number, no such phone.
Now, as Tersalt lay, far
away, in Hermosa Beach,
California, he wondered
where and in what condition
it would be. Tersalt's well
shaped mouth twisted into a
strange smile. He put his
socks back on. As a boy in
Leon he could remember the
prisoners clanking past his
house—on their way to work
duty. The cuffed and
shackled men would sing a
tune he grew to know well:
Starve me, whip me, break
my bones,
Laugh hearty as you hear our
moans.

Cruelty can take no toll
When you have a hardy soul.
Tersalt laughed dryly as a
paroxysm of weakness made
him shiver. The prisoners had
been so stupid; their
doggerel—so prosaic. Tersalt
had grown up to be a French
existentialist who specialized
in the soul.A siren wailed in
the distance sending Tersalt's
heart into palpitations. Had
they found him? He looked
outside the window to see if
they were coming for him.
He saw that it was only an
ambulance. Now, we shall
leave our hero, under
his blanket. And go back two
weeks ago or to the
beginning of the end.
Tersalt had asked the cab driver outside of LAX to take him to a reasonably priced,( He had
overestimated old lady Dusault's treasure) clean dwelling. The cab driver had taken him to a
Howard Johnson's . The staff looked like earthbound stewards and stewardesses, the décor a
fruity blend of colors such as he had never seen: aged frog greens and overripe tangerines.
Tersalt had
concluded that this Howard Johnson, like America, had much money but little taste.
When he arrived, the woman, at the front desk, had handed him the key with a smile, a smile
that struck him as odd. It wasn't a warmth or pathos or an insincerity. It wasn't anything
poetical usually attributed to the bearing of teeth but the very teeth themselves. So white. So
white! A belly of a fish looked dingy by comparison.
"Is it a pleasant room?" he had asked to keep her talking.
What was it? New Snow? A bridal gown? Virgin Linens? A scrubbed bidet?
"It has cable." She replied and closed the view.
The tag on her bosom identified this stranger as "Daisy". Was she lonely? Was she true?
Behind the gleam did cruel cuspids lie? Daisy is a type of weed, he postulated, and walked
towards the elevators.
"Would you have rather been a rose?" he called over his shoulder, hoping to catch sight of
those wonderful tiles just once more.

"Huh?" said Daisy.
"Or would Violet have suited your nature, better"
Daisy pursed her lips and started punching a keyboard. Tersalt smiled sadly and forgave her.
Such teeth must be displayed only when necessary. Too much air might mar them.
Again, Tersalt stretched out on the thin orange bedspread. His mind wandered back to Sophie,
sitting at the Café De Voire, laughing fully as he made his way towards her, her jagged
yellow teeth unafraid of the elements. The fever that had been lying dormant came knocking
at his head and peels of moisture broke through his skin. He stared at a vase of plastic flowers.
How different was this lodging from any other? Most certainly it was quite unlike the last one:
Madame Dusault's boarding house with its rusty bedsprings and tiny trellised windows. The
bare floors that creaked, old Dusault banging on the ceiling as he paced day and night, night
and day-thinking and thinking and thinking.
"What's a young man doing up there all day and all night? Nosy Madame Dusault would
shout, when she caught him sneaking out at dawn to slip Sophie a note or to filch an egg.
"I am thinking," Tersalt would respond.
"Ah, you young people. What is it that you think about so much?"
Tersalt would scurry past the querulous old bat and think about what she had just said. But
this room, this room with it's comical colors, its mewling air conditioner seemed to mock his
whole purpose of which he wasn't sure of yet but knew involved a lot of thinking.Images of
Sophie, fantasies of the questionable lady at the Rue De fin, and the enormity of what had
transpired at Madame Dusault's grew hazy in this environment. Even a simple rumination on
Daisy wilted in this stale soil.
Days passed in a haze of channel changes. As a child and then a teenager, Tersalt had never
been fond of the picture shows. It distracted him from the torments of youth. Yet now, he
found himself cursing rabidly at the Preview Channel. The drama promised to appear on
Channel thirty-eight, the drama that he had been waiting for since noon was nowhere to be
found. He searched the hotel's complimentary cable guide to find confirmation.
38- Tattered Innocence
Drama 2:00
(1996) A teenage girl (Michelle Vagner) gets lost in the uncaring world of foster care. Tim:
Shawn Hessy
He flipped the remote back to channel thirty-eight. A banjo's sad strings plucked up as a
young blonde walked up a dirt road. The title letters rolled. Tersalt held his breath as the title
letters rolled—"Tattered Innocence". The relief he felt was unnatural. He glanced at the phone
sheepishly. In another few moments he would have phoned the front desk to complain. Tersalt
was not a
stupid man. He knew that all the strained American politeness could not mask the irritation,

dislike, and Anti-Gaelic sentiments that were spreading throughout the staff.
There had been little time for reflection, yet he had learned a startling revelation about
himself: he was a horridly impatient man. After ordering from room service he'd find himself
staring at the clock's black hands until they seemed to reach out and propel him to lift the
receiver and inform Daisy (Who he now considered an enemy) that he had been waiting on
lunch for far too long. Just as he was about to berate her in French, the doorbell would ring,
bearing the boy with the tray. Tersalt blamed his behavior on the fever. It was maddening his
mind as the room service hamburgers were defiling his body. Had he done what he had done
just to meet his fate as "that fat French man in room 403" ? Tersalt decided to leave this
godless place right after the movie. Tersalt lost faith, when the leering foster brother offered
the blonde girl a cigarette, It was quite obvious what would occur next: The little virgin
would accept, cough violently, then smoothly inhale the devil's breath into her waiting lungs,
and exhale it as a jaded vixen.
"A million different variations, one plot," Tersalt sighed, "much like life itself."
He threw his forearm wearily over his eyes and flashed back to his little garret on the corner
of the Fin De Gaulle, pacing, pacing back and forth, day and night, thinking, thinking,
thinking and something else? What was it? Tersalt jumped off the bed with the self-mocking
laugh of one who searches everywhere for the mattress but the bed. "Smoking! Smoking," he
gasped, slapping his
forehead. In his fevered state he had not brought cigarettes. He had forgotten to smoke. How
much this explained. His mind like a furnace was waiting for its coal. He switched off the TV,
the girl was at the last stage (cheek's rouged, eyelids painted) As a gesture of some sort,
Tersalt picked up the half-eaten burger and spit into its jangled and red intestines.
Tersalt bought a pack of Marlboro's at the hotel's gift shop and decided to walk towards the
beach. Tersalt: the traveler, the thinker, the smoker—ready to meet what must be met and
ponder what must be pondered. Tersalt had walked almost twenty blocks without anything to
meet. He had smoked ten Marlboros without anything to ponder but the passing cars: shiny,
oddly impressive vehicles. Suddenly, he smelled brine and followed its scent down to the
Ocean.
Tersalt sat brooding, listening to the ocean: A wave, a crash, a crash a wave—a two-note
symphony. He had brooded on beaches before. He had brooded on a beach in Algiers while,
Sophie, romped around the water's edge, her pale skin flapping as she ran, bouncing as she
bounced. So very different from the two ladies who had just settled near him, to his left. Their
flesh did not stray
from its master. Tersalt glanced over and noted how their breasts were like cantaloupes
displayed in the open-air markets of Pierre de Luc. Their bosoms did not tilt towards the
armpits as Sophie's had when she lay horizontally. These bosoms seemed independent from
the torso, like soccer balls that would disengage and roll away if someone patted their backs
too hard.
The girl nearest him turned her head and he felt his cheeks flush hotly. He fixed his eyes in
another direction. He wondered if he should explain that he was not simply a lecher but a
student of the mind, which was inextricably attached to the body.             

Tersalt sat up and lit a cigarette. A man was coming towards him. Tersalt inhaled deeply on
his cigarette. Ah, could it be another lone traveler? Another searching soul, traipsing through
the nettles of his black brain in search of a flashlight?
The man came closer.
Tersalt exhaled.
The man was young with sun kissed hair and a chest that made Tersalt's own grateful for its
shirt. The youth sauntered towards the girls. The seemed glad to see him. Three cans were
removed from a white box, and passed around. The young man sat beside them and began to
tell a story.Tersalt tried to concentrate on the youth's lazy voice and the tale it told. From what
Tersalt could gather:
The youth and his chums had gone to a pub, the night before, where they had entered into a
contest of who could drink the most. The chum who won had lost consciousness and fell
down-face first—into the spillage of his own foam. Or as the boy put it 'He puked something
fierce and then passed out.' A barmaid then approached and requested that they take their
leave but the group
held it's ground and began banging their mugs on the table. They then began chanting a fourletter indecency or as the boy put it, "Fuck you. " Then, the tavern's proprietor threatened them
with imprisonment. The boy fell silent, pretending he could not continue.
"Oh c'mon, and then what happened?" asked one of the girls.
Wearing a wide grin, the boy rose, spun around, pulled down his bathing trunks, and exposed
his buttocks. He began to shake them. "Kiss this, that's what I said." The boy said.
The girls burst out into laughter, no doubt from nerves, Tersalt thought. The inappropriate
giggles one gets when a man trips over an unforeseen lump in the sidewalk. The mock
merriment continued. Tersalt thought that they were really overdoing it.
With a start his heart began thumping, a metaphorical tide had taken over him and no
scissoring of his legs or chopping of his arms could save him now. One of the girls squealed, "
You are too funny!" And threw her sun cap at the boy. Tersalt watched them snort and warble
and he could not understand. The last time he had carried on in such a fashion was when
Marmar had taken him to the
puppet shows at the Cirque le fin. He had never made that sound in any sincere form, since.
Sophie would laugh like that, but he would cut her off with some tart remark.
He looked solemnly at the indentation in his sock where his toe had once been. The
questionable lady at the Rhue De Fin had laughed too when he had told her he would have her
.
" You laugh," he had said, "so that you shall not cry."
He had hoped that she would think that it was his own. Instead, she had said, "Ah, le enfant,

how original, you must patent it quickly."
He had abandoned Sophie, throttled old lady Dusault, and stolen her hoarded treasures, all for
the nameless harlot who had ultimately dismissed him with a curt "Aur voire le enfant."
Tersalt's stomach contracted with an ache unrelated to the physical. He stared shamelessly at
the three carefree youths. But beneath the surface, beneath the surface, and at that moment,
Tersalt had his last real thought. It was this:
There really wasn't much to think about.
When he had gone to his Mamer with questions and complaints about the mysteries of life,
she'd smile her placid smile and say, "Things can always be worse, Tersalt. Just be happy that
you are not blind."
A year later she went blind.
He had told her that at least she wasn't deaf. He still remembered the pain as she had lashed
her new steel stick against his pelvis.
Slowly, Tersalt stood up and brushed the sand from his trousers.
                                        
The phone rang. The woman, who picked it up, sighed deeply.
"Room 403," She shouted at the kitchen staff, "One burger—medium rare."
Tersalt sat at the edge of the orange bed and watched the clock's black hands.

Fin

Lauren Spitzberg was born in Brooklyn. She is now living in Gehonom, California, where
she lives a glamorous and fruitful life ... in her sleeping hours. In her waking hours she waits
for her comic novel, The Daily Planner, to reach the masses. She illustrates, and has a
forthcoming children's book, full of despairing swine, sadsack yaks, a flirtatious fox, and an
arrogant frog.
Many of her images are available at www.epictura.com/E.mv?c=spitzberg
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August Highland
                                        back to milk
Is the Director of Culture Animal. He is the originator of Hyper-Literary
Fiction, Microlinear Storytelling, Next-Gen Nanopoetics, Genre-Splicing,
Linguistics Engineering, Mediated Narrative Repatterning, Massive Media,
Exhibition Literature, Linguistics Engineering, Visual Information Processing,
V-I-R-U-S Poetry, Formal Spam, and Metapoetics Theatre. He is the
founder of the Worldwide Literati Mobilization Network, the International
Belles Lettres Federation and the Superheroes of Humanities. Highland's
literary work has appeared in numerous print and online publications and has
been translated into seven languages. He is a 2004 Pushcart Prize Nominee.
More information about Highland's projects is at Culture Animal.
His poetry and visual work has appeared in such online and print journals as
Nerve Lantern, XStream, Moria, VeRT, BlazeVox, Side Reality, Generator,
Retort, Progetto Babele, Fieralingua, Journal 88, Square Lake, and Exquisite
Corpse.
Highland also creates monumental-scale visual poetic works, some as large
as 122"x122". Examples of these visual poetic works are on exhibition at
alphanumeric labs.

Fantasy Niedecker
by Tom Hibbard
Perhaps the kernel of Lorine Niedecker's work is living within self-determined limits. I find her more an economist than a
feminist. She grew up in a small town and speaks for small town values but with the experience of someone who has
journeyed outside them. Her clarity is of a perspective of a microscopic individual measuring the vast philosophical and
sociological context of the future of Mankind. Niedecker works in the same place where she lives; she does not
irresponsibly commute to activity that she finds hopelessly beyond managing and in conflict with her own belief system.
Surely, small town values are preferable to urban desensitization, suburban materialism and even bohemian decadence.
On the weekend of October 9, 2003, Woodland Pattern bookstore in Milwaukee and the town library, high school and
museum of Fort Atkinson, Wis., where she grew up and spent most of her life, celebrated Lorine Niedecker's centennial.
Many writers and artists from near and far converged to read her works, to conduct discussions, to view first-hand some of
the places that nourished her thoughts, her 'life by water'. Woodland Pattern website lists the participants (including Jenny
Penberthy editor of the wonderful 2002 Collected Works) and specific events. The amateur photographs below were taken
in an unofficial and detached effort to acknowledge the occasion, perhaps noting that they were taken by someone who also
grew up on the Rock River in a town neighboring Fort Atkinson and Blackhawk Island.

1. (river entering Blackhawk Island)
O my floating life
Do not save love
for things
Throw things
to the flood

2. (early one-room Niedecker residence)
The greatest plumber
in all the town
from Montgomery Ward
rode a Cadillac carriage
by marriage
and visited my pump
A sensitive pump
said he
that has at times a proper
balance
of water, air
and poetry

3. (historical marker at property on Blackhawk Island)
The clothesline post is set
yet no totem-carvings distinguish the Niedecker tribe
from the rest; every seventh day they wash:
worship sun; fear rain, their neighbors' eyes;
raise their hands from ground to sky,
and hang or fall by the whiteness of their all.

4. (Fort Atkinson town library)
Nothing nourishing,
Common dealt out food;
no better reading
than keeps us destitute.
___
Shelley, Shelley, off on the new romance
wrote inconsolable Harriet,
"Are you above the world?
And to what extent?"
....
But that was before the library burned.

5. (second, newer house on Blackhawk Island)
River rising - flood
Now melt and leave home
Return - broom wet
naturally wet
Under
soak-heavy rug
water bugs hatched no snake in the house

6. (autumn color)
Colors of October
wait with easy dignity
for the big change -

7. (old house in Fort Atkinson)
Here we last,
lilacs, vacant lots,
taxes, no work
debts, the wind widens
the grass
In the old house
the clocks are dead,
past dead.

Approximately during the decade of the 1960s, Niedecker
married a second time and lived in a predominantly Polish
working class neighborhood on the south side of
Milwaukee.

8. (this house near the corner of 6th and Becher
is from the best information I could get the house
where Niedecker lived in Milwaukee)
Serious wags its tail
- they see us from curtain tie-backs
no knick-knacks
between us

9. (car and house in the neighborhood)
The men leave the car
to bring us green-white lilies
by woods
These men are our woods
...
I'm swamp

as against a large pine-spread his clean No marriage
no marriage
friend

10. (back yard garden of a house nearby)
"Isn't it glorious? Let's trim green thought in one place and
let it grow wild in another."

11. (nearby house with patriotic poster)
"But why do you do it," shrieked Benj. "It's lunacy!--alone,
isolated, when everybody else is gearing himself for the
fight for survival."
"Are men afraid of their own selves? Give us peace, and
we'll survive."
"But nobody to talk with!"
"Talk, these days, is dangerous. My friend the poet says,
'Talk is a form of love'. Maybe I'll find that form in the
millennium after the next."

12. (tennis courts up the hill in Kosciuszko Park)
--they're not bad kids-you have the world. Remember the little
lovely notes "the little O, the earth."
This thing is old and singing new--you
just more full. Come, we'll sit without birds
between city bricks. See! The sun hits.

13. (St. Josephat basilica two blocks south)
Effort lay in us
before religion
at pond bottom
All things move toward
the light
except those
that freely work down
to oceans' black depths
In us an impulse tests

the unknown
The following three photos taken in Milwaukee on
the Thursday the centennial began seemed fitting.

14. (Woodland Pattern bookstore)
I worked the print shop
right down among 'em
the folk from whom all poetry flows

15. (gallery inside Woodland Pattern featuring new
artworks by JoAnna Poehlmann)
Audubon
Tried selling my pictures. In jail
Twice for debt. My companion
A sharp, frosty gale.

16. (lake beach in Milwaukee)
I'd prick the sand in cunning, lean,
Cummings irony, a little drunk dead sober.
Man, that walk down the beach!

milk home

by Michael ROTHENBERG

illustration by Nancy Victoria Davis

for Cosmos

QUIET VOICES
Drop a stone
The stone sinks
Ripples

lapping reeds
So quiet
I want to say something

POEM FOR FALL
I was on my way home
when the leaves fell
A guy in a red flannel
shirt got a rake
Other things fell:
Snow, drumsticks, cats
Wishbones,
whales fell
Kids squealed inside
Everything important
businessmen,
and physicians toppled
on their sides
This wasn't half bad as the fact
you couldn't buy a coke
or nachos or rum and coke
or T-bone steak
or Welsh rarebit
or popcorn
And I, for one
was getting really hungry
and just beginning
to understand the weather
when this man
on a twenty-six inch screen
serious, with black glasses
leans towards me
I smell his breath
hot cocoa and ginger snaps

Like a hybrid fish
he's bubbly-eyed,
pointing with a stick at the
green, blue and brown
facsimile of the USA
and says
in a very panicked
hungry language, says
In this neighborhood
your neighborhood
at 10:09, or maybe sooner
Fall officially begins

RED BUTTERFLIES
Black boxes on folding chairs
around a folding table
In the Room of Butterflies
four men play cards
smoke, drink, cough, grunt
I put twenty dollars
in front of The Bank, a squinting man
A Jovial Man deals me a hand,
five of a kind, picture cards,
Red Butterflies light on their wings
I bet heavily on this hand
The Bank leans back in his chair,
clicks his tongue, sure I'm bluffing
Maybe I am. I've never had
a flush of Red Butterflies before
He sees me, raises me
The fourth hand, The Drunken Man
flutters his cards, as if

he's got Butterflies too
He sees the bank. I see the bank
I raise the bank. The bank folds
The Drunk sees me, calls me
I show him my hand of Red Butterflies
He has a pair of aces and
a pair of threes. I reach for the pot
He stops me, slides the money
into his lap, beams around the table,
says, "Close, but no cigar!
Everyone knows, two pair
beats five Butterflies"
A game of Red Butterflies
folded and unfolded

THREE POEMS
1
BUREAUCRATS
Always the same tie

2
PIONEERS
Two men disagree on the number of stars

and how many jelly beans
in a gallon jar
There's something the men want badly
enough
They're willing to divide the whole thing up
"You're right, Jack," says Bob, "There's a
zillion
stars and as many beans in that gallon jar"
"No, Bob," says Jack, "You're right
There's a zillion beans and stars in the night"
Now Jack controls
the market in the south.
Bob controls the market
in the north
The western market remains untouched so far
until a third man disagrees
on the number of stars and jelly beans
in a gallon jar.

3
THE SALESMAN
Making The Great Pitcheroo

SEPARATION
In the living room after dinner
after the bones are removed
from the table and dumped

into a body bag beneath the sink
cushions hiss as we sink
into our easy chairs prepared
to kill whatever crawls forward
whatever twitches of affection

THE HOUSE
The flowers,
haphazard, yellow, blue, wild,
growing along the fence
that separates
the house I lived in
from the house I live in now
blossom without tending

YOU TAUGHT ME NIGHT
You took the thin peel of light
in a low wool voice
in a high wool collar
in a deep wool grave

in a pinch of skin
in young blood veins
in the risk of sunset
on a thin blue line
You took the thin peel of light
in suicide
You taught me night
You taught me night

BALCONY
I hear footsteps
A woman in high heels
Huge nothing
Earth smells
No bagels
or sky of dried salami
or pink smoked salmon
Huge nothing
*
The only way out of the forest is on foot
So quiet in the forest
Earth smells
Isabella dances
clapping the dirt with her sandals
And swooning
I swore as a teenager I'd never swoon

Black high heels
Huge
Earth smells
Leaf mulch
Crazy with a love of plankton
Rotted wood
Beached sea skeletons
Succulents on bluffs tanned by sea wind
*
I fall as in a real dream
Everything precious
but I can't hold anything
*
There's something clever about falling
something scientific
And why are there seagulls and stars here
boats with full sails, flags and armies?
Why are there children falling without a
sound
between trees in the forest
between building in the city
between loving arms?
The lilies in the fountain are yellow
Pennies glint on blue tiles
under gold bellies of fish
Earth smells
*
Which way is north?
I could go south
Forest noises don't bother me
At night the noise especially clear
When I step on a branch it's like ice cracking
all the way to the edge of moonlight
At night there's nothing to see
except the moon and the mountains
the moonlight makes out of tree tops
I wouldn't want to see anything else
Except fire, I could watch a fire
Feed it sticks and branches until morning
But night surrounding fire is frightening
I'll head east. By morning find

An eastern city, a telephone
I'll have breakfast
*
Seashells beaded on a rope
Shark at my doorstep
Sky heavy with piranha
*
All I wanted to do in life was travel
And what would I have if I had what I
wanted?
A map
Seashell necklace
A sailing ship
A post office in every port
*
Earth smells
Empty bottles and bones

                         1986-1996

MOTHER
In the hours between stars she chooses stones

OYSTER
A little girl swings over the bay
and back again
I bring her oysters
Crush them with a rock
Mother of Pearl!

CASUALLY
Bombs fall casually as we speak
particles of the first morning
drift like schools of transparent fish
cling to hair and clothes
The dust of yesterday's world
a widow

FAITH IN TIGERS
What the ocean takes in tow
Dark pulls in a tidal dream
Waves
The slam of it
Engine, pearls, grace
Love and a great faith in tigers
5/87

BASS FISHING IN ALABAMA
All breath
a lure
flicked
from rod tip
floating above
red clay
tornadoes

trailing
trucks
pine forest
ridges
barbed-wire
bridges
until finally
high enough
it falls
splashes
sinks
between
mossy ribs
of a sunken
stump
where
the big one
hangs out

       5/87-5/96

CAPTAIN HOOK'S FUNERAL
The parrot had to be sedated

UNTIL NOW

1. BUD VASE
Yellow flowers
are cut
and with a sprig of greens
displayed
         until
yellow flowers
are cut
and with a sprig of greens
displayed.

2. 91
Everything removed
leaves
heat from summer yards
Now
I whisper to the wall
the leaves
everything removed

CITY OF STARS

Above the puzzle of continents and seas
Gashes of age
No muscle or rough hands
No god-givers playing horns
Not here
In this hushed place before sleep
In this city of stars
Where weightless I am raised

RISING FOR YOU
I would grope over stones, sunsets, coats in
the street
to reach you in the wreck of leaves, icy yards
through old obedience
press my shoulders to the load, bone, sunrise
Loving you would be tough, naked, eye to
eye

VOICES FROM THE ASH
1 Six-gun
Ash clouds the light blue sky
enough to cause the rich in rags of

democracy to think
But what could one waif gasping in a cloud
say
flailing against gravity what could I say?
Once, the story goes, a six-gun strung to the
thigh
with straps from a cow was power
"You'll never get home in your life"
Ash of my atmosphere
Atmosphere of the angels
Glad when the pieces fit
together in pinnacles of smoke"
Every heaven in it's place
What a mess, I cried, though I followed the
voice

2 Tanks
Tanks cranked up black dust
You said
In the squealing hubbub of the engines of
peace
You said
When we were on our backs in the field
whistling through blades of spring grass
You said
The smaller world, the smaller glass, the idea
spinning
under my finger
When tanks shuddered to halt behind us
And we lost our shadows
you said,
our small world will be even kinder
Then the sun unraveled like a lemon
"When we drive those bastards into oblivion"
This being the last time the sun would rise

3 Emily Dickinson
Earth's distance from the sun varies during
the year
Children think of greater armies

Whisper behind their hands
"Keep the earth fixed. Keep the sun fixed"

PREPARING THE CHILD'S ARM FOR
THE SKY
1
THE SPRING
More deadly
than huge
More widely
than pure
Ineluctably
blue
The Spring

2
COMING APART
If it were a real dream
the roses would
come apart

SHADES
1
NINETY
When I am finally nothing
but this beautiful skeleton of mine
I will travel
2
THINGS
Things I hold for myself
The sea and air bring back
A cloud drying in sand
3
THE OTTER
A million pink and jerking stars
Sun striking the horizon

DREAM LYRIC
While armies lay low
Sun lathers other men's dreams
Everything's outside my window
Nothing inside
Singing in the dark
I wait for a power failure
Luckier than some
It makes no difference
Born falling painfully asleep
Dreams, I hate them
(5/87)

SWEDEN FOR ANN
Snow grazes fields with cutting teeth

Pastures divided by solitude
A wild goose circles
a snowy pond in Sweden

WHETHER A MOON
day or night
awake or sleeping,
I dream of sky
& houses, white.
Sea, white
Clear liquor
mixed with water,
white.
White love.
And
If there is light,
white chimneys
in a blue winter.
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Ira
COHEN
                                      back

THERE'S ALWAYS
ROOM FOR ONE MORE
George Plimpton is dead
He died in his bed
At 76 he took the express
straight on out in his sleep
Once he scandalized a snobbish
club by bringing a midget
with him, he invited Vali
to his rooms in Paris
to come out of the rain
He must have taken on the bulls in
Spain
not many of the old guard
                                     left
Panache, joie de vivre
Who will take up the gauntlet?

Who else will wear
his heart on his sleeve?
One less chair at the table
                                   of dreams.

Sept. 26, 2003

Cid Corman: Final Poems                
          
I received this final letter from Cid Corman just a short time before hearing of his illness. What follows are the
poems included with the letter, followed by the few poems of Cid's I published in milk over the last few years, and a
list of links about Cid's life and work. Please be sure to check the last link on the page to stay aware of how to help
Shizumi, Cid's wife, in this difficult time. Cid Corman was an amazingly prolific poet and publisher who offered
advice and a kind word freely and often. He will be sorely missed.
                                                                                       —Larry Sawyer, March 13, 2004

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                         20th December 2003
dear Larry,
                              thank you for your kind words and
sharing your Corso poem with me. (Wish you could
cut out the rhetoric of all the of phrases - none
of it needed to say what you have to say.)

Just an opinion - not a rule.

We survive somehow.

Both Shizumi and I work fulltime without any
income - no pensions.       Poverty has been my life
and that is poetry for me.

No complaint.
I still try to avoid publicity.

We were fortunately invited in October for a
week to Wisconsin to help celebrate Lorine Niedecker,
the best woman poet since Emily anywhere and one
of the handful of great American poets.    Great to
be there with dear poet friends like Ted Enslin
and Bob Arnold and others.

I share yr sense of the DC Bu..sh-it. But that's
where it's at there and I expect him to win
another close election next year. Hillary after
that.

Writing still a book of poems every day in effect.
Tomorrow it will be 62 years since I began, also
on a Sunday, and I've been at it every day since.
Vacation is not a word in my vocabulary.

Let me enclose a few brief poems you may use in
MILK, if you care to.
                                            Best Always—
                                                       Cid

HELLO
Not a hell of a
lot we can do about this
but we all hail hell.

A
LIVING
You are here
to die and

that's what you
are doing.

***

No - Leonardo you don't compete with nature you are this nature.

Life is poetry
& poetry is life - O awaken children!

______________________________________
______________________________________

I FIND
Letters don't do it talking clears the air
and brings out half a
laugh here and there. A
glance and a certain
tone...all. One person
facing another.

***

Goya saw
it alright the God as
a titan
and a big
mouth taking
us all in.
As if we had lost

all our memories and were
remembering this.

***

COMPETENCY
When they have to ask
you and you find you can't identify yourself.

***

Sometimes
nothing
makes a
lot of
sense - like
nonsense like this.

*
We were - you
are. But then
as now - hard
to tell the
difference.

*

usw.
It seems likely to
go on for some while yet but
that's weather for you.

*

How could we have known
it would all turn out this way?
And what if we had?

*
Is this that funny?
But what is this or that—man—
compared to nothing?

*

Baby—we've all jumped
from the pot into the fire.
Ain't we something else?

*

SAY
THAT
AGAIN
Before there was a
future all seemed promising—
but now knows better.

*

Who are we to die?
Who are we to live?

There is no end and
there is no beginning—there's
only always this.

*

I leave my
life with you

Make of it
what you can.

*

BASHŌ
This retreat of mine
a little old mosquito
the entertainment.

*

Something to be said
or why would I be here or
for that matter you?

*

What could be clearer—
a completely blue sky as
empty as empty is.

*

That's it—that's
this and this

you must admit is you.

Cid Corman (1924-2004):
Born in 1924 in Boston. In 1954 Corman left America for the first time and subsequently

lived mostly in Europe and in Kyoto, Japan. Author of many books, his most recent is
Nothing/Doing (New Directions, 2000). Editor and publisher of Origin press, which published
the work of Paul Blackburn, William Bronk, Robert Creeley, Robert Duncan, Larry Eigner,
Theodore Enslin, Achilles Fang, Kusano Shimpei, Denise Levertov, Lorine Niedecker, Charles
Olson, Francis Ponge, Gary Snyder, Rocco Scotellaro, Cesar Vallejo, Philip Whalen, William
Carlos Williams, and Louis Zukofsky among many others. Cid Corman said, "If this is
divinity, make the most of it."

Links:

Cid Corman on poetry over the radio, October 1952
http://www.english.upenn.edu/~afilreis/88/corman-on-radio.html
Titles by Cid Corman available through Longhouse press
http://www.longhousepoetry.com/corman.html#Anchor-Titles-47857
Wikipedia link to biography of Cid Corman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cid_Corman
Cid Corman's poems at The American Poetry Review site
http://www.aprweb.org/issues/july00/corman.html
Six of Cid Corman's poems at Oyster Boy Review
http://www.oysterboyreview.com/archived/12/corman-poems.html
Piece on Cid Corman at Flashpoint
http://www.flashpointmag.com/core.htm
Poems of Cid Corman's at The East Village Poetry Web
http://www.theeastvillage.com/tb/corman/a.htm
The Poetry of Cid Corman by Lorine Niedecker at the Electronic Poetry Center
http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/niedecker/essay2.html
Taylor Mignon speaks with Cid Corman at Paco's Global Village
http://www.pacosvillage.com/articles/archives/May2003/cid_corman.htm
Review of Cid Corman's Nothing/Doing (New Directions, 2000) at Oyster Boy
Review
http://www.oysterboyreview.com/issue/13/BeamJ-Corman.html

Order Cid Corman's books at Amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com

Web site to please help Shizumi Corman, Cid Corman's wife, in this difficult time
http://www.archerdulac.com/neworigin/neworigin.html
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John SOLT

MAI-SAN AND MY SON

read at their wedding
Heian Shrine, Kyoto
27 March 2003
I
The day before i met Ken
i went to the hospital
Sachiko was sweating and scared with labor pains
(by the way, the gynecologist, who also delivered George,
was later convicted and had his clinic shut down
because he left a pair of scissors in a patient
and she died)
how fragile life is!
when i entered the room
Obaachan was reciting Tenrikyo prayers
and made waves with her hands over Sachi's body
i had no training in the Lamaze method
but i thought i should do something useful
so i started breathing with Sachi
as if i had contractions
while i was breathing funny
and Obaachan acting like a shamaness
in a Kurosawa Akira-Mifune Toshiro film
Dr. Okamoto, who was still well respected
walked in, took a step back and said,
"Both of you, out of here right now. Come on."
II
The next day i met Ken
i held him in my arms
and he looked wrinkled and quite ugly
he had been vacuumed out
so the back of his round head

jutted out like an alien
but he was ours
the unforgettable heartbeat of being a parent
how fragile life is!
Ken surprised me many times
especially when he first crawled it was in reverse
i thought, "oh no, the psychedelics i'd taken as a hippie
must have made him strange"
then he became first a science major and later a doctor
and i stopped worrying about psychedelics
III
the day before i met Mai-san
i was reading Hokushu sennen no kotobuki
(District to the North, One Thousand Years of Good Luck
by Shokusanjin, a.k.a. Ota Nampo, from 1818)
while watching the video dance performance of it
by Hanayagi Juraku-sensei, living national treasure
Mai-san, through Kei Chifune-sensei
was in the same Hanayagi lineage
a karmic thread weaves us all together
how fragile life is!
Hokushu is a felicitous dance play
these word fragments appear:
"the white crane of a thousand years
sings pleasures for a myriad decades.
the shell of the tortoise by the pond of
10,000 ages bears mystic markings.
the great gate is rich in flowing sleeves.
decorated with green pines,
willows and cherry blossoms.
the bamboo blinds are up
and a cuckoo sings.
speeded by love a journey
of a thousand miles is
as brief as that of a single mile.
each sight, each sound of the four seasons
as it passes,
is not paradise itself like this?
may you live a thousand ages
may you live a thousand ages."
IV
the next day i met Mai-san
and we ate sushi and drank and laughed together
with my sons Ken and George

over the next few days we spoke more
sometimes sounding serious
about learning English, her new life
maybe lucky but far away
and i was relieved to see Mai-san
and my son so happy together
having fun planning their future
once ten years ago when Ken was eighteen
he told me he believed in love
and wanted nothing more than a family one day
and to be a better husband than i had been
how fragile life is!

---------------------------two fireflies
stuck together
sway and swing
across the stars
---------------------------you claim to be postmodern and postcolonial
but are you postmiddle class?
---------------------------he capped his cock
and cocked his hat
---------------------------i give broken things
to monks

because they understand
impermanence
-------------------------------she shook like a leaf
at the prospect
of sitting still
-------------------------------the unsayable
is unsellable
-------------------------------you are a movie star
without the movie
-------------------------------his interchangeable masks
turned him into
a permanent shortchanger
------------------------------words eaten away
to less than letters
------------------------------why are locals
everywhere
so entrenched?
---------------------------------you talk softly
about spreading light
after you leave the room
darkness follows
--------------------------------hell with her
is better than
heaven with you
--------------------------------putting friends
together
backfired

like a fart
in a tunnel
---------------------------------with all you
can have
how much
do you want?
------------------------------he brushed up
against
her underbrush
------------------------------"back off"
he cautioned
the elevator
------------------------------anti-war soldiers
once played
with toy soldiers
------------------------------there's a paradigm shift
every time you sneeze
------------------------------no longer dead
she crawled out the window
and jumped
------------------------------sometimes
i want to be your monkey
climb your tree
pull your fruit
------------------------------messages messages
cute ads
vying for ironic space
cow's four stomachs
no room for dessert

---------------------------------living in a postcard world
---------------------------------you're the match
i'm the gasoline
--------------------------------that thought
was an extension
of a lost one
rekindled days later
---------------------------------it's raining today
i'm swimming
in her eyes
---------------------------------what in our minds
is unacceptable
to tomorrow?
---------------------------------when kickbacks
are sizeable
they'll call you
"little brother"
-------------------------------lightning
from cloud
to steeple
in 1/1000th
of a second
stretch marks
on your thighs
-------------------------------how many times
i've avoided death
and never knew it
even later

-------------------------------can a culture
ever let go
of itself?
-------------------------------those demons had been
lurking in me
for centuries
-------------------------------civilian casualties
in World War I were 5%
in World War II 50%
in the 1990s 75%
whose poem is that?
-------------------------------she is like
butterflies
and flowers
in the room
------------------------------the mathematics
of coming
--------------------------------

back

Tony TOWLE
    Hypotheses
Imagine turning the clock back
to when there were no clocks,
and then back another hour and a half
just to make sure. Imagine the unique insights
your wristwatch will give you, even though it is running slow.
Imagine the people staring at your funny clothes.
This brochure invites us to imagine
reliving the terrors of World War II,
but the noise is deafening and it is becoming hazardous
so we stop. Instead, let's imagine the bright blue Mesopotamian sky
and the peaceful Baghdad of January 1258
with the Mongols out there in the distance.
Imagine trying to explain to the Caliph
what's going to happen when they get there,
that his grand vizier is double-crossing him,
that the city's inhabitants will be butchered,
that he will be mocked at a banquet and then he and his sons
will be sewn into carpets and trampled by the Mongol horsemen.
The descriptions are about to get unimaginably gruesome
so imagine that you are a peacefully falling leaf that is, like,
you know, floating in a gentle present-day breeze, or whatever,
while there I am, real or imagined, inside behind the window,
continuing to unravel the sizeless sweater of the unknown
into countless piles of yarn. I wander off to seek advice
from the symbolically obscure but kindly old welder, whose torch
like an indulged nephew or sputtering oracle perched on his remaining knee
spits out an indefatigable stream of chromatic perceptions.
And within the disappearing sparks of an evanescent subtext
you are imagined as just a normal person
facing an enormous stack of bills
that require payment for everything you've ever imagined.
Imagine you have the money to take care of them all!
Imagine what will happen when they find out you don't,
and they resort to the unimaginable: sending real fear
to infiltrate your imaginings.

    Self-Improvement Sketch
I emerge from the gray, viscous, nauseating
but informative environment, having picked,
as per the generous offer of only pennies per day,
the brains of today's business leaders.
Now, with a basket full of quivering, spongy
and edifying tidbits, I have little choice
after 40 years of fooling around
but finally to get down to business.

    Tableau
The smoke curls steadily upward.
The work of Attila the Hun? No, his "Other,"
Flotilda the Hunnie, cigarette dangling from her lips, braids
bleached in historicity and descending
from the Pannonian past
into the sink of the Pennsylvanian present
where she washes the dishes
to the violins of the rainswept interstate.
On the right, Attila is pulling up in the driveway
and there on his right, the more conservative hordes.

    The River of Ice
We punctuate
the giant river of ice. We only
can survive here. No—
here, it is only we
that can survive. We
are the grammarians
of the tundra. We are cold

but we are correct. Our teeth
may chatter but we will punctuate
the frozen river.

     The Investigation
I found myself in the Great Central Library reachable through the labyrinthine
passages from either the East Side or Sixth Avenue Subways. I had forgotten all
about this enormous complex because I had spent time here only once, in one of
the larger rooms that was further ahead, for research in a job that didn't work out
in a dream some years before. But now I was walking purposefully among the
high and dusty bookcases that had no visible organization, and suddenly in front
of me on a shelf at eye-level were a number of well-known poetry reference
books.
This orange-covered volume I have at home, but this one, A Measure of Poets,
I knew about but had never bought because, to my great distress, I was not in it.
                                                  Nonetheless, I took it down, on the possibility
that somehow I might have been included in the index. "If
I'm not in this thing at all," I thought to myself, "then that's it . . . " leaving the
implication unverbalized. But there were indeed several citations about me, quite
a few, in fact, references in articles about other poets, and more appeared as
I looked. And then there was a large photograph I had completely forgotten about:
a long-distance shot taken in the middle of an invented Grand Central Station
that was part of the enormous subway-library complex where I was at that very
moment. I am the only occupant of a large, circular, leather banquette, and
am leaning back with my right arm extended over the empty platform behind
the seats in a staged and allegorical pose I recalled having to hold uncomfortably
long for the camera; and I am in the act of tossing from a cup objects like dice,
which the camera has caught in mid-air.
                                                                 Around me was my "family" - two
children,
actors, in front on the right, and a woman I didn't recognize, gathered together for
the purpose of the tableau, and a young man a little way off who was supposed
to be my brother, and who moved himself a few steps further to the left as I
examined
the picture, to improve the overall composition. Behind this grouping was the
station's
enormous back wall of marble, at least fifty feet high—and beige, I think,
although
the photo was in black and white, or even higher—as I held the book at arm's
length

so I could appreciate the full expanse of the panoramic scene. But what was the
name
of the game I was in the act of exemplifying so dramatically? I peered intently at
the
tiny objects coming out of the cup. "Hazard" kept coming to mind, but that was a
card
game, I told myself, and what I was throwing from the cup were threedimensional
symbols that in my pose I couldn't quite turn my head to comprehend.

     Portfolio
   Three Figures
It was all there, everything that couldn't
have happened any faster, crammed into the
deficient day hanging over from the previous
night. The stories accumulate in the glass,
a vacant monarchy without their inventor.

   Squirrel in Tree
The easiest thing in the world to fly
is an airplane. And I don't want
to dwell on that for twenty more years
but I'll talk about almost anything else—
the sand, the illusion, the planks
of wind between the islands confirming
the mosaic. One returns to all this
finally, before the anticipation is
further distorted by reality.

   Self-Portrait
I don't think anyone enjoys putting up
a wall more than I do, and then giving it
more coats than necessary. Then comes
the denouement, over the worst cup
of coffee in weeks, and when you have to
take the paint off, you just take the paint off.

   Heike with Shoe
The train is due to leave the hotel now
so I'm just going to stay a little longer, while
the desk gets angrier, tossing revelations
in an unalleviated mass to those who could
do without them. My cigarettes are gone
as well so she gives me one of hers.

    Old Man at Lake
We followed the car until the license
plate bearing our number was
recovered. In general terms, he was then
released into the furniture, waiting
for the details and when they arrived
he was down at the lake.

     Dog Jumping toward Hoop
The cemetery was just part of the paraphernalia
as we weren't expected to expire just yet
in a perforated architecture of theory
echoed in the splendid dungeon of formality
that disables if not debates the solitude.

     Homeless Person
When I looked out the window at
the components slowing down in my
tracks, the slowest being the exploits
of tools in the atmosphere. That is
I took them out and put them on
the table: those were the words
I was looking for.

     A Quiet Street
And then I remembered something else,
dozing in the dark, when the lights were
elsewhere in the dark, that there was
something incredible in the other room.
Her hand gestured towards it vaguely,
simultaneous with events.

     Woman on Sofa
The nickel flew through the air and landed
tails, and my evening, with its terrible
sense of direction, was set for life. And so
that's where life began, on its way to
being picked apart like steamed fish
on a bed or salad of quotations.

     Man Making Rabbit Ears
In the meantime that crazy son of a bitch
I was talking about was breaking the yolk
of insane perception over the hapless toast
of my hearing until what was fictional became
a good deal more so. You can't imagine how

happy I was to see daylight, but you can
imagine what I saw.
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Abram VALDEZ
Ode to Frankenstein
Talking to you is as hard as trying
to hold a switchblade and a silver dollar
in the same hand. Listening is easier.
You say, You're my kiddo. I say, Bien.
You laugh, and I imagine it's the same sound
a scarecrow would make if a murder of crows
started necking at its feet. You say,
I've been to every bar in the world
and they all know me by a different name.
At Trader Vick's, they call me Karloff.
I'm Talbot at The Last Supper.
The barflies at Blind Dick know me as Rabbit.
You tell a story of a night without chasers
when Himilayan sherpas invented a drink
called the Barefoot Yeti made exclusively
for five-foot dynamos who can dance a salsa
like nobody's business. You say the last time
you danced like that Wolfman, Mummy
and Bela himself joined you in a conga line,
that after two drinks, Bela forgot his Spanish
and the other two were pawing at each other.
It must have been some ride home, I say.
You reply, except for the crying, it was
as quiet as a bathroom in the UN.

BLEMISHES
Between the moon and knives are inscriptions
so pronounced babies smell them and wail.
They are smothered under sleeping elephants.
They lie inside bellies of beached, sperm whales
as people pack the pods' guts with dynamite.
Noisy corpses toss and turn in worn pock marks.
There are two men who are as delicate

as spiderwebs. They have never once met.
One lives in a one-bedroom apartment.
He studies ants on his blinds when the day's late.
His hands hurt so much, he wears a catcher's mit.
He uses a straw to down a dark pint.
The other man lives in the flat above.
The neighbors complain he walks about nude.
They hear his footseps and think he dances
naked. He's really cooking a quiche for five.
Inside his trunk is a swelling in the node.
His living room and loft are bound in fences.
The men will never meet. One will die
wearing only a belt. The other sits
with his catcher's mit and a punter's helmet
to keep out the cold. The building crumbles
years later; a monument is erected.
It takes a monocle to read the inscription.
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Mark WINTER
Sans Groucho

We had a marvelous time at the opera,
Eating our curds and whey.
I noticed with my spyglass
a man reading Edgar Allen Poe
hunched in the front row,
behind the Irish man eating the gemsbok.
I sallied down to where he lounged,
rolling in hairless leather shoes,
the quaintest smile
perched like faded plastic fruit
across my supple, expressive face.
"Sir, is it true, by any stretch,
by what you've read,
that Edgar Allen Poe combed his hair
with a wagon wheel
and died with a toothache in his heel?"
Burping like a hairy ballerina
he turned as only someone in soiled burlap underwear could,
and said,
"Young man, ah, young man, ah,
You seem to think Poe is literature
like Sister Mary Elephant squeezing the boils on her cat.
Why, what if I, smitten, smitten by wind,
rain, and soil, were to read and answer
all of my own questions,
I'd be no better off than Franz Kafka
stroking his just-healed scars.
I could, then, would it, like,
kind of almost standing in the rain."
I caught a glimpse of what he was saying
and panicked.
Pivoting like an ironing board,
I spewed like river spittle
green and nasty Mississippi gelatin
back into my purple veined
theatre seat, wary of the puny man in the next seat
whose black eyebrows touched
in the middle of his stomach.

—March 27, 1979 & September 12, 2003

Untitled

The poet stood before us,
his hair encircled mouth puckered, like
the spotty end of the large intestine
with small globules of brown excrement
stuck in the gnatty hairs,
and he read his poetry.
However, it's 10:30 pm and I've got some
ramblin' thoughts to snare for a cool,
laid back poem.
Maybe something creative, using
witty phrases like "a blind certified public
accountant sucking a duck's ass,"
or, "her tongue tasted like sweaty spider
monkey's scrotums."
Whimsical, yes, full of whimsy.
Say "Pardon me, I'm full of whimsy,"
as you fan the air behind you and the guy in the
green prescription sunglasses
and silver star ear ring
was so pompously assholish,
nothing against assholes, we all have one or two
depending upon the size of our families,
and I'm not saying his poetry was bad, it's just
that his ego bulged like the eyes of
the cocker spaniel man who jacked off in the
Golden Nugget Pancake House on Belmont.
But, I think, well,
you're the perfect candidate for "Bull Worker,"
where supposedly sane men develop breasts
the size of chrome Cadillac bumpers.

2.
Then, at least, your chest wouldn't
cast notched shadows like a picket fence
in the overgrown dandelions.
Thin skin flint toothpick,
you curtain rod, you wiggly-slimy electrical cord,
you woodwind instrument in khaki pants and

Birkenstocks! And "as soft farewells
whispered over the coffin
we're poisoned with venom with each breath we take,
from the brown sulfur chimney
and the black highway snake."
Bleach blond thighs and chicken toes,
Barbie dolls writhing in death throes,
and you wonder why you were hated in high school.
Bitter? Who me? Why should I want to disembowel all
of those fucking lickers of cattle pricks who always
made a point of leaving carpet tacks in my underwear?
Who's bitter? Maybe before, a year
or so ago, after it happened. But now I'd
rather fleck and foam at the mouth over
Dial extra-dry, anti-cling, anti-static, anti-hystamine,
anti-nuclear, anti-family, anti-human,
anti-perspirant.
And then we're supposed to believe
those real, honest to Jesus Christ our lord and savior
families who say they've been
"Washing their hair with Dog Vomit Shampoo"
are actually real families?
3.
"Hey, yeah, my husband Bob has been
washing his hair with Dog Vomit
for years, and we're still
married, god damn it!"

Fellini Over For Dinner With Pals
orange and black silhouettes of ruined cities
sit haunched in back-slapping, "hey, how ya doin'
pal!" contemplation of the absolute worthlessness
of despairing human energy.
Fellini looked up from his
spiral notebook, his yellow pencil, a 28-year-old virgin
pulsing between his fingers,
and coughed like a diesel truck engine turning over. Fellini had
a cold and felt like his lungs were tall black
stovepipe hats with Abraham Lincolns sitting under
them.
"I wonder if the American public can cope with
my imagery? Like I'm not saying that it
makes me look like a genius, but . . . "

the black metallic screen door
peeled open under the guiding hand of Ingmar Bergman,
"Fuck you, Fellini! If you want to be a half-assed
philosophical type with morbidity ground into
the heel of his . . . "
"You bloody little pricks!
I've had about enough of this shit, now go home!"
mushed Alfred Hitchcock, leaping from the emerald sofa
like a crisp, white sheet, gunning them both down
with a Thompson air-cooled sub-machine gun.
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Sagittarius
You focus on serving
others and making
cash. Don't feel
guilty. Wait. A tough
assignment is coming
next week. Stop.
Don't accidentally
throw diamonds. Hold
it. You'll soon get
something you like.
One moment. Here's a
promise. Some of that
old junk is coming
your way. Here's
what you must do.
Give away
everything. Here's
something else you
should do. Give
yourself a secret.
Don't hesitate. You're
not greedy. Know
what else? You're
cute as a button. Yes,
you are. There's one
more thing you must
do: Complete a
household project. Do
as I say.
Before you die, you
will pilot a B-52.
Don't laugh, it's true. I
see other things. I see
wartime activity for
you and something
about a bomb. A
bomb in a briefcase.
The briefcase is under
-- under -- no, it's
fading. Beware of
briefcases. Promise?
It was brown, I can
tell you that, the
briefcase. It will
happen after your first
time at the controls of
the B-52. So don't

even worry about it
until you've piloted
the B-52. That's when
it will happen.
Usually I have good
news. Here's one
thing. You'll marry a
Korean woman. It
won't last. You will
be blown to
smithereens in Korea
-- North Korea, to be
exact. You will be
blown to pieces by a
bomb in North Korea,
after the liberation,
but before the robotic
soldiers.
Talk to me. I am
lonely. Do you know
what I used to do for
a living? Editorialist.
For example: "If we
are wrong, we
destroy. Inhuman
carnage and suffering,
history forgives.
Babble, frenzy,
frenzy, babble. The
answer is obvious, the
process cumbersome
and psychologically
painful. There is a
better way. We're
confused. It is beyond
worrisome. Let's
rumble."
You know what? Join
the Navy, not the Air
Force. That could
save your life.
Actually, forget it.
The briefcase will

find its way abroad
the submarine. Would
you rather die in an
airport or a
submarine?
If you choose the Air
Force, the last thing
you'll hear is a song
by Gordon Lightfoot.
You know the one.
About the sinking
ship. But if you join
the Navy, the last
thing you'll hear is a
different song by
Gordon Lightfoot.
You know the one.
The one about feeling
better when you're
feeling no pain.
Might I suggest you
stop in the third tent
on the right? Genie
will put your mind at
rest. Genie is
spiritual. Because you
haven't been listening.
You'll pick up the
briefcase. I just know
it.
People will get drunk
at your funeral and
discuss the situation
in Korea. They'll say
it's a good thing about
the robotic soldiers,
that soon there won't
be too many more of
you--meaning dead
soldiers. Well, we
knew the day was
coming, didn't we?
But will we bury the
robots with full
honors and seven gun
salutes? My friend, I
cannot see that far.
Just remember: Give
away everything and
don't throw diamonds.
Some of that old junk

is coming your way.
If I were you, I'd
enjoy it.

Paul A. Toth lives in Michigan. His short fiction has appeared in The Barcelona Review,
Iowa Review Web, Mississippi Review Online, Exquisite Corpse and many others, with
nominations for the Pushcart Prize and Best American Mystery Stories. Toth's novel, Fizz, is
available now from Bleak House Books. He recently completed his second novel. His official
website at www.netpt.tv includes complete credits, news, and ordering information for Fizz.
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Love,
Russian
Style
Saturday night --7:30 p.m.
I haven't had a date
in months. Tonight
I'm finally going out
with Dimitri, the
buff Russian with
bad teeth. He
spotted me at the
gym this morning.
In the middle of his
sweaty, mad run on
the treadmill he
came to an abrupt
stop and approached
me.
"What are you
doing tonight?" he
asked, cornering me
up against the leg
machine.
"I'm not sure," I
answered hesitantly.
"Why don't you be
sure and come out
with me . . . okay?"
he asked.
"Well . . . yeah," I
replied after a long
silence.
"Good. I pick you
up at nine. You be
there, right?"
"Yes."
"You sure?" he
asked as he took a
corner of his towel
and wiped a drop of
sweat off from my
forehead. "You
won't forget?"
***

Saturday night --1:30 a.m.
At nine I heard a
long honk on the
horn outside my
door. When I didn't
respond the phone
rang.
"Sweetheart, I'm
here outside,"
Dimitri said.
He opened the car
door for me and
introduced me to
Ivan, a good
Jewish-Italian
friend of his from
his days back in
Moscow.
"His English, not so
good. But he
understands
some.It's okay, yes,
if he joins us? So,
what would you like
to do? To where
should we go?"
Dimitri asked,
squeezing myknee.
"Beautiful you are.
Ah, the cuisine of
Russia. Sound good
to you, baby doll?
This night . . . for
the experience.
Don't look at price.
I take you to fancier
place next time.
What I tell you
Ivan, perfect she is,
no?"
Dimitri pulled into

an older strip mall
on Santa Monica
Blvd. Classica: a
Russian-Jewish
restaurant. Inbetween Trader
Joe's and several
kosher bakeries.
The feeling at once
was warm and
familiar. A birthday
party was
going on. A large
European family
restaurant. Long
burgundy tables
with twelve
matching chairs
squashed in next to
each other. Gold
balloons, gold
streamers, red
velvet wallpaper. A
small sunflower
yellow-colored bar
equipped with rows
of vodka and red
wine. A cherry red
stage with a
cantaloupe sized
disco ball spinning
above the
performers heads. A
bleached blonde
Russian woman in a
silver lamee dress
and a heavy set
dark-haired man in
a baby blue tux
sang songs and
played on the
keyboard the entire

evening.
Older couples with
big stomachs and
rosy cheeks danced
as little kids ran
between their legs
with water pistols.
Waiters came out
with one cake after
another singing to
the twenty-one year
old florid, jolly
birthday girl. People
streamed in and out
through the open
door to roll their
cigarettes, smoke,
and drink black
espresso in dainty
cups outside next to
the kosher bakery.
If one looked across
the street one could
see the Santa
Monica weekend
male hustlers
working their
corners.
Dimitri was not like
the man who I went
out with a year ago.
At least for the
evening he wasn't.
He no longer
complained of
headaches, of being
tired, or of how
there was no money
in L.A.
For several hours
we drank sweet red
wine, ate salmon
with salted Roma
tomatoes, challah,
goat, Brie and blue
cheese, cold red
beet soup topped
with sour cream, a
huge assortment of

meats that I couldn't
label, coffee
accompanied with a
large selection of
chocolate
andraspberry
pastries and finally
a platter of kiwi,
strawberries,
pomegranates,
lychee, and
honeydew.
Dimitri and Ivan
spoke in Russian
then in English.
They took turns
smoking outside.
We danced, talked
and danced some
more.
"Tell me," Dimitri
said. "What
philosophy you live
by?"
"I like things to be
simple," I answered.
"No, no. Me, I want
luxury. Not to live
well, but too live
really well. You
know what I mean?
"
"What is it that you
actually do?" I
asked.
"Everything. I do
everything."
I liked Ivan being
there. Somehow a
third party made the
evening more casual
and comfortable.
Besides, he was
very nice to me. He
paid me
compliments and at
midnight went to

Ralph's on La Brea
and came back with
a large bouquet of
white carnations for
me.
"I want picture.
Come here,"
Dimitri, said putting
his badly tattooed
arm around me and
handing his tiny
dispensable camera
to Ivan. "For
millennium, what
you doing?"
"I'm spending it
with my family," I
answered as I
sucked on a lychee.
"Yes, family. I like
that you are close.
Good, good. How
about we go for
walk?" he said,
rising from the
table.
Out front, against
the wall, I pulled on
Dimitri's belt
buckle, bringing
him closer to me.
"We go to the car,"
he said with a
mischievous grin.
"Oh, do we?" I
replied, lightly
pushing him away.
"Baby, we could
move the world. In
Moscow, twenty
minute in the car . .
. people do this sort
of thing."
I studied his big
brown, blood-shot
eyes. "Your idea,it's
not a bad one. But
you see, this isn't

really the right time
. . . you know, of
the month for me."
"What. When you
start it?" he asked
as he flicked the
rest of his cigarette
into the air. "When
you end it?"
"I think Thursday,"
I said feeling my
face turn red.
"Then Thursday I
see you next," he
said, as he waved
for Ivan to come on
out. Dimitri said
something tohim
under his breath in
Russian and then
the three of us piled
into the car.
###

Hannah Sward currently lives in Los Angeles where she writes for West Third St. Village.
Her most recent work can be read in the winter 2003 issue of Other Voices; A Canadian
Journal of Literature. Love, Russian Style is part of a linking collection of short stories. The
central character is Chloe, a young woman finding--and losing--her way in contemporary
society.
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Fascists
A handful of fascists fell out of the sky and
landed in the city. They were wearing
skintight 5-star-general uniforms, and their
thick black manes were slicked back across
their scalps with state-of-the-art lard they
had purchased from a discount store in their
native land.
"It's raining fascists!" exclaimed a salesman
as bodies hit the sidewalk all around him. He
removed an umbrella from his briefcase,
opened it over his head and hurriedly
skulked away.
The fall knocked the fascists unconscious.
They lay there on the sidewalk in contorted,
uncomfortable-looking positions for half an
hour. Fascinated by the spectacle of their
scattered bodies, streetwalkers passed by
them slowly, vigilantly, as if they were a car
accident.
When they woke up, the fascists removed
miniature pink feather dusters from their
pockets and cleaned the grit off of each
other. They also re-slicked back their hair
with fresh doses of lard.
"Right," said the fascist in charge, glancing
purposefully at his comrades. "To work,
then."
The directive prompted the other fascists to begin twitching uncontrollably, their obsession
with order kicking in like a bad acid trip. The twitching quickly subsided, however, and each
of them grabbed a random streetwalker by the shoulder, ordering them to get down on their
hands and knees. "You are my soap box," they commanded. And the streetwalkers, having
nothing better to do than walk the streets, acquiesced without an unreasonable amount of
bitching.
The fascists stepped onto the streetwalker's backs. They stood there for a moment in silence,
collecting their thoughts and observing the ebb and flow of mortal commerce. Then they
opened their mouths and unleashed their dogma.
Their bodies gesticulated. Their fists hammered the air. Their mustaches convulsed as they
spat things such as, "Chaos is dead!" and, "This is the end of image-addiction!" and, "I am the
power!" and, "Death to the implosion of the social!"
After a while the streetwalkers-cum-soap boxes began to get sore backs. Most of them were
reticent to complain about it at first, but eventually they were all sniveling and whining out

loud.
Their bodies quivered. Their fingertips dug into the pavement. Their upper lips broke out in
mustaches of sweat as they spat things such as, "Pain is my enemy!" and, "This is not very
healthy for my spine!" and "I am going to cry!" and "Death to the bastard on top of me!"
A crowd began to gather around this display of verbal pyrotechnics. Initially, the crowd just
stared on in dumb wonderment. Then people started flipping quarters at the fascists. A few
people tossed sandwiches in their direction.
"We don't want your coins or your lunches!" the fascist in charge screamed. "We want you to
flush your ideology down the toilet!"
But nobody heard him clearly enough to mind him. The fascists and the soap boxes were
simultaneously hollering at the top of their lungs, and their words collapsed and crashed into
one another like stormy ocean waves. Some people had to plug their ears, the clamor was so
loud and obnoxious, albeit they continued to shower the spectacle with booty.

D. Harlan Wilson has published nearly 100 stories in magazines and anthologies throughout the world. He is also the
author of the books, The Kafka Effekt, 4 Ellipses and the soon-to-be-released Stranger on the Loose. Wilson lives in
East Lansing, Michigan, where he teaches literature and creative writing at Michigan State University. Go to D.
Harlan Wilson's Web site
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My Old
Stomping
Grounds
Revisited
The first thing we noticed was
a dark blanket undulating
offshore, parallel to the
surface of the ocean. I was
showing my wife where I
went to school in Santa Cruz,
but I had never seen this
before. When we parked the
rental car and looked closer,
we resolved the blanket was
composed of millions and
millions of birds.
The tourists didn't notice and
the locals had their backs to
the water. When we asked,
they said it happened all the
time. But when we asked what
it all meant, no one had an
explanation.
Until a homeless drunk whose
thing was covering himself
with seaweed told us they
came all the way from New
Zealand. He said he should
know because, "I used to be a
fisherman in a former life".
They were hunting "baitfish"
and he called them "bats" even
though they were clearly birds.
Their hysterical flapping and
shrilling would eventually
drive the fish to shore. If we
waited long enough, we would
see whole schools of fish
throw themselves up on the
beach. But as a visiting
tourist, I wouldn't be able to
see it.

Derek White has slept illegally on a number of beaches around Santa Cruz, and once on a
snookers table in New Zealand. Most recently, he crashes in New York City where he works
for Napster. Other work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Styles, Elimae, 12-Gauge,
Diagram, Café Irreal, and Snow Monkey. He resides online at www.sleepingfish.net.
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